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We afe at a turning point in our history. There
are two paths to choose. One is a path . . .

that leads to fragmentation and self-interest.
Down that road lies a mistaken idea of freedom,
the riglit to grasp for ourselves some advantage
over others.i That.path would be one of constant.
conffict bet een narrow interests ending in
chaos and immobility. It is a certain route to
failure.

the traditions ,of our past, all the lessons
of our heritage, all the promises of our future
point to another path, the path of common purpose
and the restoration of American values. That
path Wads to true freedom for our nation and,
ourselves.

Remarks of President Jimmy Carter
in his address to the Nation,
July 15., 1979 ,
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. PREFACE

A concern about citizen apathy in the United
States, apparent neglect of citizen education in the

schools, and discrepancies between changing social
and political conditions and educational practice

led to the creation of the Citizen Educatiot Stafk

Office in the U.S. Office of Education (USOE). In

November 1973, upon urging from a number_ of founda-

tion and university representatives, the Secretary

of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) directed
the Commissioner of Education to undertake a study

of citizen eduCation and make recommendations fore

its improvement. .

The policy advisor to the Commissioner cOnvened

an advisory committee of educational theoristgland
leaders to launch the project. A broad concept of
citizen education emerged from their discussions.

In the committee's view, diverse social agents con-
tribute to citizen,development. Young children
learn about citizenship from parents, peers, televi-

sion; through club and church or synagogue membership;

and in school. Adults develop as citizens in a

number of ways-through their contact with public

officials, through exercising and experiencing
authority at work, or their involvement in politics

and policymaking.

The neeld to map these processes and activities

and link them with educational programs, research,

and theory became the focus of the USOE citizen educa-

tion project. The staff employed the term "citizen

education" so as to move away from older and narrower
concepts,and to include the learning of adults, as

well as children; they initially defined their task

as "the process of involving citizens from the various

sectors to participate in the debate over a public

policy'for civic/citizenship education."l/ In time,

the term came to connote an approach which aimed'at

.an integration of disparate curricular components

within the schools, and collaboration between educa-

tors.in schools and inthe community at large.
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, Theproject's first Phase featured a national
conference in Eansas City, Mo., cOnducted jointly-by
the Council of Chief State School Cfficers and USOE
in 1976. An attempt was made ,to involve educators
affiliated with civic groups, business and labor,
and other sectors,of society. At that conference,
economics, politics, law-related education, global
perspectives, multiethnic studies, ethicssJand
Tdiiirly-related education were all identified as
elements of citizen education.

The following year a draft report, "Citizen
Education Teiday,"2/ was prepared for the USOE project.
It presented major aspects of contemporary citizen
education, research results and illustrative programs,
as well as recommendations. The report indicated
that' citizenship could'not be confined to local,
State, and national contexts, but that it has a
global dimension. It suggested that technological
advauces, the growth of government, and increasing
amounts of information have complicated the tasks of
citizensUip. The report amined how the home, the
school, the media, the orkp ace, voluntary associa-
tions, and government contrib te to citizen training,
and it discusSed psychological indings that help
explain this process of political socialization.

, "Citizen Education Today" also presented data indicat-
ing 'that citizens' leve1s of political and economic
knowledge have declined and that many citizens lack
the basic skills needed for civic competency.

The project's second phase, begun in the fall
of 1977, was designed to probe the meaning of
citizen education from a variety of persPectives, to
explore several major Issues in the field, and to
examine secondary agents in citizen education such as
the community,,the workplace, and the media.

During this phase, the Citizen Education Safif
met with hundreds of people at meetings, workshops,
and through informal encounters.* We learned more,

*Sec appendix.A for a list of formal workshops and
publications.
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perhaps,about issues than about answers; and, in our
efforts to reach people :of diyerse viewa, we discov-
ered a gobd,deal about thelFaried perceptidns con-
cetning our topic. For some, the goals of citizen
education have,to do with caring about others, and
with the concerns of a community toward, for example,.
its children. Others emphasize-"etlightad-telf-
interest"--being know1edge4ble about the _public_
sphere in order to promote or defeat certain
policies. While some think citizen educationshould
help students gain information about politics-and
public policy, others stress access and power,
believing that until persons can affect the political
process, information about political issues will be
meaningless. Some argue for a revitalization'of
pdlitical community, while others are convinced that
present day institutions and inequi,ties preclude such
a positive development.

This publication presents some major issues that'

cloud the concepts of citizenship and citizen
education in'order to contribut? to a clearer delin-
eation of goals, strategies, andcneeds. In conduc-
ting our study, there are many areas that we have had
to treat hastily or omit altogether. While our study
was not comprehensive, we have tried to cover signif-

icant and representative issues and activitieso In

that process, we.sought to solicit different points
of view and to gather information from as broad a
cross section pf citizens as possible. We hope that
the result is a report which provides some new
information, imposes additional order on previously
reported data, and reveals some of the buried assump-
tions and value judgments which underlie current
citizen education activities.

This publication reoreselits the final report of
the USOE citizen education project. Other publica-
tions produced by the project may be purchased from
the U.S. Government Printing Office and are listed in
appendix A.
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CHAPTER 1

WHAT IS THE NEED?

On the one hand, it's a different world and
today's, cftizen is faced with moral and tech-
nical questions and problems that never occurred
to our parents and to their parents. On the

other hand, the important questions of demo-
cratic citizenship, the ones with which we must
come to grips, are older than Democracy itself.

We live with computers and space travel, and
we still gust probe the nature of the just

society, the good person . . . the happy life.
--Michael Hartoontán, in a letter to the
Citizen Educationlptaff, USOE, 1978.

At the heart of the American concept of democracy

is the belief that citizens.must, to some degree,

participate in the governance of society. Without

individuals who are willing to perform the basic

duties of citizenship--vote, formulate and express
opinions, pay taxes, uphold the law, serve as jurors,
defend the country--democratic processes cannot
operate. The exercise of citizenship is also viewed
as a privilege and as an opportunity for personal

development. Many believe that the chance to seek
justice and dignity for oneself and others, and the

ability to comprehend the relationship between self

and society are necessary for individual growth.

Citizen education involves the development Of

knowledge, skills, and attitudes requisite to respon-
sible and effective participation in civic rife.

Civic competencies prepare citizens to cope with an

imperfect world in which they must attempt to resolve

shifting tensions beyween self-interest and.community

values, between shorc-term aims and long-term

consequences, and in which they must act effectively

and rationally to promote desired goals within a

qontext of democratic processes and principles.



The exercise of citizenship is an integral part
of daily life. With the growth of the public sector,

, citizens are frequently, confronted by situations in
which public policy constrains or expands personal
opportunity. The need for civic competencies is
readily-apparent when citizens, moved to become
active participantss seek the ability to gain access
to information, make judgments about conflicting
positions, or join in political processes with con-
fidence and knowleige. Tenants, for example, who do
'not know what theit rights are cannot easily affect
their living conditions. Working parents who do not
know whether day-care facilities exist, or how to,
advocate their establishment, lack the option of day
care. 'Citizens who serve on advisory councils to
government agencies will not be effective unless they ,
know what services are available to their community
and unless they possess the skills of group partici-
pation and advocacy.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss how
the concept of democratic citizenship has evolved,
present some characteristics of contemporary society
which complicate the exercise of citizenship, and
then move on to a description of citizen education
in the United Statesits history, evolution, core
elements, and tensions. Running- throughout the
chapter is the notion that values and philosophy color
one's image of citizenship (and therefore the goals of
citizen education)., This may be seen most particu-
larly with respect to the proper balance between the
satisfaction of individual freedom and the exercise
of community responsibility.

DIVERSE VIEWS OF GOVERNMENT AND CITIZENSHIP

Civic education emanates from an ethical
base--civic responsibility is a moral value.
Recognizing the ethical element in citizen
education would require a revolution in the
way we think about it.--John Osmond, in a

2



letter tc the Citizen Education Staff,

USOE, 1978..

Approaches to citizen education rest on an un-

derstanding of the-concept of citizenship. .Citizen-

ship traditionally has been defined in terms of .the
relationship between the individual and the state.'
The focus is upon public concerns--factors that
affect the people as a whole, or at least significant
groupn of people. Many different concepts of citizen-

ship have been proposed and discussed. Al1 of them

have been molded by interpretations of human nature,
by historical events, and by the social and economic
Order.

The concept of democratic citizenship can be
traced back to the classical Greeks. The early
Greeks believed that uniquely human capacities could
be completely developed only through full participa-

tion in the political communicy of the city-state.
Aristotle 9igued that outside of the polls man must
be either beast or god; human capacities could not be

developed apart from political community. The Greek

notion of citizenship required direct participation of

citizens in deliberations on public issues. The

status of citizen in the early Greek 2_91.is was limited

to the few who possessed the economic means and the

leisure to devote their attention to public matters.
The classical Greek concept of citizenship emphasized

the predominance of public obligations over the

pursuit of private interests.

The liberal view of democratic citizenship which

4 developed in the 17th and-18th centuries was funda-

mentally different frow that of the Creeks. The

pursuit of private interests with as little interfer-

ence as possible from government was seen as the road

to human happiness and ptogress. Public obligations
and involvement in the collective community were not
igiven the importance they had in the Greek concept.
Freedom was not to be realized through immersion in

the collective life of the political community but

3
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rather by limiting the scope of governmental activity

and political obligation. The basic participatury

role of the citizen was to select governmental

leaders and keep the powers and scope of public

authority in check. The rights of the citizen

against the state were given particular emphasis.

Over time the liberal democratic notion of

citizenship developed in two directions. First, a

movement to increase the proportion of members of the

society who were eligible to participate as citizens--

especially through extending the right of suffrage--

and to ensure the basic political equality of all

citizens was begun. Second, there was a broadening

of the legitimate actiyities of government and a use

of governmental power to redress imbalances in social

and economic life. Political citizenship became an

instrument through which groups and classes with

sufficient numbers of votes could use the state power
to enhance their social and economic well-being.

Within the general liberal view of democratic

citizenship, tensions have developed over the degree

to which government can and should be used as an

instrument for promoting happiness and well-being.

Political philosopher Martin Diamond has categorized

two views of democracy as follows. On the one hand,

there is the "libertarian",perspective which stresses

the prtvate pursuit of happiness and emphasizes the

necessity for restraint on government and protection

of-individual liberties. On the.other hand, there is

the "majoritarirm" view that emphasizes "the task of

government to uplift and aid the common man against

the malefactors of great wealth."1/ The tensions

between these two views,are very evident today. Tax-

payer revolts and calls'for smaller'government and less

government regulations clash with advocation of greater

government involvement in the economic marketplace and

the social sphere.

One of the strongest critiques of the liberal
democratic view of citizenship has come from the

MarxistS. They argue that the formal institutional
arrangements for the exercise of citizenship (which

4



proponents of liberal democracy believe serve to
insure that the "voice of the people" will be heard

and followed), in fact, only conceal and legitimate

the rule of a few propertied interests. Some

contemporary Marxists seem to echo the Creek ideas of

developing human potential through full direct intei:-

action on matters of collective concern.4/ These

Marxists, however, in contrast to the early Greeks,

see the possibility of such participation extended

to all humankind. They would argue that technological
development has made it possible to free peop:x from

necessary labor, giving to all the leisure that only

a few of the Greeks possessed.

In the United States, the notion of citizenship
has been heavily influenced by the early liberal

democratic theorists, especially John Locke. America,

more than other Western democracies, has placed
emphasis upon maintaining the private sphere and on
the protection of individual rights and liberties
from governmental interference.

The Federalist Papers explicitly use the
Lockian tradition to construct a political
order dedicated to the satisfaction of
special interests. . . . To be sure,
the Constitution insists upon equality.
But it is a special form of equality.
Because each indiVidual best understands
his or her own,self-interest, equal political

power (the vote) is necessary to protect and

promote that self-interest. . . . To each

individual is granted the equal right to
pursue a self-interested viaion.5/

Over the past two centuries in the Uniqd States,
notions concerning the proper scope and power of the

government, the relationship between government and

citizen, and the scope, objectives, and arenas of

citizen participation have changed greatly in 'both

theory and practice. The tension between the two
perspectives on liberal democracy noted by Diamond

J



remain.* These tensions are part of the background

of many contemporary issues and conflicts.

In both thegry and practice citizenship has
taken a variety of forms. The roles,.rights, and
obligations of citizenship have been interpreted in a
number of different ways. How one interprets citizen-
ship has important consequences for one's.understand-
ing of citizen education.

THE CONTEMPORAkYCONTEXT OF CIT1ZENSHi"
0

I realize that most youngsters in the city
haven't the foggiest notion of what the
elected people in the city do or how they
get elected or why they run . . . because
I think to most adults politics is something.
sort of dirty and . . . if not dirty then at
least nor particularly interesting. . .

--City Councilman, in Nancy B. Wyner, "The
Cambridge Study: Involving Citizens'in
DeTining ,Citizen Education," p. 26.

In the last 15 years, the exercise of citizen-
ship in the United States can be characterized by two
major tendencies in political participation. One is

*Some political thinkers nave argued in recent years
that a new ideological view is dmerging, one that
combines elements of both views and bonds on the
Greek notion of personhood achieved through collabo-
ration on common concerns. Rather than a Tocug on
individualism, property rights,,competition, speciali-
zation, and the limited state, this view posits a
society built on a concern for community rights and
needs, with the state as planner and coordinator,
and citizens actively involved in determining the
balance between competing Interests and the achieve-
ment of a holistic society.6/

F.
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an increase in citizen involvement in public and civic

concerns; the other is a decline in traditional forms

of political activity and support. Each has been
spurred by dissatisfaction with present social and

economic conditions.

Almost all new, major Federal legislative pro-
grams contain citizen-participation requirements and

many programs have been amended to include provisions
for citizen participatiOn.. The interest at the State
and local levels has also been widespread. More than

half,of the States have some mechanism or special
office to coordinate citizen-involvement activities.7/
A survey of Federal Government programs indicates that
out of 226 public-participation programs, 61 percent
were created during or after 1970. Furthermore, 87

percent of the programs employing a variety of modes
for participation were created during this time.8/

There has also been a dramatic increase in
, citizen action. Thousands of citizens' groups,
primarily established since 1970, have been organized
arourd grassroots, neighborhood, environmental or
consumer issues, mental health, senior citizens'
concerns, or civic activities. Tha Alliance for
Volunteerism estimates some 6 million voluntary
associations exist.9/ A Ddpartment of Labor study
indicates an 8-percent increase in velunteering
between 1967 and 1974.10/ There is potential for
even more citizen ,activity, according to a Gallup
survey released in March 1978. Eighty-nine percent
of the city dwellers'polled expressed willingness to
volunteer their time and efforts to help solve
neighborhood problems through attending meetings,
picketing, writing letters, and the like, with over
half stating they had been so involved already.11/

During this same time, however, there has been
overall, a decline in interest and involvement with
traditional forms of political activity, and a growing
distrust of the Government. The number of people
voting in elections and claiming allegiance to politi-
cal parties has fallen. Between 1960 and 1976, the

7
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number of people who "strongly" identify with one of

the national political parties has sharply declined,

with a corresponding increase in the percent of

people calling themselves "Independents."12/ There

also has been a significant increase,in negative

feelings concerning the responsiveness and trustwor-
thiness of American national government (see table 1).

Table 1
Increase in Negative Feelinge

Toward Government: 1964-74 Percentage
Increase ,

1964

Percent saying
Government can be
trusted only some
or none of the timea22

Percent saying
Government works
for benefit of a
few interests
rather than all of
peopleb 30

1964-

1966 1968 1970 1972 1974 74

32 37 45 46 63 +41

36. 41 55 57 73 +43

Source: Data taken from Survey Research Center

National ElectiOn Studies and made available through

the Inter-UniversityCensortium for_political

Research.

'How much of the time do you think that you can
. . .

trust the Government in Washington to do what,is.,-,

right--just about always, most of the time, only some

of the time, or none.of the time?"

bflWould you say the-Government is pretty much run

by a few big interests looking out for themselves or

that it is run for the benefit of all people?

I
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What are the causes of public withdrawal from
many forms of political involvement? g4lanations
are offered at several different levels: specific
events which dramatize discrepancies between demo-
cratic theory and practice; evolving societal insti-
tutions which produce oversized government and an
excess of wealth; or deeper historical change--the
very nature of modern industrialized society and the
constraints it poses for citizenship. One level of
explanation concerns recent events such as the
political scandals of Watergate 'and Koreagate, U.S.

, intervention in Vietnam, the revelations of
corporate involvement in the domestic affairs of
foreign governments, and the continued difficulties
of minority groupsand women in achieving full ,
equality. Alienation is thus attributed to the per-
ceived contraditions between democratic theory and
practice.

Some analysts suggest that the development of
big government is responsible for the withdrawal of
citizens. The welfare state, they'assert, produces
regulation, bureautcracy, and paperwork, and itwastes
money on needless social programs better left to the
private sector. Under these conditions individual
initiative is stifled and the resources necessary for
creative action depleted. Further, the Government's
difficulty in deall.ng effectively with such problems
as inflation and unemployment has shaken belief.in
the efficacy of traditional political action.

Others see the problem as resting with values.
The workings of the economic system lead to private
pursuit of pleasure and self-gratification--labeled
by some as the "New Selfishness" or the "Me Genera-
tion"13/--at the expense of community activity. As

opposed to the 1960's, there seems to be little
interest in what John Schaar has called "public
liberty"--the power of acting with others to shape
the conditions of common life.14/
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Some commentators believe that the difficulty

of acting for Oneself and others results from the

very natuie of modern industrialized society and its

demand for specialization, rationality, and mobility.

There is a growing distance between citizens and the

imtitutions designed to serve them. The process of '

pollties has become increasingly specialized; the

role of experts is expanding; issues,are entangled

in worldwide systems; the media are 'able to elevate

public issues to national or international considera-

tion in a short time. As Willis Harman has, written:

3

Modern society is exceptionally confused about

value issues, having put aside the old bases

for value commitments and not devepped satis-

factory replacements.' The technicikand
industrial powers of industrial society and

the impersonaliey of its bureaucracies intimi-

date and diminish.man, impeding development

of healthy self-esteem. The bigness of Govern-

ment and of modern technological oreanizations

increases the difficulty of effective involve-

ment. Urban society, from the inner city to

the.suburbs, has become gheetoized, so that

isolated groups have neithey adequate under-

star.ling of the needs and desires pf other

groups nor opportunities to enjoy the full

privileges and powers'of citizenship. The -

sheer quantity of available knowledge, the

awesome research resources of the experts,

and the intimidating complexity of computers

and other knowledge processing tools, all

conspire to cow the aVerage citizen and to

convince him that he cannot understand the

°important political.,technical issues of his

times.15/

It is indeed difficult to confront the causes of

major social..political, and economic.difficulties.

Perhaps that 11-why we often blame the schools for

- society's problems and ask them to assume responsi-

bility for finding'a solution. Yet the schools are

()
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often reactive in nature; they tend to reflect what
is happening around them. They are but one element
of an entire system of learning that encompasses many
institutions within society.

The issue of citizen education is illustrative of
this situation. The public schools have a formal and
historic mandate to prepare children for citizenship.
In a concern with corruption, crime, alienation, and

other topics, many of us point to the schools' neglect
of citizenship. Declining scores on assessments of
civic competency by the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (NAEP) and Gallup pollstersare one
possible indication of_such neglect; school violence
and vandalism are another. In trying to assign blame
and find a plausible remedy, some citizens suggest 4

that the schools areteaching about citizenship in
the wrong way (e.g., we must "return to basics" by
reinstating patriotic drills and rituals in Class),
while others believe the schools have devoted insuf-
ficient attention to citizenship. .

In examining the role of the uchools in citizen
education, it is important to bear in mind both the
limitations and the potential of schooling. We must
remember that opportunities for citizenship within
the community at large will affect. the motivations
and learning of children'in schools. 'We must be
certain,therefore, that citizen education programs
include opportunities for public dialogs concerning
the problems of citizenship within our society. While
the schools offer a means for intentionally developing
the capacity for fesponsible citizenship, and can be
singularly effective in imparting certain aspects of
citizen education, we should not forget that the home,
community, media, workplace, and voluntary associa-
'ions are also partners in that process.

, With these caveats in mind, it remains a fact
that the schools play a key role in insuring that all



citizens have a minimal understanding of our system

of law and government, and 'in preparing them to

evaluate public policies and participate in political'

J. processes. The next'section will examine the evolu-

tion of citizen education iv the schools and then

/discuss some elements of an effective citizen-educa-

tion program for-contemporary times.

C/TIZEN EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES16/

Where I was b6rn and brought up . . I knew

the teachers, the teachers knew my parents,

we knew police.officers . . . we still didn't

like them, but we kneW them, you know, be-

cause that was a'commUnity, you couldn't do

anything in that community without Mr.,So-and-

so fifteen miles away knowing your mother and

calling up. . . . 'People cared, people

talked. . . . They knew you, they went'to

church with you, they did everything with

you.--Parent and civic 'activist, from Wyner,

op. cit., p. 29.

The basic patterns of citizen elucation were set .

early in our history, with variations occurring over

time largely in response to societal events. The

founders of the Republic believed that schools should

tech the essentials of citizenship in order to build ,

a common identity, create a shared history, and

inculcate loalty to the'principles of freedom,

equality, popular consent, and individual responsi-

bility for the public good.17/

Fifty years later, Horace Mann, in developing the

notion of the common school, adhered to the earlier

ideas of the Founding Fathers. In the public school,

only commonly held values *ouid be taught, those

assured of community consensus. Controversial issues,

disputed values, would not be discussed:

. . .
when the teacher, in the course of his

lessons or lectures on the iundamental law,



, arrives at a Controverted tekt, he is either
to read it without comment or remark; or, at

, most, he is only to say that the passage is°
'the subjeet of disputation, and that the,
schoolroom is neithev. the tribunal to
adjudicate nor the forum to discuss it48/

Mann's view'ot the content of civic education
has been reflected in the cUrriculum of the schools
ever since:

T-he Constitution of the United States, and of
our own State, should be made a study in our
Public Schools., The partition of the powers
of government into three cd-ordinate branches

. the mode of electing.or of appointing
allificers, with the reason on which it was ,

founded; and, especially, the duty of every
citizen, in a government of laws,'to appeal
to the courts for redress, in all cases of
alleged wrong, instead of undertaking to
vindicate his own rights by his own arm, and,
in a government where the people are the
acknowledged sources Of power, the duty of
changing laws and rulers by an appOal to the
ballot, and not rebellion, should be taught
to all the children until-they are fully
understood.19/

Over time, societal events and intellectual
developments embellished this earlier structure. A
few illustrations follow.

In the late 1890's,the rise of America as a
world power, signaled by the Spanish-American War,
resulted in an emphasis on national loyalty in the
curriculum of the schools. This same theme predomi-
nated during the two World Wars and the cold war of
the 1950's. The massive immigration from south-
eastern Europe during the turn of the 20th century
produced the Americanization movement: many insisted

13
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that immigrants and their children were to be strip-

ped of their old values and customs and prrided

with new ones through the schools.

In the.early 20th century, the Progressives

sought to expand the concept of citizenship education

first outlined by Horace Mann to include a relevance,

to societal problems,,and to deemphasize national

government and politics, elevating in their place

the values of*community and personal growth. John

Dewey characterized democracy as above all a way of

living together and 'participation in group activity

ai the essence of the democratic experience. 'He

stated.thdt democracy cannot be taught within auto-

cratic institutions,'a theme which underlies solie

current attempts at reform.20/

'The Progressives sought to apOly.the scientific

decisionmaking process to solving social probelts.

The Depression, Netii Deal, the rise of totalitarian*

regimes encouraged a social reformist movement. The

Progressives viewed citizen education as preparation

for collective social plannihg and government regula-

tion, greater economic interdependence, and subordi-

nation of,private interest to the public welfare.

More recently, in the 1960's,a focus on intel-

lectual skills, social science disciplines, and their

methods of inquiry placed a different emphasis on the

citizen-eduf:ntion curriculum. It was more important,

accoraing zo this school of thought, to study process

than.content, and more critical to raise questions

than to provide answers. Furthermore, demands for

curricular electives and dissatisfaction with tradi--

tional civics couses spurred the development of.

numer 414-alternatives.

In many 'ways, current approaches to citizen'

education attempt to counteract the perceived short-'

comings of traditional civics courses. Proponents of

multicultural education, for example, view Americani- .

zation as tIle right to maintain (or ignore) individual

e,
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'ethnic culture, the need to remove-societal
obstacles to individual opportunity based on ethnic
'or racial background,,as well as the need to ascribe
to the values of the common culture. Multicultural
education theorists believe that enforced renuncia-
4ion oft,cultural heritage is tantamount to rejection.
of self and has negative psychologicaL.effects. They
argue that cultural diversity in the context of
American democratic values provides a basis for
societal stability and strength.21/ A multicultural
school curriculum:, then, would be responsive to the ,

cultural contributions, experiences, and needs ofali
Americans with particular emphasis on_those who have
been impeddd from full exercise of the rights and
opportunities,of citizenship.

-3

Whereas traditional civics had stressed cultural
homogeneity and national allegiance, more recent
awureness of international interdependence has pro-
duced a concern with the global context of citizen
education:

In recent decades world interdependencies
affecting all Americans have gone far beyond
hereditary an'd cultural ties, or traditional
diplomatic negotiations and distant military
confrontations, and have become operationally
immediate: They affect the purity of our air
and water; the heat in bur homes and offices;
the price of sugar, coffee, and gasoline
the size-of our armed forces . . . the levels
,of employment and inflation; the tranquility
of our spirits; and the image of reality of
our futRre.22/

The increasing flow of people, goods, and infor-
mation across national boundaries implies that each
of us is becoming a participant in a transnational
social order. This realization places new demands '
on the citizen education,curriculum, suggesting that
local and national issues cannot be considered apart

r)
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from their global cont.ext and that many actions

taken by persons, organizations,,and nations through-

out the world have an aggregate impact on the choices

of citizens everywhere. Some analysts maintain that

the key issue for citizen education in the future is

how all nations will assume a just, participatory

role in a world system based on equity.23/

Finally, events such as Watergate and Vietnam,

conditions of vandalism and ciime,in the schools, as

well as developments in theory and research have also

affected the emphasis in citizen education. Mbral

development has become a serious concern of some

educators. Law-related education has grown in re-

sponse to demands for a relevant civics which prepares

for citizenship in an increasingly legalistic society.

The ideas of John Dewey as well as a legacy of

activism from the 1960's.have drawn attention to

participation and democratic governance within the

school structure and in the greater community: With

the expansion of government and public interest

groups have also come such additions to the curricu-

lum as environmental education and consumer education,

each of which contains an emphasis on citizen rights

and empowerment.

In addition, theories of cognitive development

suggest that there is a need to identify those

elements of a child's world which may be precursors:

of political learning. These theorihts have produced

renewed interest in the social and moral dimensions

of citizen education. Elementary school programs

focusing on social development and group governance

and management are beginning to emerge, in considera-

tion of the fact that traditional notions of.citizen-

ship relate exclusively to the adult political world,_

and lack relevance to daily lives of young children.

WHAT TS CITIZEN EDUCATION TODAY?

ln the third grade I got a citizenship

award. They were awarded every semester

16
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in each grade. One to a boy and one to
a girl. I thought then that this was a -

special thing. . . . I never knew
exactly why'I got this reward,*and as I
grew older, I felt It was because I was an
orderly;neat, nonagitative, approval-seeking
child. I seemed to express these qualities
that said I would fit in, accept authority,
and obey rules. The dilemma of citizenship
now is that the most useful, creative,
important citizens don't .always obey the
rules and, in fact, they work to change
them, so why did they give me an award for
obeying rules?--Television produder in
Wyner,.op. cit., appeadix, p. 2. ,

If the scope of cltizen education was once
narrow and restricted; the danger now exists that it
may have been overextended. Its meaning may have
become too broad, too elastic. But if traditional
definitions and practices are inadequate, what
boundaries can we set? Is all education revelant?
What is not citizen education? A search for answers
to these,questions led the USOE Citizen Education
Staff to look for core elements of citizenship and to
try to define other components in relation to these
elements.

Historically, citizenship has been integrally
related.to the concept of public authority and to the
political processes and moral principles that govern
relationships between citizens and government. In
the United States, we view such relationships in the
light of democratic values, among them liberty, jus-
tice, equality, and human dignity. The primary goals
of citizen education programs evolve from these
notions. Citizen education aims at providing learning
opportunities for gaining the knowledge, skills,
.attitudes, and experience requisite to effective,
responsible citizenship. Such opportunities vary
according to the needs and experiences of learners.

'17
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They should responA to both the key issues of

citizenship in a'changing world and to the.charac-

teristics of diverse learners who include adult U.S.

citizens,resident aliens whose lives are affected by

laws, public policies, and political processes, as

well as children of all ages who are in the process

of becoming citizens.

Political Leatning

A growing knowledge of the process of citizen

development shows us that political socialization

proceeds in diverse and complex ways.24/ Educational

activities and programs in many different settings

(e.g., home, school, workplace, Voluntary associa-

tions, media) may provide opportunities for citizen

education,. Some learning experiencei.are directly.

related to political learning. Explicit political

learning occurs when individuals imitate the politi-

cal views,of those important to them ("role models"

such as parents or teacers), anticipate adult

political behavior (running a campaign for student

council office), or learn about government and

politics through formal instruction (taking a civics

course) or through actual political experience

(joining a public interest group).

Indirect learning involves a more complex

process. Although initially it 'does not focus on

civic or political content, indirect learning may

later be transferred to political objects. This

occurs, for example, when Oildren transfer their

positive or negative images'of parental authority

to political figures; or through the transference-of

general participatory and leadership skills--learned

in school, within a social group, or on the job--to

political attitudes or situations. Research has not

documented under what circumstances such "indirect"

learning is transferred to the public domain. Per-

sonality, levels of political interest or attitudes,

opportunities, and other factors all affect the

`rt



individuai's political behavior. .2heir influence is
: discussed in chapter 2.

Each of the aforementioned examplls suggests
different possibilities for citizen paucation. They
can help tie determine the most appropriate strategies
for different ages and learning styles.

Citizen Development: Prerequisites and Content

/n the process of elaborating the core elements
of citizen education, the USOE Citizen Edu-
cation Staff, identified certain attributes that,
appear highly related to civic competencies and also
to general social and intellectual developient. The
staff called them prerequisities. They are notL
necessarily or exclusively taught in citizen educa-
tion programs, although they are likely to influence
the,success of such undertakings and may be eihanced
by them. They are attributes and skills of indkvid-
uals, learned both formallyand informally throughout
life. These prerequisites include:

(1) the individual's.sense of self-esteem;

(2) an ability to assume the perspective of
others; and

(3) the skills necessary for communication
and thought.

,

Many theories of personality emphasize the
importance of self-esteem. Without a sense of per-
sonal worth, individuals lack the-belief that they are
capable and able to act to change themselves and
their surroundings.25/ The concept of political
efficacy is the political equivalent of self-esteem.
Political efficacy, the feeling that the individual
can make a difference with respect to politics, seems
to be an important psychological factor in political

.participation.26/ The individual's belief that he or
she clp effectively produce some changes in the

19
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political reqlm may determine the effort and

persistence which will be invested, and whether

political action will be undertaken. The reverse is

als6 likely: a successful experience as a political

participant may bolster self-esteem in relation to

polities.

Perspective-taking--the &Ali, to Wee a situa- -

tion from the view of another pen' ior group--is

another prerequisite for an under, ;ending of govern-

ment and society and a willingne r. to act in the

public interest.
Perspective-taking is seen also as

an important factor in understanding perscins from' -

other cultures and nations. .Rudimdntary perspective-

taking abilities characterize children as young as

4 years of age, who can usually identify situations

which evoke happy feelings. In middle childhood,

children have the potential for identifying the

emotions of people unlike themselves, and viewing a

social episode from the view of each participant

before coordinating the various perspectiVes.27/

Basic skills in communicating and thinking are

also prerequisities of civic competence. These are

learned both within and outside formal citizen educa-

tion programs. Effective skills in reading, writing,

listening, and speaking are vital for active citizen-

ship. Without such competencies, individuals are

severely limited in their ability to gather informa-

tion, hear contending points of view, articulate

their own opinions and'ideas, or participate in group

activities. At the same time,*the activp, reflective

citizen must also possess the ability to think

critically, organize information, generate and

evaluate alternatives, make decisions, and resolve

problems. While formal citizen education courses may

devote considerable time to these activities, intel-

lectual development is the task of the entire school,

and one which all educators share.

9 20



, Table 2APPicta three )1;artieUlar1y important

elements of.citizenship that contribute to the
development of civic competencies. lt further shows

a-sampling of pertinent knowledge, skills, and ,

attitudinal objectives related to these dimensions.

The focus n on direct learning in thp public arena°
althoukh indirect learning in private settings may,
have ,an important impact. The three areas identified

include: (1) r hts, and responsibilities (and, their ).

underlyilig princ ples and values); (2). public isspes;
411, and43)participa n both for personal development

,--and to influence puAic policy. These are areas

.
common to many citizen education programs_and cut

across curriculaedivisiong. Competencies rangin

d
from the most specific to abstract could be deve.9pdd
for each area. .

r.

The f:I.rst area represents a dynamic notion of

law and Isevernmentone that respovds to human needs

and societal developments and haS at its core a
respect for human dignity and the social order. A

major purpose is to understand the political system
and to deVelop commitment to democratic principles.
Students would learn the evolution and purpose of
rules and laws, their limitations and their grounding
in principles of fairness, and their importance in

the lives of people throughout the world. Courses

in government, history, political science, anthro-
pology, global studies, moral reasoning, and
law-related education might all be relevant in teach-

. ing this.area.

Although few citizens are expected to become
experts on politics, all citizens should:have some

knowledge of what the major political issues are,
the interdependence of these issues, and an under-
standing of the policymaking process. Further,

citizens should have the skills for collecting,
processing, and evaluating data; for conducting
investigations to loca,te additional information
when what exists appears biased or unintelligible;
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TAKE 21 SOME WIZSEVTATIVIOSJECTIVW

MAJOR ELEMENTS OF
CITIZENSHIP

.

KNOWLEDGE
-

SKILLS

.

ATTITUDES

.
. !lets and t

,

Systems of:law and govern.1,

.. -sent

Frinciples*nd values
underlying them

Relationship to.humsn
needs and cuitural

,change
...

Governance e

0
Analysis
Conflict .

resolution

Ethical
reasoning

.

: .

.
Valuing.doiecratic

,

ftinc%ples: Freedom,
equality, justice,
human rights and
dignity, majority
rule, inority rights

t .

/12221Eibillil"

,

. Public issues

°

Politfcslleconomic/social
system. and their inter-
relationships

Issues of local, State,
natiomal, and international
coacern

Global interdependence
Public policy-making process
Growth of public sector

.

Data-gathering
(or generating)

Information pro-
ceasing and inter-
prating

Problem definition
and solution

Evaluating future
consequences of
policy &Item-
tives.

:.

Valuing democratic
prinelples

.

Peespective taking

.

_

' .

.

,

.

_
. Particfpatplq

for personal develop-
sent and to achieve
specific objectives

Group procesaes
Political and interest

groups

Structure and function of
public institutions end
their points of access

Modes of participation and
how they evolve

Decisionmaking
Negotiating vith

public autbori-
tiea

Working with*
group

Effective inter-
personal
communication

...-.

Valuing democratic principles
Perspective taking
self-wee.

Sense of personal identifies-
tion and belonging

Responsibility and concern
for the group as a whole

Agome.attributes listed here are not the sole responsibility of either citizen education elssses or the &Chou's.

They are learned in a variety of settings. but. like basic communications skills, are vital to effective

citizenship.

.

.
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for defining problems and selectimg alternative
solutions; and for evaluating the future consequences

of, policY alternatives. Instruction Eq)out public

' 'iasues should have at its corb- an understanding of

the impadt of such iimiuW641 oneself and,others,.a

sense 'of.the relationship of isdues to-princIples

and values, and an<ability to project the potential

: consequences of policy alternatives...

These objectives may sound highly complicated,
but they need not be::=They can exiattat many livals

of abstraction.:) For example, students can begin witfi

a cencrete.is2ie--a stoplight,at a school crossing.

i.At_hgher lev ls' of sophistication,,they might try
Ito deal with an'environmental dispute or a desegrega-'

tioz plan. They can learn to locate and examine the
facts, probe the values that are involved in the

issue,.and explore the impact of various alternatives
on thapelves and on others. They can establish
their own criteria and judge each alternative accord-
ingly.

Under the third area of citizen education,
students learn how to become thoughtful and effec-

tive participants in the public domain. Their parti-

. .cipation may have two purposes: personal development
--internalizing democratic principles and,building

a sense of political efficacr--and political advocacy

to obtain goals forthemselves and others or to show

support for a particular position, policy, or can-

didate.

To become a potentially competent participant in

the political Process citizens need to know: (1)

how policy is made and by whom, (2) the points of

access,°(3) the role of interest groups, and (4)

--the wide range of options for participation. They

must,also possess an'abilim to communicate, to
work,,w1thin 'a group,,and to negotiate with author-

ities. Attitudes such as self-esteem, the ability

tO understand the perspectives of others, a sense of

23
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belohging, and a feeling of responsibility to the
group as a whole are important attributes orthe
participating citizen.

Although we believe that these three elements
are critical to any citizen education program, they
are not intended to foreclose discussion about the
process or eontentca citizen education. Further-
more, they require creative application in order to
meet diverse student needs. Age, cognitive and
social develcipment, and experience must be taken into

%t account in order to develop meimingful citizen educa,,
tion programs.

TENSIPNS AND DIL DI I

While it is important to define clearly the ,

substance of citizen education, the goals of such
,programs remain subject to differing interpretations.
'Diverse concepts of the relationship between'govern-
ment and citizen, tensions between notions of indivi-
dual rights and community responsibility, and
differences,over supportihg or reforming goVernment
must be coniidered by those planning and implementing
citizen educatl.an programs. Indeed, inherent in
this topic are tensions and problems that require
thought .and sensitivity.

Following are four examples:

First, how does the educator reconcile the
apparent contradiction between teaching national
patriotism and teaching independent, evaluative
thinking? Both are necessary.in order to insure pre-
servation and improvement of our system of government,
yet the independent thinker may challenge the basic,
assumptions of our political system.28/

If we free them [youttg, they may threaten the
whole state of our society which is the State
itself. By the inexorable logic of things,

24
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then, the State must oppose full freedom
of education. The full tragedy of the
paradox is that this is the only way that
the State, as it now stands, can be saved;
but in order for the State, as it now

'stands, to be saved, it must consent to
give itself freely over to be changed. A
bitter problem, that is rooted at the very
core of the human condition: the very
thing that man kSare most is the thing he
nibst needs: -the unexpected repercussions .

of the free creative energies of his
fellow.29/

The 'encouragement of independent thinking is
essential to citizen education in a democracy.
'According.to a lOrnation studYi of civic education,,

the use elf printed drill in class andstress on
lactual aspects or partiotic rituals have "a counter-

productive effect in-civic educatiop."30/ The same

study reports that the "more knowledgeable, less

,authoritarian, and morejinterested students came
from schools where they were encouraged to have free

discussion and to expresa their opinion 4n class."31/

In the words of one civic education proponent, educa-

tion should "promote commitmpni to the principles of
the Declaration of Independence and the Preamble to

the Constitution, even while encouraging the widest

possible debate on how they might be applied."32/

A second tension arises from differing
definitions of "acceptable" participation.33/ Citizen

participation can take many forms, and some methods

that were deemed unacceptable in the early .1960's are

new' considered conventional. The majority of the ,

public, however, conffgales to oppose "unconventional"

.participation. Yet, if contemporary citizen eduCa-
tion in the schools addresses all modes of nonviolent
dissent, including such activities as sit-ins,
picketing, and. marches, negative ramifications might
be forthcoming from the.larger community.

23
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A third problem inherent in citizen education
derives from the potential tensions between'Indivi-
dual beliefs and the goals of the group.34/ Citizen
education programs must strive to create a balance
between individual.and.group needs, teaching both
self-esteem and sensitivity to others. Achieving
this balance'may present particular difficulties in
the United States,where an'emphasis on individualism
means that'"very. few peciple are wellrequipped to
handle the tensions that arise by ,interacting'in
groups."35/ .

4

A fourth problem inherent in citizen education
'involves numerous political systemià factors which
lie outside the directInfluence of education.
Systemic constraints might include?the,citizen's
access to (1) full information; and (2) structures
that permit effective participation. In other words,
the receptiveness of public authorities to increased
citizen interest, skills, mid ihvolvement might limit
the range of possibilities for even 'the most competent
titizens. If public agencies_Orbvide only sketchy or

- 'highly technical information; -if that information is
available only from limited sources; if the mechanisms
through which citizens can influence their public
agencies are few, or closed to all but the most
influential--then citizens may be frustrated in their
efforts. While a purpose of citizen education should
be to assess whether the system is receptive to
citizen involvement, citizen education may not
directly be able to affect systemic considerations.

Citizen educatiOn, then represents a process for
dealing thoughtfully with an imperfect world, consid-
ering how it might be made better, learning to
resolve the conflicts between self-interest and
community good and between the values of efficiency
and. equality.36/ It provides a way for attempting to
lessen the gap2between our ideals and our ieality and
to examine the adequacy of old' formulas for changing

societal conditions.
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The remainder of this report will discuss what

yre know about existing.levels of civic competency,

:present a samialing of programs representative of the

diverse aspects of citizen education, .discuss

national efforts and critical needs in this area, ands

nAke a series of recommendations designed'to improve f

citizen education. These recommendations relate

nAjor areas of need: to reestablish citizp..edfication

as a basic goal of schooling, to broaden the consti-

tuency it serves, to meet training and research

needs, to improve the quality of citizen participa-

, tion, to coordinate school and community resources,

to expand media programing, and to bridge the gap

between Citizens and "specialists." Much of the data

'leading to the identification of these needs are

presented.in chapter 2.
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GLOM 2

ASSESSING CIVIC COMPETENCE*

'Efforts .to impióVi-ditizen dalication must
dmclude an assessment of the current research. With-

.out this, accurate and effective changes are diffi-

cult to.propose.

Research about citizen development is incomplete.

More is documented aboutwhat people know than about how
they obtain knowledge. More informationexists about
how people.feel about politics than about how they

act politically. More is known about individual than_

group political,orientations. The school's role has

been studied more than the media's role. The rela-

tionship of specific stimuli tO citizen development is
better understood than the causes of such relation-

ships.

In this assessment, an examination will be made'

of patterns, of political learning among American

children, adolescents, and adults.** It will look at

the effects of such differences on socializatimm

patterns; and it will focus on such factors as social

class, racial and ethnic identifications, gender,

religion, and voluntary group affiliations which seem

to have relevance for citizen development.

*Essays by John J. Patrick and Ruth S. Jones made

majOr contributions to this chapter. .

**This review somewhat arbitrarily categorizes re-
search findings into childhood, adolescent, and adult

development. Within each age grouping, it discusses

what is known about knowledge, attitudes, skills, and

experiences related to citizen education. These cate-

gories are not discrete and the reader should be aware

of the underlying age-related continuum which struc-

tures most of the research.
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The organization of,this chapter reflects the
importance of two major approaches to learning: ,

cognitive development and social learning. The
treatment of citizen education on an age-related
continuum implies a cognitive developmental,
This theory proposes that learning progresses logi-
cally from specific to abstract, through a process of
interaction between the individual's cognitive
capacity and his or her environment.1/ But the dis-
cussion of factors which affect age-related tendencies
(e.g., social class, gender, ethnicity) later in the
chapter underlines the importance of experience, and
also of socialization and modeling--the process
through which we transmit our expectations-for our
children, and the tendency of individuals to imitate
or internalize the behavior and attitudes of those
important to them.2/

Most of the research findings presented here are
derived from national surveys of civic competence.

. They have been selected because of their nationwide
scope and because they provide a basis for examining
citizen development over time. These include the
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).* for
students and several public opinion polls for adults.
Most of these studies assess levels of political infor-
mation: they ask students and adults about their
knowledge of and attitudes toward government and
politics; they stress national issues ratherthan
State, local, or international ones.

*The National Assjssment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) seeks to measure Changes in educational attain-
ment over time. NAEP has conducted two national
surveys on the status of citizenship education for

Americans, ages 9, lqoand 17. "Citizenship" was first

measured by NAEP in 1989-70; "social studies" was
initially assessed in 1971-72. The most recent assess-

'Anent, 1975-76, included citizenship and social
studies.
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While this information is useful, other kinds of
data also are needed in assessments of civic com-
petence. For example, the young chi3d's knowledge
of government and public policy is likely to be frag-

....._mentary and highly impressionistic. In addition to

asking children about political party preferences,
for example, relevant questions might concern their
developing understanding of fairness, authority, or
sharing. While nationwide studies have not yet
examined such prerequisites of civic competence,
research into the social perceptions of young children
is growing.3/ Further research is needed to help
determine lijw, to what extent, or under what circum-
stances, such concepts are transferred to the.politi-

cal domain.

CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDHOOD

Citizen education in_early.childhood involves
the establishment of.a basic context within which the
future _"citizen" will develop. This includes very
general information and orientations about the socio-
political system in which.children live and basic
skills needed to interact successfully with this
environment. the breadth of learning experience and
exposure to a variety of socializing agents is very

limited for the young child but expands considerably
with age. The sources of citizen edueation.for the
preadolescent are primarily the family, the elec-
tronic media, and the school.

Civic competence appears linked to general
intellectual development. This includes a tendency
to progress from the concrete to the abstract.

Joseph Adelson and several associates have done cross-,
national studies of.students' thinking ability in

grades 4 through 12. They have found that prior.to

age 11, most youngsters cannot comprehend highly
abstract political concepts such as government,
society, democracy, or freedom. They focus on the

tangible and the concrete and tend to personalize
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institutions and events.4/ As an example of this
tendency, some children are able to name their State
but do not understamd its relationship to the country,
in which they live, to feel positive-toward-
"democracy" but not be able to define it, to-view the
president as kindly and wise but not know that he is
elected.

Very early in life, chilften develop a modest
awareness that they are members of a community beyond
that of the family.5/ Four-year-olds perceive and
relate to citizen roles in terms of authority figures,
rules of behavior, and,concepts of rights and oblige-
tions.6/ Eight-year-olds can identify the general
functions of government but cannot distinguish how
or by whom these functions are performed.7/

What Do Children Know?

The results of a major study of political
socialization show that, in general, 9-year-olds
tend to (1) have an exaggerated belief in the power of
an individual to influence public policy; (2) over-
estimate the utility of voting as a means of influ-
encing government; (3) overlook the value of _orderly
conflict and competition as a fundamental facet of
our political process; and (4) be ignorant of how one
can influence public policy decisions.8/

The few studies of the preadolescent's capabili-
.

ties in economics, history, or geography indicate low
levels of nowledge. 'The NAEP social studies survey
'showed that only 58 percent of 9-year-olds knew that
Englaild lost the American Revolution. Far fewer knew
that England had an impact on the American heritage
(40 percent), and still less (32 percent) could

_identify t,he impact of Spain or Mexico on the United
States. Other data fihow only a rudimentary under-
standing of basic economic principles and specific
economic information in adolescent years.9/ Yet

---- almost all youngsters have an awareness clT the
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inequality of resource distribution in the United

,States (e.g., NAEP reports 92 percent know that not

every family-can afford to send children to

college).10/

What Are the Attitudes of Children?

Children identify with the traditional symbols

and rituals of their country and many even profess

to relate to a pirticular political party. Young

Americans revere the role of the President, feel that

political leaders generally are benevolent, accept

the authority of government as legitimate and just,

and venerate patriotic symbols.11/

They are curious about what is happening in

America and about peoples in other lands. Children,

however, tend to evaluate other countries in terms of

American values: Ite More people and governments are

perceived as being similar to ours, the more posittire

children evaluate them.12/ ,

Fourth-grade children have definite-expectations

about what government ought to do and rather clear but

simplistic evaluations of how it is performing.13/

In these early years, children stress the negative,

coercive function of law and the value of strict

obedience. They see themselves as relatively power-

less against authorities and tend to attribute podi-

tive personal qualities to legal institutions.14/

What Skills Do Children Possess?

NAEp,studkes indicate that 9-year-olds have

rudimentary competency in seeking and using relevant

information and ideas. A majority,for example,knows

how to obtain help from the fire department if

neceesary and is familiar with waysiof obtaining fac-

tual information about social and 0&)/itical events.15/
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The school, as a parapolitical system, provides
opportunities to develop participation skills for
preadolescents. NAEP reports that more than half of
the 9-year-olds surveyed could suggest how they would
go about trying to change an unfair classroom rule
and three-fourths indicate a willingness to partici-
pate in one of five specific classroom decisionmaking.
situations (although only 42.percent would get in-
volved in all five).16/

In sum, by the time a child reaches adolescence,
he or she is aware of: the social, economic, and
political dimensions of the environment; has definite
Attitudes and evaluations about.key people, procedures,
policies, and symbols fundamental to the society; and
is rapidly developing skills for) processing and
refining more information and more sophisticated per-
ceptions.

CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT IN ADOLESCENCE

\. Political maturity involves the ability to think

\\\

at abstract levels. It may be viewed as including
such specific elements as a comprehension of the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship, the
ability to evaluate public policies and issues, and
the skills of participation. These capacities begin

. to toe visible in late childhood.17/ Adelson places
the More extensive increase in capacity for political
learning at between ages 11 and 13.18/

Increased capacity for high level political
n thinking and for citizen role-taking does not insure

its occurrence. Little information exists about
adolescents' skills as thinker-of-the-political, but
what is available suggests that few adolescents think
about political ideas at abstract levels.19/ Yet,

NAEF data indicate that some development along these
-lines is taking place. The responses to four infor-
mational questions used to form a specific-to-abstract
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continuum indicate that the most abstract question.,

"What is meant_by_a_democracy1" evokes the fewest

acceptable responses at all age levels and the ques-

tion which requires the most direct answer, "Where

does the money to build schools and highways from

from?" evokes the most accurate responses.

What Do Adolescents Know?.

There are significant deficiencies in the
American adolescent's knowledge of government,
economics, and history. NAEP scores between 1969-70

and 1976 show significant declines in recognition of

government officials, and knowledge of the structure

and function of government. By age 17, most.adoles- ,

cents have a general grasp of specific facts about

the American electoral system and are aware of what--
one should do before voting. Fewer than half, hoW-

ever, understand the reasons for various features of

the system. Between 1972 and 1976,,the percentage
of students who know.how to get information before

voting increased, but declined on all.other measures

related to .the electoral process.20/ A study of

secondary schoB1 students by the Joint Council on

Economic Education indicates a serious lack of econom-
ic understanding among adolescents.21/ .

Students' knowledge of American history is some-

what greater than their knowledge of economics or

politics. Given the emphasis on histo0 in our

schools, however, the level of information is quite

low. Two New York Times surveys indicate ,the serious-

ness of the problem. In 1943, the Times, in associa-

tion with eminent American historians, tested 7,000

college freshmen on their knowledge of U.S. history.

They found "striking ignorance of even the most ele-

mentary aspects."22/ A similar survey was conducted

in 1976: This time the respondents-were a national

sample involving 1,$56 freshmen enrolled in 194

colleges. The results were similar to the 1943 study.

Students achieved an average score of 56 percent on
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knowledge recall questions and 42 percent on items
requiring conceptual understanding and analysis.23/

Although interpretation of these results varies
greatly, it is important to hOte,that these respon-
dents anly included college freshmen. A more repre-
sentative group probably would have had much lower
scores. In general, then, adolescents seem to lack
an understanding of American history.

What Are the Attitudes of Adolescents?

During adolescence, the community and political
identification developed in early childhood is refined
and expanded. A sense of pride, responsibility, and
obligatioa grows, and support for political institu-

-----t-ions and processes evolves. Perceptions of political

, leaders and governmental power become more realistic

and distinctions are made between an office and the
person holding,that office. In the midst of the
publicity surrounding Watergate in 1973, there 'are
indications that the negative judgments of 7th graders
were directed toward the performance of the incumbent

President and not the presidency itself.24/

In 1975-76, approximately two-thirds of the 13-
year-olds and three-fourths of the 17-year-olds
responded accurately to NAEP questions on constitu-
tional rights. (NAEP 6:stinguishes between knowing a
right eicists (factual) and believing it should exist
(normative value).) During both assessments, valuing
constitutional rights lagged behiqd knowledge of
rights. Valuing appears,,however, to depend on which
rights (e.g., religion or expression) are being,con-
sidered. On the whole, students' total performance
level was slightly less positive ih 1975-76 than just
a few years earlier.25/

There were definite gains in some areas: 18

percent more 13-year-olds now know why laws are
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necessa4/ 17-year-olds improved markedly on items
related_to racial understanding and acceptance. Com7

pared to citizens of the 1950's and 1960's, today's

adolescents are Much less likelY to express blatant

racial or ethnic prejudice in their responses to

.social attitude questions.26/ In 075-76, a series

of 12 measures dealing with respect for others (e.g.,,

supporting their rights, believing in equality of

treatment and upholding a rule of law) showed that

adolescents in general were less "respecting" than

on the earlier Assessment. aien.then, hoWever, half

of the 13-year-olds and 60 percent of the 17-year-olds

supported all 12 rights measures.21/

Studies of political cynicism among adolescents

siiggest 4:hat 13-year-olds are less cynical'than
17-year-olds and that the almost universally positive
orientations toward politics found in early childhood

decline differentially among groups of teenagers.
Schwartz found that political cynicism in the very

young is related to a generally negative outlook on

life (high personal cynicism, pessimism, low political

and personal efficacy) and that cynical eighth graders

are less likely to express an intention to vote or

become involved in a political party.28/

Students' interest in international affairs waned

during the early 1970's as did,their ability to deal

with factual information related to global issues,and

institutions. rhe noticeable exception to the general
decline (perhaps as a rc,sult of Vietnam) was consider-

able improvement in the ability of.13- and 17-year-olds

to identify ways to avoid tuture wars.29/ In a mul-

tinational survey of civic education, 14-year-old

students in the United States ranked second out of

eight countries in their knowledge of domestic politi-

cal institutions and processes, but seventh out of

eight in their knowledge of international processes
and institutions.30/
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What\q the Political Interests and Skills of,

, Adolescidts2,

Adolescents do profess an interest in politics.
Most 13- and 17-year-olds feel highly efficacious

toward school-related decitionmaking but this feeling

does not carry over to local politics.311 While

studen.ts are more likely than their parents to define

citizenship in participatory terms,32/ in 1975 NAEP

found only 44 percent of the 13-year-olfis and 56
percent of the 17-year-olds felt they could influence

local government.33/ This represents a 25-percent
decline over the 6-year period for 13-year-olds and
a 16-percent decline for 17-year-olds. Students who

responded that 'they could not influence local govern-
ment defended their position with statements such as,

"They don't take influence from kids." PBecause

we're just kids they wouldn't listen to us."34/ There

was also some reported decline in the percentage of

17-year-olds reporting actual political experience--
signing a petition (56 percent in 1976), writing an
official (16 percent), and helping in an election cam-
paign (9 percent).35/

Late adolescents have been found to have views on

the major policy issues of the day.36/ They tend to

be more critical than their elders of the government's

treatment of the poor, the aged, and the helpless;

they are also less tolerant of the persistence of

discrimination in the United States.37/

There are decided 'differences among age groups s
in comprehending and articulating basic political con-

cepts. Whereas less than 2 percent of the 9-year-old

students in 1975776 could describe what is meant by

"democracy," 42 percent of the 13-year-olds and 74

percent of the 17-year-olds provided acceptable re-

2:sponses. The 1976 assessment, however, showed signi-
ficant declines over the 1969 survey in satisfactory

answers to this question; 13-year-olds dropped by 11
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percentage points, And 17-year-olds declined by 12
points.38/

CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT IN ADULTS

Research concerning the,importance of early
political learning in determining adult political
behavior is still inconclusive.39/ There is little

-.research that examines the persistence of specific
political outlooks over a lifetime. The age-related
tendencies described in political socialization
research are only general ones.

Experiences in adulthood are important Ili shaping
these general tendencies, but research findings in
the area of adult socialization are sparse.40/ It is
generally assumed that the acquisition of basic poli-
tical knowledge and the development of complex.con-
ceptualizations of the political world take place in
childhood, and that adult learning is characterized
by the formation of opinions on specific issues,
candidates, and events. In adulthood, the main 'pro-
cesses are usually cumulative and elaborative.

Other aspects of adult socialization may be
important for citizen education. First, most adults
tend to experience at least one sharp social discon-
tinuity in their lifetime (e.g., military service in
Vietnam, the Great Depression) which may sharply in-
fluence their, approach to the political world. Se-

cond, growth continues in adult life, but along paths
that are still not systematically studied.41/ These
patterns of adulthood may have relevance for adult
c,itizen behavior, but they have not been sufficiently
documented by research.

Jennings and Niemi studied.change in political
orientations of young adults from age 18 to 25. They-

compared the young adults' political orientations to
that of their parents and found change in both groups.
In the eight years after high school, young adults
experienced a great deal of citizen education and
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learning, the net effect of which was to narrow

the political gap between their generation and that

of their parents.42/ The authors observed: "Life-

cycle effects do not occur solely among young adults',

but continue throughout most if not all of adult

life."43/

What Do Adults Know?

Like adolesdents, a majority-of adults cannot

name both Senators (U.S. Congress) from their State;

less than two-thirds know that the Congress.is com-
prised of the House and the Senate; less than 40

percent claim to be well-informed about government or

current political events.44i

The Adult Proficiency Level survey, conducted by

the University of Texas in 1971-1974, found that only

48 percent of the Nation!s adults were functionally

cOmpetent in the areas of government and law.45/
Another national survey of adults in 1975 concluded

that: "Economic understanding of the American public

is incomplete and fragmentary. Few adults are highly

knowledgeable and few are totally uninformed."46/

Adult interest in and knowledge of foreign

affairs in.considerably lower than it is of local or

domestic issues.

Survey researchers . . who have examined

the results of typical poll data have found

that the vast majority of citizens hold

pictures of the world that are at best
sketchy, blurred, and without detail or at
worse so impoverished as to beggar descrip-

tion. These restricted horizons become
particularly evident when one examines the

public's inability to give satisfactory
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answers to objecOme questions related to
world affairs.47/'

Yet most Americans do seem to have some information
or interest--at least to the extent that they can
articulate opinions on a wide variety of public issues.
Seldom do the Gallup poll reports indicate a sizable
number of "I "don't know" responses to.their inquiries
on current affairs.48/

What Are the Attitudes of Adults?

Like American youth, adult3' poPtical attitudes
do not mirror the textbook image.of the ideal citizen.
Large numbers of citizens of different age groups do
not accept certain ramifications of the basic ideals
of a democracy, especiiilly as they pertain to civil
liberties and the rights of minority groups. Numerous
studies from the 1950's through'the 1970'949/ show
that adults are willing to accept censorship of the
media for unpatriotic content, they are slow to extend
freedom of assembly to persons desiring to protest,
and they are likely to give government more authority
than equity would require. Similar to the reactions
of children discussed earlier, adults rate other
countries favorable if they are historically or cul-
turally related to the United States. In one study,
the r6spondents gave the most favorable rating (96
percent) to the United States, and Russia, China, and
Cuba were given much lower ratings.50/

Ladd's analysis of citizens' evaluations of the
institutions of government shows that the adult public
has much less confidence in governmental institutions
than it had just 10 years ago.51/ As figure I graphi-
cally displays, the amount of political trust among
the American black-white population has dropped sub-
stantially since 1958. The decline has been greatest
among black Americans.
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FIGURE 1
Index of Trust in Government, Blacks end Whites, 1958-1976
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Indicators of Adult Participation
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Numerous studiej over the past 30 years'provide
ample evidence that adult participation is confined

. largely to electoral activity. Even then, lesv,than-
'two-thirds of_the adult citizen_populatien_typitally
votes in a.presidential election; lys than one4alf
typically votes in congressional elections; as few as
30 percent voteiin most local elections. Special
district elections or party primaries evoke an.even
.smaller turnout.52/ And these.numbers are in decline.

In a 1976 survey, only 37 percent of-the retipon-
dents said they had talked to someone about why they
should vote for a particular candidate or party; 16
percent reported having made a campaign contribution;
6 percent had Attended a political meeting or rally;
only 4 percent had worked for-a party or candidate.53/

Traditional political involvement frequently
reaches its peak for adults in their mid-forties.
There is evidence that political activity diminishes
considerably after age 50, even though older Americans
tend to vote and to remain loyal to theil: political
party.54/ In contraNt with the traditional forms of
participation described here, involvement in grass-
roots and 'community organizations appears to be in-

cieasing. This phenomenon is described on page 1.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INFLUENCES

The empirical findings reported in the preceding
pages have provided a brief descriptive overview of

the general level of civic competence that exists
within the American public. The United States does

not have a politically, socially, or economically

homogeneous public. Citizens respond differently to
similar situations and politicization may be unique
to specific contexts. To understand and address the
issues of citizen education, we need to examine the
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role of such actors as,social class, racial,and _
ethnic identity, gender, and geographic region in

addition to modal individual predispositions and

cognitive growth.

During early childhood, positive attitudes
toward political authorities and symbols to univer-

sal,55/ but as children grow older, differences among
groups begin to appear. By the third or fourth grade,
middle class children tmgin to stop personalizing and

idealizing political authority, but lower class chil-
dren do not begin this process until late childhood
or early adolescence.56/

Lower clais children of all ages tend to show

somewhat lower levels of political maturity than

middle class chrdreu. The difference is more of

awareness and a.,Lve participation that it is of nor-

mative support for political_acTivism.Willingness
to participate may be expressed about equally for

both groups 57/ but students from lower class back-

grounds tend to discuss politics with parents and

friends less frequently.58/

One study comparing citizen education in middle,

low middle, and working class communities found that

students in the middle class community were receiving

an education designed to develop leadership capabili-

ties and participatory competence, whereas education

in the other two communities emphasized obedience,

obligations, and deference to.the status quo.59/

Formal Vucation

An individual's education may affect civic

competence. A higher level of education enables one

to be more fully involved in social communication

networks and thus to gain political iftformation on a
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wide variety of topics. The well educated tend to
have more successful and generally positive political
experiences than the less well-educattgogoople.60/

Occupation

For adults, occupation may play a significant
role in the development of citizen orientations. Ifi

part,'the effects of occul-ation are similar to those
of education. Many of the skills and abilities
developed in occupational roles can be generalized to
the political world. In. addition,,work settings may
be important for structuring secondary group rela-
tionships that have political effects.61/

Community
'

The size and type of community in which one lives
influences the kinds of citizenship opportunities
available--it'is easier to mobilize large groupd of
people in a dense Urban setting than a rural one;
some issues are different in coastal and mountain'.
towns, etc.

Although the percentage of students from all
communities showed declines in political knowledge
over the last 7 years,: according to-the,NAEP survey,
the rAte and direction of change varies from locale
to locale and age to age.62/ There was less decline
among the percentage of 9-year-olds from disadvantaged
urban areas; 13-year-olds from.affluent areas actually
improved their scores, as did 13- and L7-year-olds
from extreme rural areas.63/ Typically, the students
in the northeastern and central regions of the United
States perform slightly better on NAEP social studies_
and citizenship.assessments, those 'from the West at
average levels, and those in the southestern region
below the national leve1.64/

ELIT:11.1_12012.1L.21ILLATillgaLla

Minority groups in our society are influenced by
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class, education, and the like, but there is evidence

that there are unique political effects which may be

attributed to minority status. Weissberg reviewed

the research on black political socialization and

concluded, for example, that blacks tend to be

socialized to political apat1y.65/

Themost significant finding in the NAEP
longitudinal assessments may be the continuing gap

between black and white students' performances On both

.citizenship and social studies measures. On the

.whole, 17-year-old black students performed at about

the level of 13-year-old white students. soma 12
points below other students their own age. The per-

centage of blacks, like whites, has declined in the

ability to answer basic citizenship-related questiona

although in some instances the declines for blacks

were not as severe as for whites. Black students ex-,

pressed more interest in politics than white youths

and were more active in working for changes in their

schools.66/ .

Other research has shown that 'while adults are

more likely to see the political system as reeponsive

to them, black adults see it as unreeponsive and not

worthy of high trust and involvement.67/ The dif-

ferences are not only a consequence of class and

income. They may also stem from realistic perceptions

and experiences of hostility toward minorities on the

part of political authorities, as well as White society

generally.

Ethnic group membership and religious identifica-

tion are less researched than minority status, al-

though they are also important influences on political

attitudes and opinions. They may serve as reference

points for both children and adults and they structure

relationships among individuals of different groups.

The significance of group identification, of

course, varies. An individual's use of a partkular

group as a political reference point depends on the
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strength of identification with the group and the

'perceived relevance of group attitudes for the issue

at hand.

Gender

Gender role differences appear early in childhood
and continue through adolescence. Research indicates

that girls are steered away from assertiveness and
leadership and toward deference to authority ind
'general dependency.68/ A

Girls keep their immature picture and.idealized,
personalized images of authority figures longer than
boys.69/ Political activities increase markedly for
both girls and boys from the fourth to the eighth
grades,'but the increase is greater for boys at each
grade level,eand boys continue to be better informed

about political matters.70/ By the time they are
seniors in high school,.boys. feel more competent,to
manipulate their political environment than do

girls.71/

While the NAEP data show a clear difference in a
wide range of political knowledge and attitudes ques7
tions at age 9, with males performing higher than
females, by age 17 this difference is erased (i.e.,'

in 1976, male and female performanceseowere almost

identical).72/ Gender role differences appear to be

more prominent for experiencing political leadership

roles and active citizen participation than for

acquiring knowledge of and positive attitudes toward
public concerns.

This chapter has focused on assessments of,the

levels of civic competency among ehAldren, adolescents,
and adults and has indicated a number of developmental,
social, and cultural factors which help account for

differences within age group. The results are sober-

ing: assessed civic competencies-are minimal; and
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they are undergoing starting declines in a number of
substantive areas measured by nationwide surveys.

Chapters 3 and 4 continue this analysis, by
focusing on the ways that :4.iarious agents of society
contribute to the development of civic competencies,
.and by providing examples of piograms'across the
.country which are attempting to increase citizens'
ability for effective,responsible participation in
civic life.
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CHAPTER 3

INTRODUCTION; AGENTS OF CITIZENSHIP

Each sector that will be considered in this
chapter and in the next--families and peers, schools,
the mass media, voluntary organizations, business and

labor, and governmenthas a particular role in the
process of citizen.development. Three factors should

be considered when examining the relationship between
citizenship and these educational agents.

First, as we have peen, citizens learn ideas,
attitudes, skills, and behaviors from different
sources at different points in their lives. A 45-year-

old surgeon, for example, is unlikely to learn about

proposals for national health insurance from her
,parents; she may, however, have acquired from them at

/an early age a negative attitude toward government

involvement in health care. Her desire to influence
government policy, along with the skills to do so,

may have started to develop as senior class president
of her high school or as a student in social studies

courses. These experiences, as well as a report from
the American Medical Association, may have prompted

her to write her Senator about health care legislation.

Second, certain sectors are more appropriate than
others for teaching and providing experiences about
citizenship. Schools, for instance, are more likely
to be an efficient vehicle for teaching facts about
constitutional processes than are families and peer

groups. Families and peers can be strong forces in
shaping basic identities, values, and skills,.but the

mass media are a more important source of information

about current events.1/

Third, in spite of the importance to citizen
development of a particular sector, it is not always
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possible to plan educational programs that build on
this potential. For example, the family is critical
in political socialization yet the sheer numbers of
families and the diversity of their views about child
rearing makes it difficult to involve significant
numbers of families in citizen education activities.2/

Finding ways to improve the process of citizen
development is difficult. The issues are complex.
We are not able to identify exactly which sectors are
most appropriate for which activities, and we do not
know at what times in a person's life such learning .
activities would be most effectively undertaken. Nor
do we have adequate concepts 'of citizenship and of the
process of citizen development to guide such typo-
logies. 'Furthermore, even if we knew what would be
most efficient, the diversity of values and views
which surround the goals of citizen education are
likely to produce resistance from the sectors about
conforming to such prescriptions.

Perhaps the most important factor to conSider is
that the agents involved in the process of citizen
education are interdependent. To improve the process
and its results is the joint responsibility of all the
agents. Any attempt at reform is unlikely to be
effective without significant collaboration.

This chapter will examine the influence of the
family and peer group on children and adolescents, and
then focus in some detail on the Variety of school-
based programs in citizen education. The next chapter
will look at other sectors and their contribution lo
citizen education. The programs and activities which
are included are those we learned about the course of
the USOE citizen education project. Each of them
relates to one or more of the core elements described
in chapter 1.. To the extent possible, we have tried
to include examples which have been evaluated as
successful. Such data are not always available, how-

. ever. Even when they are, evidence is, in some cases,

fragmentary.
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In selecting programs, therefore, we have tried
to inClude those which exemplify theoretical develop-
ments, those which include evaluative data, and a
sampling of the major types of programs that charac-
terize citizen education activities. In order to
provide some insight into the nature of these programs,
we have covered a few of them in depth within each
category rather than briefly describe many programs.
To provide information about these and some additional
programs not mentioned here, appendix B contains a
partial listing of organiz.ations and contact persons
in citizen education.

PRIMARY GROUPS: FAMILY AND FRIENDS

The Role of.the Famil

, The family serves as a stabilizing force within
society that inculcates cultural values and initiates
learning about civic affairs. It is most influential
in the development of basic attitudes and orientations
toward authority and rules in young children, as well
as in the creation of'feelings of trust and percep-
tions of acceptable behavior and general lifestyle.3/
Through the combined impact of continuing contact a-n-d
strong emotional ties, the 'family can influence the
social and political outlooks of chIldren throughout
their lives.

But as the child matures, close peers may become
increasingly important, particularly as the person
begins to separate from his or her family.4/ During
adolescence, the role of the family, especially the
parenti, becomes conditioned by other agents and
forces in the child's environment; specifically,
school and peer groups.5/

Research iuggests that certain factors,affect the
impact of parental socialization. The NAEP has found

. a consistent relationship between high levels of
parental education and high performance on the citizen-
ship assessment.6/ Parents who pursue political topics

4
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with their children may encourage positive attitudes

toward political participation. Parental influence'

is particularly tmportant when parents agree with

one another in political matters, when they are con-

sistent in their views, when they make their ideas

andyvalues known to their children, and wheu their

political opinioni are impottopt to them.7./

Parents are in a position to have more 'Impact in

transmitting political outlooks than they usually

exercise. In general, politics is not of great im-

portance to most parents, and positions on political

issues are not con3idered to be particularly relevant

for relationships within the family. When parents

fail to communicate specific political.ppinions and

values and do not indicate concern for_the positions

taken by their offspring, other socializing influences

tend to fill the v_id.

Yet even a family that is politically apathetic

will indirectly have an influence. "To a considerable

extent the atmosphere within the family, relationships

amoug family members, and the types of ,..ftulation,

the children receive help to shape the development of

political thinking."8/ Merelman has argued that a

positive identification between parent and child is

linked to the development of moral reasoning and

cognitive skills. These skills are related to the

capacity to think about politics and encourage tne

growth of political ideology in the maturing child.9/

Illustrative pRanmi_EILActivities

The importance of parents as teachers of their

children is beginning to receive new attention. After

decades in which the schools where asked to assume

increasing responsibility, tbere is a growing realiza-

tion that the school's effectiveness depends on its

collaboration with tome and community.
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Concrete, easy to follow, and useable ideas which
encouragd parents to be educators of their children is
the specialty of the Home and School Institute (HSI)
in Washington, D.C. HSI "recips" are designed to
raise the achievement levels of children through
collaboration between home and school. This work is
based on research which shows that (1) the nature
of the interaction between parents and child deter-
mines in.large part die child's school performance;
and (2) all parents an contribute substantially to
their children's growth.l0/ For this reason, many HSI
programs combine teaching ideas with parent-training
workshops designed to build the self-confidence of
parenrs. To the extent possible, each program and
approach is t-ccomparded by an evaluation.

HSI recipes are oriented to the age dnd maturity
of the child. They are easy to carry out and gener-
ally involve objects found around the home. Perhaps
their greatest value is in helping parents begin to
see many possibilities for encouraging knowledge and
skills development and strengthening their relation-
ship with their child.

In order to reach families effectively and to
coordinate activities with school programs, many HSI
activities are distributed to school-children with the
cooperation of their teachers.

HSI suggests that parents can involve children
actively in family decisions to encourage decision-
making skills. Even very young children can be given
a few alternatives from which to chooseQ and each child
can be encouraged to offer an opinion. A starting
point might be letting a child arrange his or her own
room. Or children can study television schedules to
select what and when they want to watch, and then
make a decision in conjunction with their pareAts.
Family outings provide another opportunity for children
to help plan. They can follow a map to help chart the
way, or make a list of what they want to do and see.
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The entire family can discuss how decisions are made

and which are the major factors to be considered.

SCHOOLS

Schools complement and reinforce many of the

values and attitudes as well as much.of the informa-

tion provided by the family and by the media. The

formal task of citizenship training rests with the

schools. This responsibility is overtly fulfilled

through the social studies curriculum; however, schools

themselves provide a rich environment in which politi-

cal knowledge, experience,,and reflection can be '

consciously integrated. They offer a continuity of

experience over time, and opportunities for partici-

pation and experimentation in quasi-political acti-

vities. Finally, students can observe in schools the

political behavior of.many adults important tAhem,
and they can experience rulemaking and enforcement,

authority, interpersonal.influence, and a range of

democratic procedures.11/ 1

The Impact of Schools

In what ways does the school affect citizen

development? Ehman, in his systematic review of the

'literature on political socialization and the schools,

developed the following generalizations about the

current role of the school in citizen development:12/

--The school has its greatest impact through the

transmission of political information; its
importance increases from grade to high school.

The school plays a lesser role in attitude

formation and skill development.

--The schqol's impact varies according to the

student and is greatest for low social status

and minority populations.

--"Regular" secondary school curriculum has

little impact on students and student atti-

tudes, except for racial minorities.

'714-)
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--The teacher has some modest impact on student
attitudes and through his or her influence on
classroom "climate" can be highly influential.

--Systetatically designed curriculum treatments
can result in considerable transmission of and

increase6 in political information at all age
levels.

--Participation,in school governance and extra-
curricular activities relates positively to
political attitudes as does total school cli-
mate. More participant and less authoritarian
climates are linked to more positive attitudes
and behavior.

In his review of research on classroom "climate",
Ehman concluded that teathers' willingness toldiscuss
controversial issues and students' sense of freedom to
discuss and voice opinions had a facilitating effect
on political attitude development.

The content and frequency of exposure to formal
civic education courses also may have an impact on
students.. The most recent National Assessment (1976)
found that 17-year-olds who admitted that they had
studied politics very little were 10 points below the
national level (in the total scores on the knowledge
and attitude items). Those who studied politics a
great deal were nine points above.13/ Seventy-one
percent thought their courses supplied the knowledge
necessary to participate in politics; but more than
half agreed that "students already know much of what
.is taught."14/

In general, we Jack the kind of longitudinal
studies-that thight help us understand how experience
in.school,relates to future citizen development. Nor
do we know enough about the impact of variables such
as self-esteem, moral develo:pient, and social '

perspective-taking. Student personality and
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ability, teachers' values and styles, school gOqer-
nance, and extracurricular activities together form
an integrated force in the political development
American youth.

National Trends15/

Virtually all States mandate the teaching of
citizenship in some form. Since 1973, about one-half
of the States have passed legislation-related to
citizen education. Eight of thesespecify instruction
about "free enterprise," with three considering com-.
parable bills. A number of States also mandate
"student participation!' activities. Of the 36 States
which have recently enacted basic competency testing,.
10 include citizenship.16/

' mammon

On the other hand, over the past two decades,
traditional civics courses have lost enrollment.
Eased on nationally reported statistics, high school
enrollments in 9th grade civics courses dropped by 38
percent between 1961 and 1973, while the traditional
12th-grade Problems of Democracy decireased by 22 per-
cent over the same time period. At the same time,
dramatic increases were reported in economics, socio-
logy, and psychology.17/

The cycle of social studies courses recommended in
1918 by. the-Nafional Education Association, however,
-continues to dominae the curriculum. This includes
the study of communities in the 3d and 4th grades;
civics in the 9th and 12th grades; American history in
5th, Oth, and llth grades; and geography, State or
world history in,the 7th and 10th grades. American
history still accounts for most of the citizen-educa-
tion-related enrollments, with some 3.4 million re-
ported in 1973.18/

Withip these general,parameters, an extraordinary
amount of diversity and fragmentation exists. A
report olrsix regional case studies, 19/ conducted in
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1976-77, documents substantial variation from one

region of the country to another, and even within

school districts. .The similarities that exist, the

authors suggest, may be derived from the continuing'

dependency of schools upon a selected number of

nationally marketed textbooks. The case studies in-

'dicate a lack of careful coordination, with most

'citizen education activities consisting of a collec-

.tion of courses, units, topics, and so on. In some

school districts, particularly in the elementary

grades, growing interest in "back to the basics" has

resulted in pressure to improve reading and math

scores to the detriment of citizen education.20/

Yet, other districts show awareness that social

studies are closely allied with basic skills, particu-

larly literacy. And some parts of the country regard

citizenship itself as basic.21/

Illustrative Pro rams and Activities in Elementar

Schools

.In general, elementary activities dealing with

citizenship appear to fall into one of three catego-

ries: .(1) those designed to build national identity

and loyalty; (2) those designed to'impart factual

information about American government and history;

and (3) those that attempt to introduce concepts and

modes of inquiry from the social sciences.22/ Seldom

do these programs encourage active learning and parti-
cipation, and rarely do they incorporate experiences t

which have personal meaning for young children. For

the,most part, there have been few attempts to'provide
systematic, sequential exposure to citizen education
concepts, skills, attitudes, and experiences through-

out the elementary years. Some recent programs which

-attempt to relate citizen education to the lives of

young children are described below.

DecisionmalinzAhills.--Citizenship Decisionmaking
(CDM) is a curriculum project designed to enrich social

studies and language arts instruction in grades four

to nine. Designed by the Citizenship Development Proj-

ect of the Mershon Center, Ohio State University, this
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program employs the concept of decisionmaking to make
civic education personally meaningful for teachers and
children.-

Short, self-contained lessons, compatible with
existing curriculum patterns, teach the skills of
making, judging, and influencing decisions in everyday
life. The materials incorporate a variety of instruc-
tional,strategies including role playing, small and
large group activities, value recognition, simulation,
interviews, case studies, experiments and observations.
The range of approaches makes the materials suitable for
students and teachers with many different learning or
teaching styles.

CDM developers hope this course will promote
positive transfer of learning from the elassroomto the
practical problems of citizenship that students face.
Topics range from family or peer issues to national
or international concerns. Children employ problem-
solving techniques in order to congider.alternatives,
consequences, and values.

In one unit entitled "Judging Decisions of
Others," students attempt to evaluate the consequences
of having a foreign industry locate in their community.
In a role-play exercise, some students play city coun-
cil members whose decision will affect not only local
residents, but also international trade and the econo-
my of another nation. The rest of the class observes
the proceedings and judges the merit of the final deci-
sion by the council. Teaching this unit constitutes
a minicourse in content and rethod for the instructor,
who can also vary the lesson through the addition of
such other activities as research into community needs,
employment patterns, etc.

The theoretical design for CDM stemmed initially
from a project of the American Political Science
Association and was elaborated by the Citizenship
Development Project of the merslmn Center. The
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materials were commercially published in May 1978.

Among school districts using the materials are those

in Atlanta, Ga.

Imentlag_fttature.--Toe City Building Educa-,

tional Program, Los Angeles, Calif., is an integrated

curriculum adaptable to all educational levels which

focuses on invention, self,discovery and expression,

and on understanding the relationship uf self to

objects, organizations, and environment. At its core

it contains the concept of active citizen participa-

tion in governance. It in designed to help students

become productive, independent, and thoughtful citi-

zens in a complex, uncertain, and changing world.

In City Building, the classroom becomes an analog

of the city. In the course of the year, the students

design, build, organize, develop, and govern their

city of the future, with the assistance of adult pro-

fessionals who are invited into the classroom to share

in the process. The curriculum, which inc6rporates

reading, math, and other "basics", culminates in the

building, evaluation, and redevelopment of a model

city of styrofoam, suitable for a site within the

students' own community and responsive to the commu-

nity's changing needs.

Major program objectives are to eliminate student

passivity, to teach children to take charge of them-

selves and their environment, and then learn to live

with.the consequences of +-heir decisions. One students

expressed her satisfaction with the program this way:

When I started tc,..! sixth grade r was shy and

scared. But as I went on I began to realize

that -rou can't just sit back and let every-
,

thing happen and go along with it. So I

decided that I better change and share my

thoughts with the class. . . . If city

building hadn't of come along I would still

be a shy little nothing. In the future T

hope to be a strong leader.
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Since 1973, City Building students have demons-
strated above-grade increases in reading and math
test scores. A 1974 study conducted by Los Angeles
County evaluators found that City Building students
(randomly assigned to five classrooms) tested signifi-
cantly higher than students assigned to five tradi-
tional classrooms on six :..ut of eight objectives.
Participation in a project of the American Bar Associa-
tion will enable City Building to expand its citizen-
ship component and to design an evaluation tool for
such citizenship-related attributes as leadership and
self-worth.

Law-Related Education.--Law in a Free Society,
Santa Monica, Calif., is developing a sequential K-12
program which focuses on eight concepts: participation,
justice, freedom, privacy, property, diversity, author-
ity, and responsibility. Curriculum units, which
include readings for students and Leachers, instruc-
tional guides and evaluation instruments, as well as
sound filmstrips, are designed to develop increasingly
sophisticated understandings of these civic concepts.

Units on privacy and authority have been completed
and published. The lower elementary units on authori-
ty, for example, use experience from the child's own
life to explain this concept. Authority figures in-
clude the -..rossing guard, the teacher, the blackboard
monitor, . . a team captain. Students explore the
need for authorities (e.g., to promote safety and
order). They also learn that authoritative roles
involve responsibilities, and that authorities have
limits on their power. Students role-play positions
of authority to help them understand what it is like

. being in a particular position.

An evaluation of the privacy materials has just
been completed, based on data from 40 teachers, as well
as more than 1,000 parents and students. The results
will include data on attainment Gf objectives, low-

. level cognitive test scores, and reports of attitude
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change. Anecdotal evidence collected thus far indi-

cates that students at an early age are able to under-

stand these concepts, when they have been presented in

a concrete, meaningful way.

Law in a Free Society's curriculum r.:arials

are being used in sehool districts in morF.!. than 30

States, and in Canada and Australia. They have also

been,adopted for use by the Department of Defense

Overseas Dependents Schools.

Illustrative Se_scnd2ExAsh2ol Programs and Activities

At one time, citizenship education.was the pri-

mary focus of all education. But increasingly it has

become identified with a particular course of study--

social studies, history, civics. In the 1960's, the

emphasis on developing curricular electives resulted

in a multiplicity of citizen education programs. One

author has distinguished eight distinct approaches:

the academic disciplines (history, social sciences),

law-related education, social problems, critical

thinking, values clarification, moral development,

community involvement, and institutional school

reform.23/ Others might add global perspectives, fu-

ture studies, multicultural education, consumer educa-

tion, or prosocial behavior. While not mutually ex-

clusive, these approaches represent different emphases,

end aach competes for a share of scarce resources and

for a share of the student's and teacher's time.

Following are enamples to illustrate many of these

specialized approaches, as well as some attempts at

more inclusive curriculums.

Action LearninA.--One commonly held view of citi-

zenship is that of "membership, implying a recognition

of mutual interest with all other members, a sense of

shared concern for the welfare of the total community

and a willingness and ability to contribute to the
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well-being of that community."24/ Action-learning
programs are designed around this concept of citizen-

ship. They combine meaningful student involvement in
community life with associated instruction and reflec-
tion.25/ Methods of accomplishing this Objective may
include volunteer service, internships, social and po-
litical action, and community studies and surveys.
Often community activities are accompanied by inschool
exercises designed to increase reflective, observa-
tional, and analytic .capacities of participating
students.

A threefold rationale underlies action learning.
First, projects atterript to contribute to the social
development of adolescents by increasing student parti-
cipation in the "real" world outside school. Recent

studies of aeJlescence have suggested that the separa-
tion of youth from the adult world leads to an inade-
quate preparation for adulthood, including insufficient'
acceptance of responsibility for self and others, an0
a weakened concern for the welfare of the-total,commUn-

Ity. Action learning seeks to make youth contributing
members of society, and also to help school become a

.participating community institution.

A second impetus for action learning comes from
the educational philosophy of John Dewey, and the
developmental psychology of Jead Piaget and Lawrenre
Kohlberg. Their theories suggest that social aad
cognitive growth, while occurring developmentally, is
affected by the quality of interaction between the
individual and his or-her envircilment.

Finally, action learning attempts to enhance stu-
dent motivation in school by providing youth with op-
portunities to generalize and transfer their academic
learning to social arenas outside the schools.

Past experience with action-learning curriculum
has led to an assessment of what constitutes produc-
tive experiences. Two leaders in this area contend



that it is difficult for students to undertake

successfully direct political action. StudenLs are

unlikely to feel confident that their political sic-

tions will matter (often with reason); they lack the

skill to mobili4e what power they could exert.

Through the less obviously "political" actions

(such as volunteer service and community pro-,
jects), students may be most likely to develop

concern for serious social problems and to

build a sense of confidence that their actions

can make a difference. As for skills, there
is not much available in schools to prepare
students realistically for effective political
action should they have the toncern and confi-

dence motivating them to try it.26/

In one action-learning prograrn, Project ACT,

students studied the future of their city at the

Minneapolis Institute of Arts. In meetings with

museum staff, they examined artistic and cultural

needs. Urban architects helped them understand the

need for quality design in city planning; governmental

officials discussed restraints of environmental pol-

lution and energy depletion on future urban develop-

ment.

At a county government center, students tested

their social studies-English course on Youth in Pur-

suit of Justice. Using observational and interview
techniques, they'attended trials and public hearings,

or discussed plea bargaining with legal officials.

The second phase of the program involves governmental

internships.

An evaluation of the program involving some 4,000 _

students suggests that participants "developed more

positive attitudes toward people different from them-

selves." TheY also reported gains in self-knowledge,

the ability to work with others, and a new ability to

learn from their own direct experience. In the words
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of one 17-year*.old; "The last three months have
been the most important time in my life. I never
knew how much people needed help or how much help I
Could give them."27/

An analysis of program implementation in seven
different schools has identified major areas of diffi-
culty. These include institutionalizing action learn-
ing within the school, linking community action with
academic content, encouraging students to reflect on
their experience, and surmounting logistical problems
such as transportation and insurance. Program de-
signers have described some strategies for overcoming
these obstacles.28/

Another approach to action learning, with an
exclusive focus on citizenship, is described in "Skills
in Citizen Action: An Englioh-!Social Studies Program
for Secondary Schools."29/ Students earn both English
and social studies credits while enrolled in this pro-
gram. The curriculum uses literature and politics to
teach about key.issues of citizenship and develops
skills in communication, moral deliberation, partici-
pation, leadership, and decisionmaking. Community
service internships and small group projects provide
opportunities for applying knowledge and skills to
influence public policy 14. a local community setting.
Special workshops in political skills development are
designed to build a capacity for direct action.

ValuinglOnpocratic Frinciples.--Schools provide
explieit and implicit instruction in values, ethics,
and morals. The role models which the teachers and
staff provide, the rules which govern the school and
class, the subjects that are taught, the relative
authority of administrator, teacher, parent, and
student--all of these provide lessons.

A recent impetus for values education has come
primarily from two sources: (1) dismay over corrupt
leadership and increased crime and vandalism; and (2)
promising research and theory related to cognitive
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moral development. According to a 1976 survey of

State education agencies, 42 States seek to integrate

moral and ethic...al values education into the citizen-

ship education curriculnm.30/ At thP same time, some

school districts prohibit moral instruction and several

major curriculum projects have been attacked on the

grounds that they teach values offensive to some. '

parent groups,.

Values education is thus both controve.rsial and

pervasive. Lacking clear guidelines on how to approach

this area, educators have moved away from the inculcal

tion of specific values to a focus on the process of

valuing, and on the impact of the "hidden curriculum."

One recent curriculum approach in this area is

values clarification, which consists of activities

aimed at helping individuals and groups develop and

clarify their own values. Proponents argue that indi-

viduals are subject to value confusion and a lack of

perceived purpose. Values clarification attempts to

help students examine their value choices, weigh them,

decide which are most important, and begin to act con-

sistently on their chosen values.31/

The author of a 1978 review of research on the

impact of values clarification discovered inconclusive

results; he suggested that proponents need to define

program goals more specifically, develop reliable and

valid measurement instruments, And ensure that results

are educationally as well as statistically valid.32/

Another approach to this area is moral development

based on the theories of Lawrence Kohlberg.331

Kohlberg proposes that an individual's moral judgment

progresses through a sequence of invariant stages

ranging from hedonistic (oriented to reward and punish-

ment) to conventional (rule-origate0 to:morally

principled. He argues that exposure to`'á stage of

moral reasoning slightly above one's own induces con-

flict which may result in prokression to a higher stage

of moral reasoning,
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Research by Kohlberg and Robert Selman indicates
that two factors limit the development of moral
thought: cognitive capacity--the ability to use
formal, abstract thought--and perspective-takingthe
capacity to see events or.interests from the perspec.-
tive of another person, other groups, or society as a
whole.34/ Kohlberg suggests, for example, that moral 4"
development affects the ability of people to under-
stand theininciples underlying the U.S. Constitution
or the Declaration of Independence.

A number of educational programs have applied
Kohlberg's research. Interventions have taken two
forms: (1) introducing moral dilemmas into the class-
room and encouraging active discussion between students
at a-different levels of moral reasoning; and (2)
establishing models of participatory democracy within
existing schools. While some evidence suggests that
these methods can raise reasoning levels for some
students, little evidence exists that they produce
more principled behavior. A rev:kew of research on
moral development calls on researchers "to establish
the relationship between moral reasoning and citizen-
ship. Progress in this area would strengthen the
developmentalists' contention that stimulation of-moral
reasoning should become a major goal for public educe-
tion."35/

The Democratic School.--The ideas of John Dewey
. and Kohlberg converge in the democratic school reform
movement.. The goals are to prepare students'for life
in a democracy by making the "hidden" curriculum con-
sistent with formal instruction through a demoqratiza-
tion of school governance. Program developers hope
students will learn self-governance and decisionmaking,
and develop.perspective-taking and participation
skills.36/

Democratic schools take a variety of forms. Some
present complete alternatives to the regular public
school; others provide a specialized.program within a
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regular school, or a few courses. Most programs inte-

grate English and.social studies, discuss moral dilem-

mas, and feature regular community meetings where prob-

lems of discipline, intergroup relations, curriculum,

and community-building are addressed.

In 1974, Kohlberg and his associates opened their

first community school, a unit wthin Cambridge and

Latin School, Cambridge, Mass. Other experiments in-

clude programs in the public school systems of Brook-

line, Mass., Pittsburgh; Pa.., and Riverside, Calif.

The.latter two are part of an attempt,by Carnegie-

Mellon University to organize a comprehensive,inexpen-
sive civic-education progiam, which is currently under

way in seven schools. The Danforth Foundation has .

provided some assistance for all of these programs.

A number of factors affect the success of demo-

cratic school programs. The commitment of teachers

and administrators is vital. The chief school-admin-
istrator must actively support the program so that

parents and community will clearly understand its

pur/Pose.37/ A carefully organized community meeting
is ano.ther crucial component. On first attempt, some

of ihe school reformers confused democracy with

anarchy. Eventually, rules governing the democratic

process were devised, and teachers and students learned

how to conduct meetings fairly, reach consensus, and

sharpen or resolve issues through use of committees.38/

Ralph Mosher commented on the 1975-77 efforts of

the School Within a School (a part of Brookline High

and a place where students take at least two courses,

and participate in the town meeting while attending the

regular high school for the balante of their course

-work):

These high school students can learn to govern

themselves . . . those students, who participate

in school democracy ledin important parliamentary
skills--chairing meetings, speaking to the point,

taking other students' view into account etc.--

which should generalize to their later lives.

. Further, there is preliminary
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evidence that children and adolescents
who particigate in democratic.(i.e., self-
governing) classrooms show significant gains
in their measured moral reasoning.39/

In order to understand more adequately the impact
of these projects, a Ford Foundation grant is support-
ing a full-scale evaluation of the effects of Clustex
School and the School Within a School on their stu-
dents, and Caruegie-Mellon University is currently
supervising a major evaluation of its project.

Student Participation in Education Policy--Since
1971, the Massachusetts Board of Education has been
developing ways for involving students in,issues of
school policy. The purpose is similar to other afore-
mentioned projects--to prepare ,students to assume
meaningful roles in adult socifty. In Student Service
Centers at six locations, students working part time I))

aft9r school make information available to their peers
and interesteVadults on school programs, policies,
and laws; hold workshops on topics of current interest;
and help citizens and students deal with school-related,
problems.

Under a State mandate, two students from each
public high school are elected to represent their
student body on the Student Advisory Council.(SAC).
,Eleven regional Councils elect students to the State
SAC. The chairperson of the State SAC serves as a
voting member of the State board of educat,ion. The
program demonstrates that student participation can
matter. The Student Advisory Council has submitted
bills to the State legislature; influenced the State
Board of Education to sponsor student-related bills;
and testified before the State legislature's education
committee. Each summer about 300 Student Advisory
Council members attend special workshops offered by the
Massachusetts Department of Education to receive train-
ing in communication skills and decigionmaking; infor-
mation about curriculum and instruction, guidance,

n
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-student rights, And school governance; and other knowl.
'edge- about-educational.practices and policies. All

school districts in the State are'also required to,
have students as advisors to their school committee,
and many local districts offer other forms of student
involvepent which permit many more students to parti-.
cipate in these projects.40/

Learning About Government and Law.--The Institute
lior Political and Legal Education (IPLE) in Nfw Jersey
has Aesigned a year-long high school social studies
program which has been validated by the U.S. Office of

Education as successful, cost-effective, and appropri-
ate for national dissemination through the federally
funded National Diffusion Network. /PLE has been
adopted by more than 400 schools, and is the only
citizenship education project disseminated through the

network.

IPLE consists of three units: Voter'Education;
Government:-The Decisionmaking ProcessCand Individual
Rights. It cotbines the acquisition of information
and skills with participationfirst in role-playing
simulation games and use of community resources, and
then through internships in actual community, local,

and State,agencies. The voter education unit, for
°example, tea:.:hes students the proCess of issue

analysis, canvassing and registration, election
strategies, and media publicity. Voting.reform, rights

and procedures, party structure, andlhe elect4ial

College are studied in detail. A 'simulated election

can be held, and students are encouraged to engage in

activities such as conducting survey polls for elec-
_tions in and out of school, working on voter registra-
tion drives, and the like. Each student may,serve a
20-day internship in a community agency in the course

'Cif the year in order to apply and reshape the skills
aCquired in school.

4

An evaluation of 91 junior and senior high school

students enrolled in IPLE and a control group'in the
same schools showed the IPLE students to have a
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significantly better rating on both a test of
political knowledge and their inclinatipn,to partici-
pate in political and governmental activities.
Through the National Diffusion Network, IPLE staff are

0
able to offer (1) visitors a-firsthand loc4Lat the.

program in nine different demonstration sites-in New

Jersey and (2) training and other consulting services

for teachers, administrators, and students from dis-

tricts across the country interested in adapting the

program to their own specific needs.

Citizenship and Global IT!keldeptadence.--Articles
in the press, recent scholarly literature, and speeches

by public officials indicate a growlng,awareness of the

global dimensions of our society. Citizenship now in-

cfudes a global context; we are increasingly becoming
participants in a transnational social order.

Because of this new dimension to citizenship,

educatershavebeen developing global education pro-
grams. Since the early 1970'.s, at least 15 States have

adopted policy statements or have instituted require-

ments that relate to global education. Federal impetus

for these programs began in 1958 with passage of the

National Defense Educatioh Act (NDEA) and its foreign\
language and are41 studies program. This mandate

focused on the development of specialists and made

possible graduate-level training about Dakts of the

world not previously studied at American .universities.

0
During the last few years, these resources have

een gradually redirected to include more attention to

general education and to make university resources
available for use by the public schools, cultural cen-

ters, and citizens' groups. This change reflects the

notion that the responsibility for developing foreign

policy rests not only with specialists,,but also with

citizens. An amendment to the NDEA, passed in 1976
and funded for the first time in 1979, officially

recognizes the national need to educate citizens about

other cultures and nations,.
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Global Perspectives in Education (GPE), Ine., of
New York City is a tax-exempt organization engaged in
increasing public awareness of this area. GPE 'pub-

lishes Intercom, a quarterly journal, which provides
classroom tools, resources, and ideas for teaching
democratic values in a global context. The'group-is
completing a 3-year curriculum project to identify
and provide the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed
by citizens in an-interdependent world. Program devel-.
opers have used 1:he concepts of conflict, change,
interdependence, and communication,to organize lessons
in social studies and language-arts courses for grades

K-12.

Future program initiatives for GPE include an
emphasis on three major areas of need. These are (1)

communications and other support--e.g.,,publications,
an information bank, and some limited technical assis-

tance to those involved in training--for global per-
spectives projects which are being conducted at local,
State, and regional levels; (2) activities designed to
identify conceptual, research, and evaluation needs;
and (3) public educatinn aimed at engaging representa-
tives of the media, business, and labor in education
for global perspectivs.

Multicultural Education--The social unrest of the
1960's and the heightening awareness of the multicul-
tural nature of American society has produced'an inter-
est in ethnic studies and multicultural education.

Today, some 33 States mandate some type of multicul-
tural education in the public schools, and since 1972

the Federal Government has funded programs under the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Act.. Recently the National

Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education
adopted a standard which requires every higher educa-
tion institution with teacher training programs to
incorporate multicultural education within its teacher-

education component..

Multicultural education has made a number of con-

tributions to citizeh'education programs. For example,
it has produced somelprojects which examine the politi-
cal cultures of ethnic groups and the ways in which they
have contributed to the American Political system.
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Multicultural education has also encouraged dialog
among ethnic communities atout to be affected by
desegregation orders; led to the preparation of
analytic instruments for teachers to use in detecting
racism and stereotypes depicted in textbooks; and en-
deavored to examine the cultural variety of the
American heritage. A number of organizations conduct
leadership and dissemination activities related to mul-
ticultural education.. A few are the American Associa-
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education, the Anti-Defa-
mation League of B'nai B'rith, the National Center on
Urban Ethnic Affairq, the National Ethnic Studies
Association, and the Social Science Education Consor-
tium.

Law-Related Education.--OneNof the fastest grow-
ing movements within citizen educAion is law-related
education. Some projects emphasize practical law,
while others focus on the values and legal principles
which underlie governmental systems. .In all cases,

there is aniattempt to develop an awareness of the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship, and of the
law as a primary means of resolving conflict in our
Society. The interest in this subject has occurred as a
reaction tO crime, to the low level of knowledge about
our legal system in an extraordinarily legalistic
society, and as a way of teaching civics that is con-
crete, realistic, and relevant.

Since 1971, the American Bar Association through

its Special Committee on Youth Education for Citizen-

ship, Chicago, Ill.,: has served as a catalyst and

clearinghouse for programs in all 50 States. These -

programs have grown from about 100 to between 400 to

500 in less than a decade. Many of the law-related
education programs were inititally funded by the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) which is
charged with combating juvenile delinquency and im-
proving the justice System. PrOgrams have also grown

through support Imo State bar associations and com-
munity groups; and with funds from such organizations
as the Danforth and Ford Foundations and the National

Endowment for.the Humanities.
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The Law-Related Education Act of 197b, Part G
of Title III--Special Projects of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, as amended, authorizes a
range of activities designed to stimulate the develop-
ment of law-related education. If funds are appro-
priated for this program, the USOE will be able to
nake available grants-and contracts for curriculum
awareness and development activities, teacher train-
ing, research and evaluation, dissemination, and other
educational activities.

A Directory of Law Related Education Projects,
available from the American Bar Association, lists
some 350 law-related education projects. Two of them
are briefly described below.

Since 1963, the Constitutional Rights Foundation
(CRF), Los Angeles, Calif., has been active in desim
ing and disseminating legal education programs. CRF
projects are based on collaboration among the schools,
the bar,.and other public institutions. They proyide
students with opportunities to see the justice system
in action and to talk with administrators of the law.

CRF projects include the following:

o Youth and the Administration of Justice.
This course includes peer teaching, mock
trials, and simulations as well as field
experiences in which students can observe
police, prison and parole systems, or the
courts and other agencies. :This secondary
school program has been commercially published.

o The. Bill of Rights in Action is a quarterly
publication which addresses a separate topic
in each issue, such as school integration, the
Supreme Court, crime, youth, and the police.

o The Los Angeles Lawyers in the Classroom
is a project which brings volunteer lawyers
into the school to join in simulation games,
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to answer questions, and to lead debriefing
sessions following films dealing with the
law.

The National Street Law Institute is an outgrowth
of a 6-year-old Georgetown University program in which
law students teach about the law in District of Colum-
bi publfc high schools. This project is now nation-

wide. It helps law schools to design clinical programs
that enable law stutrents to receive credit for teaching
a "Street Law" course in high schools and in correc-

tional institutions. The Institute has published
textbooks which include units on criminal, consumer,
family, housing, environmental, and individual rights
law. 'The Street Law Institute proVides teacher train-

, ing and technicarassistance related to the development
of mock trials competitions, instructional methodology,
Substantive law, and other concerns.

Future Studies--Many educators believe that citi-
zens must be prepared to deal with tomorrow's world.

Thus, not only do citizen-education programs need to
examine the realities of the past and present, but
they should also try to anticipate and shape the future

The World Future Society, Bethesda, Md., is one
example of this concern. Its forthcomingj979 edition
pf The Future. A Guide to Informatidn Sources will
describe between 400 to 500 selected educational
courses and programs at all Jducation levels,, with

emphasis on the poistsecondary level. The recently
established education section of the World Future
Society held its first conference in 1978.

An example of a future studies project is the one
designed by the Keene School System in New Hampshire,

'with Federal funding from the U.S. Office of Education

(USOE). Through inservice training, skills were iden-
tified to help students prepare for the future. Cur-

ricular materials.were then developed to aid students

in gaining competencies in problem solving, critical

thinking, forecasting, scenario writing, and other
related studies.
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Illustrative PrilarE'Rp'in PostsecondamIlucation

Colleges and universities have had only limited
interest in citizen education. In political science
and public policy departments,the focus has been on
public opinion, citizen participation, and political
socialization.

Serious theoretical work has not been produced in
part because theae disc.:plines, like others in the
social sciences during recent years, have deemphasized
philosophical investigation. Instead, increased con-
cern has been shown for developing specializedareas of
competence and using sophisticated statistical tech-
niques.

In addition, many academics have considered cit.i-
zen dducation intellectpally amorphous, while others
identify it with indoctrination. A number of leading
academics have expressed cynicism about the chances
for efficacious citizenship and some dispute the value
of increased citizen'partfcipation.41/ At the postr
secondary level community colleges and continuing edu-
cation programp have generally shown more interest in
citizen education and participation.

CommuaitligItAms.--The American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) has undertaken
several community forum projects. These projects are
designed to help citizens better understand pressing
contemporary issues, produce improved decisionmaking,
and strengthen ties between community colleges and
their communities.

With funds from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the AACJC mounted a national demonstration
program which involved 11 colleges competitively
selected for Phe creativity, replicability, and diver-
sity of community forums which they proposed. The
projects centered on issles raised in Courses by News-
paper (discussed under Media, p. 104). At each forum,
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citizens were.invited to observe pretentations on
themes of Courses by Newspaper, and to patticipate
in a spectrum of media, cultural, and civic events.
Lectures, panels, debates, town meetings, drama,
films,book reviews, and radio and television broad-
casts were all used in the projects which reached'over
a million-citizens.

Based on the demonstration project, AACJC has
identified six steps as crucial to the success of
community forums. These include: (1) use'of community
advisory committees; (2) involvement of a wide range of
community groups as cosponsors; (3) media programing
and promcrion (television, radio,_and newspapers); (4)

training far moderators and'presenters; '(5) introduc-
ing the program to the community through a media event;
and (6) designing a series'of related community acti-'

vities (e.g., library and.museum exhibits) which will
draw attention to itsues Of the community forum.

Barriers to successful program implementation
identified so far include the peed to institutionalize
the community forum within the college (e.g., through
the\designation of an official coordinator), the need
to invoclve coordinators and faculty with the concerns
of the community, and the need to implement the six
steps of the planning process.

Following the forum demonstration program AACJC
received an additional grant from the National Endow-
meni for the Humanities tcPestablish a community
forums office. A series of workshops on the community
forums process were held to help community colleges
assume a leadership role in the discussion of public

issues. .Building on this experience, the Community
Forums Office has now received funds from the Depart-
ment of Energy and the National Endowment for the

Humanities to conduct a nationwide community forum
program on the energy issue, with resources being pr-
pared by a host of national organizations including
Courses by Newspaper.
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Citizen Action'Throuzh ContinulmEducation.--A
ghilosophy of involvement with community is reflected
tn citizen-edlication'activities of Georgia Stgte Uni-

versity's Urban Life Center. In January 1972, the

Center invited more than 200 Atlanta leaders4rom
government, business, the media, and the community at

large to participate in weekly dialogues on urban

issues. Following the 4-month program, these leaders
(who had been asked to joifi the Center as Urban Life

Associates) established 15 to 30 member Issue-Action
groups. Each grogp was led by a citizen who had re-
ceived special group-process training and included a
university student-assistant who researched and assem-

bled resources. The groups met; weekly for 7 months.

The product of one.such group was a model Sate
fair-housing law which was.submitted to a subcommittee
in the Georgia House of Representatives. The bill,
with some modifications, was introduced and tHe State
Planning and Community Affairs Committee recommended
its passage.

Another project produced a catalog of community
organizations im Atlanta. 'In response to the organiza-
tions' concern with planning anii zoning issues, the

Urban Life Center Associates designed a series of'
workshops that used the expertise of faculty, graduate
assistants, and professional planners. The workshops,
provided a look at the planning process and the role
played by citizens in the planning process.

The Urban Life Center Associaebs continues to
sponsor a range of citi.zen-education programs, and
prepares a bimonthly Community Information Clearing-

1, housejewsletter, serving 2,600 community leaders,
government officials, and legislators in the Atlanta
area.42/

Additional Postsecondary Activities--Grant pro-
grams in the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
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We1far: have provided some support for citizen educa-

tion. These have been spoored by tle Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE).:, the
Community Services and Continuing Education Program,
and mandates for international education. Each of

these sources has sponsored programs to improve the

civic competence of students and members of'the com-

munity at large.,

Uhder a FIPSE grant, for example, the Residential
College of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
developed a futures-or4ented project that,had been
designed to prepare students to live in the 2Ist cen-

tury. Tills project explored (1) the viability of-
using social science methodology-to encourage citizen
evaluation of social'issues; (2) the developing of
coping skills for meeting emerging trends; and (3) the
developing of approaches'to affect future social pat-

terns. It is hoped that students in the program will
be better able to comprehend major.issues and trends
of the late 20th century and to identify significant
problems for research by the residential college social

science program.

Other activities to promote citizen education in
schools and uniVersities are being conducted byza few ,

higher education institutions such as Tufts Univer-
sity's.Lincoln Pilene Center for Citizenship and Public
Affairs, Indiana University's Social Studies Develop-
ment Center, and the Mershon Center at Ohio State

University.
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

Concern with citizen education,extends beyond the
e.raditional boundaries of the family and formal school-
ing. Other sectors of our society are interested and
involved *in developing civic competenc.ies. This chap-.

ter will discuss selegOd activities of the media,
voluntary/community groups, the workplace, and govern-

4111,, ment. Many of the programs which are reviewed are not
explicitly labeled-"eitiz'en education" and the motiva-
tions behind them vary considerably, Yet each of them
contributes in scme way to one or more of"the elements
of citizen education digcussed in chapter 1.

MASS MEDIA

The Role of the Media

'The potential influence of the media on citizen
education is great, particularly among young children.
Many people depend or the mass media for information
about public affairs. Books and magazines cater to
specialized interests. Newspapers provide information,
analysis, editorials and letters to the editors. And
television and radio present regular newscasts, spe-

:

cialists, and magazine-type programs such as "60 Min-
utes and "Today."

.Televisiou is particularly important, given its
prevalence in our society. According to the 1970
census, 96 percent of American homes contain at least
one television set; depending on their age and their
economic and social background, most-children watch
from 14 to 49 hours of television a week and establish
patterns of favorite programs and viewing times often .

by age 3.1/' "
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Although the media contain vast potential for
contributirig to citizen education, to a great extent
'their 'content and approach are determined by struc-
tural factors. The economic bases upon which each
depends have much to do with whether a particular
medium produces "educational," "informative," or
"entertaining" content. Commercial television, for
examplo,.is an oligopoly and acts in accordance with
this model of economic behavior. It has a restricted
number of auppliers and distributors, few channels, a
Focus on a national market, and programs that are
based on a 501444.number of familiar formats, genres,
and plots. Commercial television, in particular,
writes Prof. Paul Hirsch:

et

.is less distracted than 'any other mass
media by loyalties to such non-economic
goals as editorial policy and'standards, gene-
rations of family ownership or idiosyncratic
decisions based on personal taste.

Tt is an economic institution, first and
foremost, responsive to market forces, and
concerned only incidentally with questions
about its broader cultural role or possible
effects on a Nation of viewers.2/

a

Newspaperscan also,beQviewed through an economic
lens. Many are logEl monopolies and an increasing
number are'owned by chains. Craft traditions and
occupational norms now must interact with new economic
and organizational conditions that may not provide an
adequate climate for the broadest and most representa-
tive expression ef-vtawae6 a community or an adequate

. description of publicevents. For example, circulation
expansion may be possible only in affluent suburbs.
Utban news must thus be,balanced against suburban
news not becauae of "ob-jective" news criteria but be-
tause of marketing decisions made at national chain
headquarters.3/ Clearly there is no way to separate
the mass media cvom the larger social system.
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Social Science Research on the Media*

Most people assume that the media have a tremen-
dous.influence on increasing knowledge and awareness
of issuest.and on changirg attitudes, 'behavior, and

values. Research does not bear this out, however.

Two statements summarize how the audience reacts to

mediamessages:

1. In the coverage of a topic, the amount and

sequence of its presentation, the channels it is

carried in, and the time of day it appears will great-
ly affect whether it will be seen, read, or heard by

the audience; and

2. The structural location of the individual
(working, studying, being a homemaker), the interest
others around him or her have in it, the amount of

previous knowledge, and whether knowledge about the ,

topic is likely to produce functional outcome will

account for learning about the topic.4/

These two statements address learning and not

attitudes, values, or'behaviors. The classic state-

ment in this area is Klapper's: the media are more

likely to reinforce than change attitudes, values,

and behaviors.5/

*Much of this discussion is based on materials pre-
sented at a workshop on the media sponsored by the

Citizen Education staff. A summary paper of the
workshop was presented by the Marsh Center for the

Study of Journalistic Performance, the Mass Communica-

tion Doctoral Program, the Center for Political Stud-

ies, and the Center for Research on the Utilization of

Scientific Knowledge at the University of Michigan.

Other data appear in Larry Rothstein, "New Directions

in Mass Communication Policy: Implications for Citi-

zen Education and Participation," Washington, D.C.:

USOE, 1978.
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Prof. Steven H. Chaffee, however, writing on
political socialization, finds that the mass media--
particularly television and newspaper--constitute
the principal source of political information for
young people, and have considerable impact in deter-
mining the general topics people are concerned with.
He states that young people attribute to the media
considerable 'influence on their political opinions,
in addition to informative power. Chaffee concludes
that the news media are not as powerful in stimulating
political activity as in cognitive effects.6/

Chaffee's findings are corroborated by the work of
McCombs and Shaw. They report that the media may not
be snccessful much of the time in telling people what
to think, but they are stunningly/ successful in tell-
ing people what to think about; ke., the details of
campaigning rather than the issuel between candidates.
In short, the media have an agenda-setting function.7/
Evidence gathered by George Comstock supports this
claim. He found that most people received more infor-
mation about issues from political campaign commercials
than they did from television news coverage.8/

Audience and Public Information

Even if the media were more inclined to present
information about public affairs, social science re-
search indicates that such information would be
handled in a different manner by different members of
the society because of a "knowledge gap." The "knowl-

edge gap hypothesis" asserts that people of higher
socioeconomic status (SES) tend to acenire information
at a faster rate than people of lower status, increas-
ing the gap in information between these segments of
the population. Factors which may help to account for
these widening gaps include: (1) differences in com-
munication skills ansd other education-related competen-
cies; (2) differences fn existing knowledge; (3) the
middle class orientation of the print media, a primary
source of public affairs information; (4) differences
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in motivations to use communication resources; and

(5) unequal access to communication technology.9/

With these considerations in mind we will now

turn to a number of media experiments related.to

citizen edtication.

Illustrative Media Activities

The Interactive Media Process...--Experiments

utilizing an interactive media process have been con-

ducted in a number of cities. In this process the

media are used as vehicles for the presentation of

information. They stimulate and help support the

discussion of a current and critical issue or a social

service need. In a variety of settings, small groups,

with "trained" leaders, watch the media's programs and

discuss the issues involved. They are supported by an

information system, discussion materials, access to

experts, and a feedback system which allows.questions,

opinions, and responses to flow between those partici-

pating in the interaction and other citizens, institu-

tions, government officials, and community leaders. A

follow-through component responds to requests from

participants for services, information, or necessary

linkages with groups and individuals.10/

For example, in the fall of 1910, more than 8,000

people in the Puget Sound region of Washington gathered

for 8 consecutive weeks in small groups to watch a

television series entitled "The Eighth Day.". This

series provided information about the envirohmental

problems confronting the region.11/ The result of

this interactive process was the creation of 30'well-

defined community programs ranging from clean-ups and

recycling programs to lobbies for environmental legis-

lation.12/

Cable Television.--Experiments are also under way

involving citizens with their government through inter-

active cable television. In Columbus, Ohio, the "Qube"
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system,sponsored by the Warner Cable Co., permits
viewers to talk back to their sets through an elec-
tronic device. After an announcer's voice or.a
message displayed on the screei sails for an audience
decision on some question, wers can punch the
appropriate response tut n and send an electronic
signal to a bank of computers at Qube's main head-
quarters. There the computers tabulate the votes and
flash the results on 'the home screen.

The Qube system has been used to test public
reaction to a development plan proposed by the plan-
ning commission of a Columbus sqburb. Not only was
the commission able to conduct iastant surveys of
residents, but it was also able to expand involvement
in a public meeting on the subject.. About 125 resi-

- dents joined the planning commission in a QUBE studio,
while an additional 2,000 participated through their
cable devices. The "electronic town meeting" alter-
nated between participants in the studio and home
viewers.13/

/

In Reading, Pa., an experiment sponsored by the
New York University Alternative Media Center is de-
signed to evaluate the use of two-way cable television.
This project has tried to determine the costs and
benefits of using interactive telecommunications to
deliver public services and to evaluate the impact of
this technology on senior citizens and public agencies.

. The cable system includes three incerdonnected
neighborhood communication centers, as well as local
government offices, high schools, and the homes of
local cable subscribers. L'he programs, which are

.% transmitted 2 hours a day. 5 days a week, are conceived
and produced by senior citizens and representatives
of local organizations. Senior citizens participate
in virtually all aspects of the system, planning and
developing the programs, and operating the neighborhood
centers.
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Programing has meved from an initial monthly

program "Meet the Mayor" to a weekly program in which

senior citizens communicate directly with elected

municipal and county officials. The teleconferences

are open-ended; citizens use them to request informa-

tion, articulate their preferences about public good2

and services, and evaluate municipal policy.

The interactive system increases personal contact,

between citizen and public official and enhances the

traditional functions of local government.officials.
Elected officials are able to obtain accurate and ,

regular information on citizen concerns without leav-,

ing their offices, and also use the system to explain

the constraints they face in resolving urban problems.

Public service agencies regard the system as an

innovative means of providing outreach services which

are otherwise conducted through staff visits. Public

officials view the cable as a mechanism for obtaining

citizen reaction on public policies and programs,

while other service agencies use the two-way program-

ing to disseminate information to clientele who are

traditionally hard to beach. Evaluations of the

'project indicate that senior citizens' awareness of

local issues increased as did their sense of political

efficacy.14/

Although two-way interactive television presents

many potential benefits for citizen participation, some

critics worry that instant plebiscites could pose prob-

lems for our representative form of government, which

rests on the idea of informed opinion. Cable itself

poses problems; because of the number of chanpels, it

can deliver, citizens may be flooded with informa-

tion.15/ One answer may be to'ise thesezelectronic

media as a supplement to broader educational efforts,

making sure that there are opportunities for citizens

to gain information and discuss issues at each step of

the process.
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Satellite Videoconferences.--Another development
in communications technology with potential benefits
for citizen education is-the communication satel-
lite. Video conferencing permits members of the
Congress in Washington, D.C., to see, hear, and talk
with groups of citizens at distant locations around
the country. ,Congressional hearings have been con-
ducted by Means of the Communications Technology
Satellite, the public service research satellite
operated jointly by the United States and Canada. In
this and other experiments, participants found that
citizen participation and feedback were increased,
citizen interest in the legislative process was stim-
ulated and time and energy saved. A major issue
concerning the future use of videoconferences is
whether public service needs will be given full con-
sideration in satellite use.16/

Televisia_Iggialaave Activities.--In 1979, some ,
debates of the U.S. House of Representatives were
opened to television coverage. This experiment was
based in part on the results of televised floor de-
bates and committee hearings of the Florida Legisla-
ture, first conducted in 1973. Legislative activities
were taped by the Florida public television system
and from this information an hour's weekday evening
broadcast was created for public celevision. The
programs included excerpts from hearings and debates,
votes, analysis, and interviews. Positive evaluations
of the impact of these programs on legislators and
adult viewers have resulted in the continuation of the'
experiment.17/

One study conducted by professors at Michigan
State Unilrersity tested the impact of six of these pro-
grams on high school students enrolled in civics and
American history courses. Those studcnts who saw the
broadcasts demonstrated significant increases in their
interest in State politics, in talking about politics,
in reading about the legislature in newspapers, in
political knowledge, and olso developed more positive
attitudes toward legislators and the legislative
process.18/



ilyjlight Humanities Channel.--The In-Flight

Humanities Project at Northern Illinois University

is testing the feasibility of a humanities channel on

the in-flight entertainment systems of the Nation's

airlines. The National Endowment for the Humanities

has provided funds to develop 20-minute informal con-

versations among scholars on such subjects as politi-

cal leadership and political socialization. The proj-

ect represents an attempt to present univer'ity-level

material in a form which will both entertain ...Ad

educate the airline p'assenger. This"media form holds

potential both in providing the scholar with a bruader

audience for disseminating research findings and ideas,

and in offering the airline passenger access to an in-

formative discussion.

g_cniisDeveloitqinSkills_.--Prime Time

School Television (PTST), Chicago, Ill., was e3tab-

lished to help teachers take greater advantage of-the

information sources'provided by commercial television.

PTST distributes guides to be used by teachers in con-

junction with certain television programs, particu-

larly."specials." In 1976, PTST piloted a program

called Television, Police, and the Law for English and

social studies classes. The project provides written

materials for classroom use combined with a Constitu-

tional Awareness Chart which students use as a check-

list when watching police shows on television. The

children are encouraged to form judgments about how

realistic police shows are and to what degree the

shows demonstrate violations of constitutional rights.

CombatinkTelevision Violence and Commercials.--,

The National Parent Teachers Association (PTA) is also

developing curriculums to help schools sharpen stu-

dents' viewing skills. This projects is an outgrowth

of the 1976 National PTA Television Commission's

investigation into television violence. The Commis-

sion reported negative effects of television violence

on youth and that few young viewers possessed critical

viewing skills.19/
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Based on these findings, the PTA formulated an
action plan designed to pressure advertisers, network
and local station officials, and Commissioners of the
Federal Communication Commission to reduce the amount
of violence on television programs. Training programs
were instigated to help PTA members monl.tor programs,
to encourage parents to watch television with their
children; and to provide members with information con-
cerning techniques for making their views known in an
effective manner.

Since initiation of the PTA's campaign, violence
on television has been substantially reduced, due in
part to the PTA's pressure and changing public
taste .30/ Some television producers have complained,
however, that the pressure brought by the PTA could
lead to censorship and a stifling of creativity.

Action for Children's Television (ACT), is
another citizen group that has been actively involved
in'influencing television programing. launched by
women who were concerned about the quality of the pro-
grams their children watched, ACT has grown into a
national organization during the last 10 years. It

has ilelped to reduce the number of commercials pre-
sented during an hour of Saturday morning.children's
programing (from 16 minutes an hour to 91/2 minutes); it
has pushed the networks to create a number of innova-
tive programs; and it has had some effect on the amount
of violence in children's cartoons.21/

Other groups involved in curriculums that would
teach critical viewing skills and explore the potential
of television as a teaching tool include the St.
Mary's Center for Learning in Chicago, the National
Education Association, the U.S. Office of Education,
and the National Institute of Education.22/

NewspaRers and Citizen Education.--The Courses by
Newspaper project attempts to create widespread expo-
sure to significant issues such as criminal justice,
taxation, popular culture, and ,death and dying. Some
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l,i00 newspapers and 250 colleges and universities

cooperate in bringing these courses to about 15 million

readerc:. Weekly newspaper features offer initial ex-

plosure to pn issue, while supplementary educational

materials, college courses, and community-forums pro-

vide opportunities,for exploring the'subject. in greater

depth.

,
Student Journalism.--Student-run newspapers pro-

vide a means of involving youth in the affairs of their

communities. The Youth Communication/National Center
in Chicago involves'students from schools all over

the city in journalism and hopes to develop a network

'of centers in urban areas. The Chicago center was

established a year ago and has developed several major

projects. One is New Expression, a monthly newspaper
staffed entirely by high school students who are,from

various schools in the Chicago metropolitan area and

who volunteer their time to write, publish, and dis-

tribute the paper. The paper has developed enough
community support to continue publication with a cir-

culation of more than 40,000. Other National Center

"publications include CETA Insi.ghts, which examines the

the impact of this federally supported program on
Chicago teenagers;- and The Risjja, a newspaper
which,informs Chicago students of their rights and

responsibilities as citizens. The National Center

begun by an RFK Fellow, and the Robert F. Kennedy

Memorial, Washington% D.C., which encourages the'parti-

cipation of young people in society, provides some

assistance for Center activities.

VOLUNTARY/COMMUNITY GROUPS

The Role of Voluntary Grou.s in Citizen Development

A wide variety of groups influence citizens'

political orientations.23/ Their importance depends

on bpth the strength of the identification (i.e., the
higher the identification and the more cohesive the

grouping, the more important the group is likely to be)

and the relevance of the group for the issue at hand
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(e.g., Jews or Arabs and the Mlddle East; Catholics
and the abortion issue).

Similar to family and peer group relationships,
involvement in larger voluntary groups, of associates
can also serve as an important source of political
information and ideas throughout life. One of the
contributions voluntary groups make to political
learning is to provide experiences and training in
group relations and leadership skills that may be
transferred to the political world.24/ Studies indi-
cate that participation in voluntary groups is posi-
tively associated with higher levels of political
interest, involvement, participation, and with a
greater sense of Political efficacy. Almond and Verba
summarize their relevant findings in their five-nation
study:

Citizens who are members of a nonpOitical
organization are more likely to feel sub-
jectively competent than are those who
belong to no organization. This, then, appears
to confirm the fact that latent political
functions are performed by voluntary associa-
tions, whether those organizations are politi-
cal or not. Those who are members of some,
organization, even if they report that'it has
no political role, have more political compe-
tence than.those who haveno such membership.25/

Research on socialization generally suggests that the
more social group affiliations one has, the stronger
the tendency to participate in political activity.

Voluntary groups may vary substantially in charac-
ter, purpose, structure, and accomplishments. Some
groups have a national structurg with 1Jcal chapters
(e.g., League of Women Voters), others are more cen-
trally organized (e.g., Common Cause), and still others
are community-based. Their constituency has changed
over time. Today's volunteers represent a broader
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cross sectiän of the citizenry-than the volunteers of

a few decades ago. Social actionroriented services,
leadership and advocacy rolei attract consumers,
youth, t.'titees, and professionals, providing them

with opponunities to apply knowledge and make an im-

pact on the livds of others. Alexis de Tocqueville

saw American group associations as-a bulwark against

the tendency toward centralization of power and the

tyranny of the majority, which he viewed as possible

consequences of an egalitarian society.26/,

.
The Growth of Citizen Action...Emus

An increasing number of organizatións can be

characterized as part of,the "citizen-aition movement.",

The National Commission on Neighborhoods had identified

.more than 8,000 grassroots neighborhood organliations.

in the United States. One study has indicated that

there are mire than 100 national public interest groups

who have offices in Washington, D.C.;,the Office,of

onsumer Affairs of HEW has estimated that there'are

lc more than 450 consumer groupS throughout the Nation;

'"-; and others have identified some 350 environmental acz

tion organizations, about 500 senior citizen centers

and clubs, and more than 840 mental Bealthassocia-

tions. The Office of Neighborhoods, VOluntary Associa-

tions, and Consumer Affairs of the U.S. Department of

Housing and Urban Development lists nearly 15,000

consumer and citizen groups.27/

.All of these organizationssprovide some form of

citizen education. Some have specific programs to
educate members and/or the general public. Although

subjects vary, they touch on all aspects of citizen

education from rights and responsibilities, to public

issues, to participation. Beyond workshops and formal_

-training, through opportunities for active involvement

with others, participatory skills are also developed,

,and a sense of: efficacy and belonging fostered. There

,can be extrinsic.and intrinsic purposes for participa--

tion, according to Dennis Thompson:
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Intrinsic purposes refer to the,values that f

are promoted within the participatory process
itself, more or less independently of the
outcomes that participants seek!to influence.
.Here we would locate educative values of'
participation,'such as the development of
political competence and knowledge, civic
virtue, and a sense of legitimacy. . . .

Extrinsic purposes focus on the outcomes,
and include the expression of individual and ,

group interests, as well as general interests
or the public interest understood in terms
of the outcomes of,decisions or poAcies.28/

Satisfaction of extrinsic purposes depends .on
thetouteome, the nature of the experience,and the
importance of being:involved with the cause itself.29/
Intrinsic benefits vary also but: "although available
evidence is not conclusive, enough research has been
completed to indicate that the self-realization effect
of participation in decision-making is strong and con-
sistent."30/

Who Participates?
5

In one major survey of American participation,
Verba, Nie, and Kim asked-people -about 12 different
kinds of political activity. They found that-these
involved Tour basic dimensions:' voting, mor6 exten-
sive electoral activism, communal activity, and per-
sonal contacting. Each of these modes bore only a
modest relationship to the others. There were some
people who did everything (11 percent of the total
were complete activists), and others who were entirely
inactive (22 percent). Of the remaining participants,
21 percent were voting specialists, 20 percent active
in solving community or group problems, 15 percent
campaigners, and 4 percent were participants whose
activity was limited to contacting public officials.
Electoral activists differed from communalists; this
qualitative differentiation was also found in other

counLries investigated by these authors.31/
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Active participants are not representative of

the society at large. Aecording to Milbrath, "One of

the most thoroughly substantiated propositions in
all social .science is that persons near the center of

society are more likely to particiPate in politics
then persons near the periphery."32/ Low-income

"eitIzens tend to participate less than those of"higher
socioeconomic'status. In a summary of the research
by Barry Checkoway and Jon van Til, the authors sate
that while low-income and minority citizens.partici-
pate less than "others who are closer to the fabric of

American society, there is evidence among them'of
long-term increases in politidal self-awareness ana

efficacy, and of organized action groups employing .
skillful leaders and organ#atiOnal tactics that in-

crease their influence and win rewards."33/ .1

eoP

Illustrative Pro rams and Activities

Ethnic Associationa.--Some of the earliest volun-
tary groups in the United States were the ethnic asso-

ciations which provided a basic orientation to citizen-

ship for immigrants first arriving in the United

States. Ethnic associations help both to retain a

sense of group identity and to socialize immigrants to

a new political environment. At the same time, they

work as a political force to removesbarriers of dis-

crimination, and to advocate group interests both in

the United States and, in AgnicOcases, on behalf of the

country of origin. Ethnic group leaders servfi as

models for group members and mobilize them politically.

Iplits_of Women Voters.--A variety of civic groups.

provide their membership with information' and skille

about public issues. One such organization is t4e
League of Women Voters, founded in 1920. The League's

original purpose was to help prepare newly er!fralchised

women voters to exercise their rights. Today, the

League serves all voters and operates through a decen-

tralized network of State and local chapters. The

League is nonpartisan iu researching issues, but

'actively promotes any positions which have been taken.
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While the League is well known for its analyses
of the stands taken by electoral candidates and its
monitoring of election activities, it also provides
many training activities. For example, the Citizens
Infotmation Service (CIS) of Illinois was established
by the.League in 1953. This organization provides
Information about local pilblic affairs, and helps
community members learn about housing, schools, and
other public issues. Upon request, CIS will set up a
class on basic organizational,skills, political educa-
tion, community issues, or a combination of these.
With the help of class members, CIS finds an appro-
priate:discussion leadey and resource persons. Class
members than meet to learn to solve their own local
problems. Since 1960, CIS classes have trained over
6,000 citizens. The organization plays a vital role
in helping citizens in a large city locate the ie-
sources they need.

Relit;igus Institutions.--Religious organizations
provide both educational programs and a number of
opportunities for citizen participation. One example
is the Church Women United (CWU) which is a national
moVement of Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Orthodox
women who undertake campaigns aimed at alleviating
serious social problems at home and abroad and
actively attempt to influence government and business

...policies on issues of concern, Anotlier group, the
Commission on Voluntary Service and Action (CVSA),

'A began in 1945 to coordinate activities for church
agenci.es establishing work camps in postwar Europe.
The organization continues today, placing volunteers
throughout thp world in response to econot4c and
social problems.

Religious education may also include formal cur-
riculums whfch relate religious beliefs to current
social'problems. the'Word" is a multimedia
.program available from the United Church Board for
Homeland Ministries. 'instructional materials for chil-

dren and adults treat such ppics as ethical choices
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for political and economic action, education for jus-
tice., world hunger, peace, and racism, Games, records,

filmgtrips, audiotapes, suggestions for commTlity
activity, and readings are included in these programs:

The- Encampment for Citizenshipaffiliated with
the American Ethical Union, New York, is a 6-week ,

summer program for,youth between the ages of 16 and

19. Participants, who represent diverse religio4s,
ethnic, sixtioegonomic, 'and geographic backgrounthi
'live and work toiether, exploring major sociaj. and
political issues .of the day. Community discussions,

small group workshops, volunteer community service,
,and 8elf-governance activities are designed to meet
Encampment goals of developing greater awareness of,
self, others, and the werld;'promoting'the notion
that youth can make a difference in the quality of
life, and training for political ,leadership. For .

'more than 3, years, the Encampment has served as a
training ground for-governmental, political, educa-
tional, and civic leaders.

Grassroots Organizations in the 1970's--'qhe
contemporary grassroots movement is,new, growing, di-r

yerse, and effective. Although its lineage can be
traced back to the social movements of the 1960's, the
early Alinsky organizations of the 1950's, and the
union struggles of the 1930's and 1940's, lin its pres-

ent form it is not yet a decade old. Most of the

groups started in the early. 1970's, and many are

5-yeals-old or less. They are growing in numbers and
expanding in size so rapidly that any estimates of
their size and numbers are outdated as quickly as they
ire calculated.

"Equally dramatic has been their expansion in
scope aild their ability to org6nize sitilultaneously on
multiple levels--from tenants' unions, to block clubs,
to neighborhood associations, to citywide and state-

wide voalitions, to multistate and regional alliances,
to a national movement. They follow the range of
issues that z-:ffect them nod move adeptly hack and forth
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from 'problems on the block to thiise of Federal

policy."34/

a

Based on a survey, of grassroots organizations,
Janice Perlman categorizes two,major kinds of groups:

') (1) issue-oriented/direct action; and (2) self-help
alternative institutions. Many successful groups
combine both approaches and have learned to move from'
neighborhood to national issue, to organize and spe-
cialize, and to build coalitions with labor, other
community groujis, and public interest groups.

ORGANIZE, Inc., of California,-one of a growing,
number of training programs far community organizers,
provides workshops for the Citizens Action League (CAL),
a multi-issue, grassroots'organization. CAL makes use
of direct actiono.participates in coalitions, and is
seeking to build alliances between public employees
and citizeno.

The director of ORGANIZE; Mike Miller, states
his organization's philosophy:

It is through participation id voluntary
associations that citizens have the oppor-
tunity to become participants in the real
decisionmaking processes of society. Such

associations, at the workplace, in the
neighborhood, or organized around particular
"issue" interests, provide the individual
with-a mechanism in which he or she can
begin to exercise some power. . . . My
experience with low and lower middle income
people indicates that the first involvement
of "average" people will be around problems
that immediately affect them in their day-to-
day lives. The task of the adult education
workers, in this case community organizers,
is to persuade the individual that his or
her participation can lead to results.35/
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Once citizens have decided to act on their complaint,

their need for knowledge and skills grows. ORGANIZE,

Inc., helps build such skills (e.g., negotiation,
caucusing, compromise, communication, participation
in meetings) through role-playing and simulation
techniques:

A growing number of community organizations are
developing active training programs. The Institute,

which is associated with the Association of Community

Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) is a national
training and research center with headquarters in New

Orleans and Little Rock. It trains leaders and staff
from grassroots organiLations as well as from religious

groups, legal service organizations, Community action

programs or VISTA's and.others working for social

change. The Institute emphasizes learning by doing and

ascribes to the approach of community organizing devel-

oped by ACORN. ACORN is an organization of low- and
moderate-income families located in 14 different

States. Its emphasis is on building grassroots sUpport,

rather than on mobilizing coalitions of existing
groups, and some 20,000 ACORN members are involved in

resolving local, State, or regional problems. Two other

training programs are at the Midwest Academy, in
Chicago, and the National Congress of Neighborhood

Women in New York. These devote particular attention
to providing leadership skills to special groups such

as women.

In Philadelphia, the Institute for the Study of

Civic Values is based on the belief that a commitment

to democratic values is central to the process of

community organizing. Under the guidance of the Insti-

tute, neighborhood representatives are encouraged to

establish standards for the kind of community they want

- to build, and to develop democratic procedures for

upholding them. The Neighborhood Leadership Academy,

a project of the Institute's, provides courses on

community building which examine concrete issues re-

lated to mutual security, reciprocity, fellowship,

and justice, and explore ways of realizing these in
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local neighborhoods.

Resolving Community Disputes.--A similar desire

to restore the values of civic responsibility has led

to a search for alternatives to the criminal justice

system. The Community Boards program, supported
by local and foundation sources and initiated by the

Robert F. Kennedy Memorial, is one demonstration proj-

ect which uses neighborhood'panels to resolve local

misdemeanor cases and community disputes.

Located in four San Francisco neighborhoods, the

Community Board provides a mechanism for neighborhood

residents to handle their min problems through solu-

tions mutually agreed upon by the disputing parties.

It encourages the use of peer pressure rather than

law enforcement agencies 4n working out problems. The

purpose is to develo0 an understanding of the situa-

tion and offer realistic and practical solutions.

Community members interested in serving on panels

receive training in communication and conciliation

techniques. Through roleplaying and other processes,

they. practice active liatening, asking nonjudgmental

questions, creating open and accepting environments,

and diffusing emotional outbursts. Disputes are re-

ferred to neighborhood Community Board Offices by

individuals or agencies. Board staff visit the

parties involved and ask whether they would like to

.solve the matter privately or voluntarily attend a

Community Board hearing. If the latter is chosen, a

five-member panel is assembled from a pool of trainees,

who are balanced by race, sex, age, and are represen-

tative of the neighborhood. Hearings operate according

co established ground rules and include statements by

each party, clarification of each Other's position,

discussion of possible resolution, and a formal recom-

mendation which is signed.by all involved.

There is no effort to assign blame; rather the

panel tries to get the parties to understand each

other's perspective and to accept responsibility for
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their own actions. Because the Board has no oRficial
authority, it is nonthreatening to residents. While
the Board mainly acts on individual problems, it.has
been-involved in communitywide disputes. For example,
it mediated an issue concerning the construction of a
halfway house for senior citizens and succeeded in
gaining community acceptance for what had initially.,
been an unpopular decision.

Civic Empowerment.--A westside Chicago neighbor-.
, hood group, .organized 32 years ago to help ease the

the process of racial integration, is still active,
but in a somewhat different.vein--educating its
members to participate and become leaders in their
'community. The Midwest Community Council is built on
a block club base, and supported by paid memberships
and some foundation grants.

The Council has helped handle various crises in
'the low-income neighborhoods it serves. The hope is'

to manage crisis by promoting citizen education,
.through training neighborhood residents to oversee
community needs in the areas of government, education,
health and sanitation., crime, and housing. Under a
new plan; the Community will be divided into 10-block

segments. Within each of these areas, "community
officials" will represent residenta' viewpoints and
serve as a source of information for this predominantly
black area. Nancy Jefferson, executive director of
,the Council, hopes that education and organization can
be used to develop a more constructive approach to
comnunity problem solving in an area which has lost
about half its'population and much of its housing
since the 1940's.

One Council activity is the Parent Union, an
attempt to involve parents in the decisionmaking pro-
cess of their children's education. The union brings
parents into the schools as volunteers, informs them
of their legal rights, and involves them in cUrriculum
decisions.
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Involving Parents in the Schools.--Other organi-
zations ara active nationwide in encouraging the in-

volvement of parents in education. The Institute for
Responsible Education (IRE), Boston, Mass., organized

in 1973, focuses on citizen participation in educa-

tion. IRE seeks ways in which citizens can be in-
volved in school decisions in areas such as wogram,
budget, and personnel. A quarterly news magazine,
Citizen Action in Education, contains new models and

ideas for citizen involvement in schools. .A current
project is investigating ttends and developments in

citizen participation and identifying promisirig and

effective citizen organizations across the Nation.

The National Committee for Citizens in Education
(NCCE), Columbia, Md., serves as a clearinghouse for

300 local affiliates that offer parents advice and

contact on school-related matters. Through NCCE's

Citizen Training Institute, local communities can
receive specially designed training and technical

assistance.

In Oakland, Calif., the Center for the Study of

Parent Involvement is trying to improve contact among
parent groups and is developing a program to help

teachers learn how to work more closely with parents.

And the National Coalition of Title I Parents, Wash-

ington, D.C., has worked since 1973 to make parent
participation in the USOE-administeredlAtle I program

more effective.

The 'oldest organization in this area is, of

course, the National Congress of Parents (PTA), now in

its 81st year. The PTA has become an increasingly
strong advocate for parents, more notably in the past

few years with respect to violence on television (see

page 103).

E%ce1ience in Education (EXCEL), a subdivision of

PUSH (People United to Save Humanity), was designed by

the Reverend Jesse Jackson. The program emphasizes
a combination of hard work, self-disCipline, self-

respect and equal educational opportunity as the means



through which black Americans can achieve. The -

Reverend Jesse Jackson encourages parents and children
ta view education as part of family interaction and
community participation, exacting promises from stu-.
dents to work harder and from parents to supervise
carefully their children's schooling. Leadership from
Rev. Jesse Jackson, signed pledges by teachers,
parents, and students, group counseling sessions for
students, and the assistance of a community liaison
worker are basic components of PUSH/EXCEL which is at
work in about a dozen communities. The program in- .

eludes an emphasis on citizenship, with Rev. Jesse
Jackson suggesting that graduating students=should be
given both a diploma and a voter's registration card.

School Volunteers.-The National School Volunteer
Program (NSVP), Inc., Alexandria, Va., is a membership
association including directors of school volunteer
programs, volunteers, teachers, principals, superinten-
dents, and polleges of education. The organization
helps to make more effective the volunteer work of
some 6 million school volunteers'by sharing ideas for
recruiting and training, program, development and
evaluation, public relations, and other aspects of
Management. Training workshops, a newsletter,The
School Volunteer, an information bank which carries
desdriptions of successful projects, and training
materials for use in recruiting clder adults or for
working with handicapped students are among the major
activities of NSVP.

Senior Citizens' Group!.--The elderly are becoming
increasingly successful in affecting political deci-
sions. Citizen-education activities for the older
population are designed to provide them with an under-
standing of relevant public issues, the legislative
process, lobbying skills, and organizing techniques.

'In Missouri, a "Silver-Haired Legislature,"
composed of 200 citizens, is convened annually for 3
days in the chambers of the State legislature. Spon-
sored by the Missouri State Office on Aging, this
exercise develops a senior citizen legislative program
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that can be considered. by the Missóuri State Legis1a-
ture during its session and provides a unique eduea-^

tional experience for the participants.

During the 3-day session, each member is assigned

to a committee and given a procedural rule book. Each

committee-then considers bills in its area of juris-

diction. Summary reports are provided of each com-
miftee meeting, and the results are utilized to
develop a senior citizen legislative program.36/

The Public Interest Movement.--"Public interest
organizations are often defined as groups that sock

common, collective, or,public goods' that do not
exclusively, materially, or selectively henefit their

members. Opeh government, clean air, and freedom of

information are examples of collectLie goods.
The activities of a public-Interest constituency exist

to advocate the larger public objectives left unrep-

resented by . . . narrow interests."371

Public iuterest groups seek-to enhance the
"citizen's right to know, their ability to influence
choices before they are narrowed to only one or two,
and their influence in remedying abuses of power."38/

The public interest movement has become professional
and successful, providing for its membership many
opportunities for citizen development and education.

A number of public interest groups have been

initiated by Ralph Nader. Among them are the Public

Interest Research Groups (PIRG's) which are located

on some 175 college campuses in 25 States and the

District of Columbia. Participation in PIRG's

activities enable college students to apply their

classroom learning to public issues. About 500,000

students participate through financial support and

active involvement in PIRG's projects.

Members of the District of Columbia's PIRG con-

ducted 7 months of research into the issue of redlining,

Their study documented savings and loan practices and

included comparisons of income and sales ratios. The
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study was partially responsible for th9 1975°Federal
Mortgage Disclosure Act which requires disclosure on

,

qvirterly basis .by census trac

In 1977, 25 PIRG'S-Teaded to form a national,
organization to coorainite some joint activities and
help form new PIRG's. Among the current projects of
the PIRG National Clearinghouse iS the issue of
standardized testing. Project participants will re-
Search the subject in depth, and then develop model
legislation and action strategies related to their
position.

Common Cause is a well-known 'interest group.
Founded in 1970, this voluntary association has been
successful in campaigning for election reforms,
sunshine laws, and changes in the seniority system
in Congress, Generally, it takes up issues of national
importance, is active in electoral politics, and pro-

,

vides information about public issues to its member-
ship.

Common Cause operates through a 60-member Govern-.
ing Board elected for 3-year terms by its membership.
Based on an annual membership referendum, the Board
meets four times a year to determine which of the
isssues rated high priority by members should be
acted upon by its lobbyists in Washington, D.C. The
organization estimates that some 30,000 of its 230,000
members are "activists," working as volunteers in the
national headquarters, or as citisen lobbyists in
their States and local communities.

- Professional Associations.--Several professional.
associations have been active in citizen education.
Their activities range from position statements on
behalf of citizen education to resource and dissemina-
tion centers, conference and workshops, publications,
and the sponsorship of curriculum development.

The National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS)
has had a central commitment to citizerCeducation
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Since, its founding in 1921. Some 18,000 social
studies teachers, supervisors, and university educa-'
tors comprise its membership. Since May 1975, the

Council has focused on citizenship as its major

priority. The revised NCSS guidelines for soCial

studies.,emphasize the preparation of'"humane, rational,
participating citizens in a world that is becoming
increabingly interdependent."39/ Commitment' to

human dignity, knowledge, the rational erocess, and

action are keystones of the social studies curricu-
lum as presented in these guidelines Which were re- .

leased in April 1979. NCSS publications, State,
regional and national conferences, and position stae-
ments on social studies and citizenship have all

helped make known the Council's interest in this,field.

The Social Science Educaiion Consortium (SSEC) in ,

Boulder, Colo., is another major source of information
on citizen education. SSEC is operated in conjunc-
tion with the ERIC Clearinghouse tor Social Studies

and Social Sciences, and is a membership organization
with a staff and a publications program. The st.,ff

provides technical assistance for school districts

working to improve social studies, including assess-
ment, goals and objectives statements, content, eval-

uation, inservice training, and so on.

Since 1971, the American Bar Association's

Special Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship

(YEFC) has provided a national clearinghouse, coordi-

nation, and consulting services in law-reIated educa-

tion. The YEFC has produced a wide variety of
materials on practical ways to begin and sustain
law-related education programs. Its publications
include a'Directory of Law-Related Education Projects, .

three curriculum catalogs, books on teacher education,

fund raising and program development, and a magazine,
Update on Law-Related Education. YEFC has also pro-
duce& a film, "To Reason Why," which documents the need

for law-related education and indicates ways in which

communities can develop programs.
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'Among the major projects of YEFC is en 'elementary
school project which seeks,to integrate law and the"-

- humanities, involving"some eight curriculum projects
throughout tfie country and supported by the National
Endowment for the Humanities. In addition, the

, 'Special Committee has recently begun a 2-year pilot
/'*1 program topromote education in law and juvenile jus-

tice under'a grantlrom the Office of JUvenile Justice
and Delinquency Preention, a major funding source'for
law-related education in recent-years. Participants
in this project include the Constitutional Rights

46wrbundation, Lew in.a Free Society, National'Street
Levi Institute, the Children's Legal Rights Information
and Training Project, and Phi Alpha Delta Law Frater-
nity Intatnational.

In 1970, the AMerican Political Science Associa
ticin (APSA) established a Committee on Pre-Collegiate
Education. The Codmittee,provides a linkage between
political science>and the schools, and encourages the
use of political science knowledge in.the improvement
of elementary and secondary education.

With funding from the National Science Foundation,
the APSA Committee developed the groundwork for two
major citizen-education curriculumrprojects--one at
the elementary level, the other for high school
students. The first--an investigation of political
learning dn childhood, needs for citizenship in con-
temporary society, and criteria for elementary level
curriculum--led to the Citizenship Decision-Making Proj-
ect at the Mershon Center (seep. 67). The high
school component was developed at the Social Studies
Development Center of Indiana University. The re-
sulting textbook, "American Government: Comparing
Political Experiences," has recently been released by
a commercial publisher. The curriculum focuses on
research, thinking, and participation skills for
citizenship in interest-group activities, State and
local politics, the national political system, and
global political systems. The textbook is designed for
12th-grade American Government courses.
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The APSA also seeks to improve the teaching of

political science in colleges and universities. It'

has conducted professional development.programs,
sponsored seminars and monographs on ethical issues,

and political life, and undertaken analyses of college

textbooks, The APSA also publishes News for Teachers ;

of Political Science, which is aimed at glping im-

prove instruction about politics in universities and '

colleges.

The Foreign Policy Association (FPA) was founded

in 1918 to provide public education on foreign affairs,

in the belief that an infqmed public is necessary

for conducting foreign relations in a democracy. For

the past 25 years, FPA has run the Great Decisions

Program which reaches more than 100,000 people each

year. ,The core of the prograTh is the annual Great

Decisionssbook which presents articles on eight of'

the most important foreign affairs decisions of the

year that faae die American Government and people.
Tbe,articles provide information and arguments pro
and con but do not advocate a particular position.

The idea is to provide basic material from which citi-

zens can make up their own minds.

The Great Decisions Program is carried on in

,.small discussion groups. After diScussion; the parti-

cipants fill out ballots that indicate their conclu-

sions, and these ballots are then analyzed and tabu-

lated by a professional public opinion polling organir

zation at Columbia University. The final tabulations

are presented to the White House, the U.S. Depart-

ment of State, and the Congress as an especially

valuable reflection of the views of a significant,

well-informed segment.of the American public. The

Great DecisiensProgram is carried out in colleges and

uniyersities, high schools, civic organizations, senior

citizen centers, and a,nuWber of other groups:

Frowitime to time, FPA does a special pulllication

on particular issues of the day. In 1978, this was ,

done regarding the Panama Canal treaties and FPA both
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produced a book and sponsored town meetings in a
'number of cities across the Nation to inform the
public and assist them in forming opinions regarding
-the Canal issue. In 1979, this process will focus
on the SALT treaties.

THE WORKPLACE: 'BUSINESS AND LABOR UNIONS*.

' Business and labor conduct a variety of activities
'aimed at improving community life4 developing skills
of employees or me6bers, educating ptudents and adults ,

about-business or labor priorities, and influencing -

public poliey. Some of these activities,are. explicitly
'. designed to gain public sUpportfor union or business

goals--greater productivity;.. higher profits, increased
and supportive 'membership, commitment:to the free
enterprise system,oi the trade union movement. Others.
are edUcational efforts that provide expertise, dis-
cussion,or training in a variety Of contexts.

Itere has been little research' about:the relation-
,- ship between work and politics. A classic study on

.union democracy documents the potential for developing
democratic citizenship experiences andvorker partici-
'pation through the union structure.40/ The.preliminary
findings of,an ongoing project suggesta positive
relationship between participation in the workplace and
,enterprise politics, and that these expdtiences are
mutually reinforcing.41/ Another study has related
work experiences to political attitudes ind behavior.
Where aspirations.related to work'are unrealized, it
concluded, it is not uncommon to lind-some bitterness
and alienation among workers th'at is reflected in a

e I

IkKost of the business and labor union ,prOgram exathples
are drawn from the following publication:. Citizen
Education Staff, '!Examining the Role of the,Workplace
in Citizen Education," Washington, D".C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1978.
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reduced sense of political efficacy. Such workers

tend to participate less,in elections and, when they" ,

do vote, tend to suppqrt extremist or "protest"

eandidates.42/

litofWOrklifeExperiTncmts

Quality of worklife programs, which began in

western Europe and Scandinavia, feature management

and union collaboration in improving the design,

structure, and organization of the workplace. Program

goals are to produce greater job satisfaction, in-

crease productivity, improve the quality of output,

eliminate hierarchies, and to develop democratic pro-

cedures4 in decisionmaking.

There is a growing literature on the-impact of

these experiments. Measured outcomes include a

significantly greater sense of control ON r working

conditions by employees, growth in cooperative

decisionmaking skills, and an understanding of corpo-

rate and industrial realities. Absenteeism has dropped

and productivity has increased ia many plants.41/

Illustrative Programs Spons2reLby Business

. Many business-sponsored programs bearing on

citizen education arise in response to specific'prob-

lems or.needs. The company's goals and interest, the

type of activity that is undertaken, the nature of

the sponsor (local plant, urban business multinational

corporation) , the relationship of the corporation to

its surrounding community, and the support given by

corporate management to the program, all act to pro-

duce diversity in business citizen-education activities.

Economic education is seen as the activity most

closely related to business goais, Like other societal

institutions, business is experiencing a decline in

public confidence and trust. This decline adversely

affects employee morate, private Investment, and in

some cases leads to Government regUlation of
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business.44/ While some critics feel that such
distrust has its roots in corporate behavior, a number
of business leaders believe that a sound public under-
Standing of the economic system and of the role
corporations play in a democracy would increase support
of business.45/, While the bulk of business activity
related to citizen education falls under economic
education, other pertinent areas include political
education and community service.

Economic Education.--The Joint Council on Economic
Education, New York, is an organization staffed by
professional educatore and supported by business,
labor, agriculture, and industry. The Council conducts

- surveys of needs in economic education-and stimulates
and coordinates programs at all educational levels
through a network of State affiliates. (see also
page 140.)

A number of corporations actively develop ma-
terials about economics for use in public schools and.
elsewhere. Some of these seek to present a balanced
view, while others promote the free enterprise
system.46/ Much of wtat is offered as economic
"education" is perhaps better described as corporate
advertising. Irving Kristol distinguished between
"advertising" and "education" as follows:

. . advertising is precisely the wrong
vehicle for kind of education. Educa-
tion, properly understood, induces a
growing comprehension of abstract ideas
and concepts; advertising, properly under-
stood, aims to move people to do something
definite and unambiguous. Education is
always raising questions; advertising is
always giving answers.47/

In contrast to an advertising technique such as
issue advertising which presents information to the
public in support of a corporation's position on a
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particular issue (e.g., the "low" level of profits,
the "high" costs of government regulations) is,Con-
tinental Group's Economic Education Course. This'is
a university-based course for teachers, congressional
aides, regulatory agency personnel, journalists, and
others. Sessions are moderated by university faculty
and include weekly presentations by corporate specia-
lists followed by extensve question and answer
periods. A team of professors and economists has'
evaluated the course in terms of effectiveness and objec,-
tivity to determine whether such issues as "business
morality" and "social responsibility" have been
adequately examined. This course is now offered in a
number of universities nationwide.

Political Education and Involvement.--Since the
1975 Federal Election Committee's action approving
Sun Oil's plan for more open corporate political
activity, "Political Action Committees"(PAC's) have
proliferated. While PAC's are essentially vehicles
for corporate money-raising to support candidates
favorable to their interests, some PAC's provide poli-
tical educatiOn and opportunities for participation.

One of these is Sun Co.'s Responsible Citizenship
Program. In addition to voluntary fund-raising through
its PAC, the basic unit of Sun's program is the Local
Political Council, the purpose of which is to stimu-
late effective participation in the political system.
These Councils, organized and led by employees, con-
centrate on such activities as voter registration,
political rallies for all parties, political-economic
seminars, and a host of other community-oriented
political and governmental activities. Corporate staff

has not dictated the agendas for these Councils, pre-
ferring to let eaCh determine the nature of its
activities, and draw on corporate staff for technical
assistance.

To stimulate employee interest in political parti-
cipation and to teach employees about the political
system, First Bank System (Minneapolis) launched its
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Practical Politics Seminars in 1976. Using well7known
political leaders as teachers and discussion leaders,
the seminars are held.in the bank's local branch
offices and are usually attended, by 15 to 20 people.

Community Service.--A small number of executives
and employees are involved in community-service activi-
ties through social-service-leave programs, community
relations outreach, and volunteerism.

Babcock and Wilcox (B &'W) has for several years
been conducting "community audits" in those communities
where it has plants. These audits consist of a corpo-
rate community relations specialist spending time in
the community, interviewing a sample of leaders and
citizens. The resulting "audit" summarizes the most
pressing problems facing the community, and recOmmends
how the company's local management might, with help
of employee volunteers, address those problems. A
subsequent "Community Action Plan" is developed by a
team of employees to follow up on these recommendations
with specific types of community involvement. Several
specific programs have resulted from these efforts.
One example is the company's intensive involvement
with the school system in one of B & W's plant communi-
ties (Beaver Falls, Pa.). Similar programs exist at

Levi Strauss, Allis-Chalmers, Union Carbide, and
Honeywell.

Located in New York City, the Volunteer Urban
Consulting Group (VUCG) is a nonprofit consulting firm
which assists nonprofit organizations and minority
small businesses in solving business and management
problems, through creating volunteer consulting teams
from area corporations. The VUCG combines the skills
of a small professional staff with hundreds of
business volunteers. The VUCG serves as a liaison
between organizations which have specific problems,
and business employees who wish to volunteer their
business skills to assist such groups. A similar
organization exists in Minneapolis, and one is current-
ly in the planning stages in Milwaukee.
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As part of community outreach endeavors,' a
number Of corporate representatiyes arg_pager_to_work
cooperatively with school systems. Beyond their in-

terest in economic education, businesses have some'
interest in sharing management skills with schools to
see the most.efficient use made of their tax dollars,

and to insure that public school graduates have
appropriate employment skills.

Iponsored by Labor

Some.22 million Americans belong to labor unix ,s.
Some members of the labor movement characterize the
union as a microcosm of society which establishes
rules of employment through negotiation with manage-
ment, applies those rules, and appeals their abridg-

ment. Through an, established political process, union
representatives are selected. .In order to instruct
their membership ir Aleir rights and responsibilities.
on the job--more specifically in the collective bar-

,

gaining process--numerous training programs are pro-
vided, particularly for union leadership.

Union membership can provide opportunities for
citizen education in four distinct settings. These

are:

The workplace--job citizenship
The internal union government--organizational
citizenship

3. The puulic--community and political citizen-
ship

4. The individual--personal citizenship.

Labor education today focuses on leadership. 'It

has been estimated that annually leadership education
fails to reach 10 percent of its target. Of the 213

national and international unions that represent
workers in the United States and Canada, only-about
25 percent of them have ongoing education programs.
There are 44 university- or college-based programs in

the United States.48/
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Labor_Studies.--Local, international, or con-
'

federationa ofunions, sometimes in conjunction with a
college or university, offer a variety of labor
studies courses. The Unlon Leadership Academy (ULA)
is one such program, a joint effort of the AFL-CIO, 12
local unions, and 5 universities Twenty-five ULA
centers in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia
off/er courses in trade union administration and leader-
ship. The curriculum is wide-reaching, including
analytic skills, economics, government, and social
issues.

The AFL-CIO operates two separate educational
programs: the George Meany Labor Studies Center in
Silver Spring, Md., which offers a wide variety of

-----courses for union members; and the Department of
Education of AFL-CIO, which prepares materials for
labor-education programs, maintains a film library, and
conducts conferences and special programs. One such

program is the Human Relations Development Institute
which assists the disadvantaged, the underemployed,
and veterans. The Institute helps such individuals
obtain skills and better understand the work process
and society in order to have a better chance of ob-
taining and keeping a job.

The United Auto Workers (UAW) also has an Eddca-
tion Department which engages in comparable activities
and operates a Family Educational Center at Black Lake,
Mich.

Community Services.--The AFL-CIO Community Ser-
vices Cormidttee seeks to advance the well-being of
union members in their community. Joseph Beirne, long-
time committee chairman, said of the program: "Perhaps

through its role as a 'people's lobby,' advancing a
broad range of interests and goals through the politi-
cal, legislative, and social welfare activities, labor
can serve as a spokesman for all people."49/ In order

to see that local agencies adequately serve union
membership, labor leadership is well represented en
boards of organizations like the Red Cross, Boy Scouts,
or the National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
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Labor has also been represented,since the 1960's
on comthunity boards mandated by the Federal Government.
Some examples are: The Office of Economic Opportunity
(0E0) programs established community action boards or
councils; the Model Cities Act called for elected
neighborhood task forces and citizens' community coun-
cils; the Revenue Sharing Act required similar citizen
representation instruments.

Labor functionaries have served on these boards
and have involved themselves in major institutional
responsibilities. In 1966, for instance, the Cincin-
nati.Central Labor Council placed representatives on
the 0E0-created Metropolitan Community Action BoArd.
Out of this representation came union-sponsored,
job-training programs for the Neighborhood Youth Corps.
Union representatives were also trained to help resi-
dents of working class neighborhoods articul4te their
needs to city government.,

In addition to these community activities, labor
was involved in plans during the 1960's to form
community,or neighborhood unions of low-income people.
based on a trade model. This effort was launched
by the Industrial Unions Department (IUD) of the AFL-
CIO. The program had mixed success because of con-
flict with civil rights groups, the difficulty of
mobilizing low-income people, and tactics that were
more combative than constructive. Yet, it was one
of the most creative endeavors of labor in the post-
World War II era.

Political Education.--Because public policy
impinges upon labor's collective bargaining relation-
ships, its internal governing process, and its programs
to improve the quality of community services, labor
has developed opportunities for members to be involved_
in political activity on behalf of the union movement.
Labor designs its own'legislative and political pro-
grams to express its needs and concerns to the
larger American polity.
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Its political action programs engage members in
election campaigns, registration and get-out-the-vote
drives, publication of voting records and other
election issues materials, coalitions with sympathetic
interest groups, financial and personnel support for

.endorsed candidates, and fund-raising.

The AFL-CIO Committee on Political Education
(COPE) lobbies on behalf of union concerns and also
conducts educational programs for union members. On

specific issues of importance to unions, such as labor

reform, COPE conducts major campaigns designed to gain
public support. Other programs are designed to meet

the public policy needs of members. District 7 of the

United Steelworkers of America, for example, brings
groups of members tq Washingtonto meet and discuss

their concerns with their congressional representa-
.,

tives.

GOVERNMENT AND CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT

Government at all levels from local to interna-
tional influences citizen education. The ability of

citizens to affect public affairs is determined not

only by their knowledge, skills, and attitudes, but

also by the kinds of opportunities and information

available to them. Public officials to a large extent

determine the quality and-quantity of citizen partici-
pation.

Two areas of activity in government are critical

to the issue of citizen education. One is the "citizen

involvement" movement. In recent years a series of

activities, government mandates and agreements
have been designed to involve citizens in improving

and supporting administrative decisions and government

programs. They include a variety of mandates for
citizen participation in government, and involve a

growing number of citizen participation specialists.50/

The nature of the experience which these activities

provide affects citizens' perception of government, and

their ability to participate in it.
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Tn addition, a number of government programs .

include a citizen-education. component. These range
from grants to help 16w-income citizens-participate
more effectively in the delivery of government
services, to seminars with public officials, to
federallyfunded public dialogs over national issues.
While no major government,progrmt is designed to ad-
vance civic competencies, fragments of many programs,
each tailored to meet agency priorities, contribute:
in some way.

Citizen Involvement.

1

Thirty years ago the Administrative Procedures
Act established t,he first Federal requirements for
citizen involvement. Today, hundreds of mandates
and regnlations promote citizen participation. Two
'methods are widely used--testimony at public hearings
on'proposed rules or regulations for Federal programs
and citizens' advisory councils. Critics of the pro-
cess state that both vehicles are limited in impact,
and that alternative means should.be devised to make
citizen participation "an interactive communication
process between the agency staff, officials and th
public."51/ Such a process could includeithree steps:
(1) provi(ling adequate information to the public about
the issue and alternatives for solution or action;
(2) gathering information from the public regarding
their goals, values, interests, concerns, and opinions,
and'(3) documenting and using information from the
public in planning and.decisionmaking.52/

In an attempt to broaden the spectrum of,partici-
pation in agency hearings, Federal agencies, including
the Federal Trade Commission, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, the Food and Drug Administration,
the Environmental Protection.Agency, the Civil. Aeronau-
tics Board, and the National Highway Safety Administra-
tion, have developed experimental programs to reimburse,
citizen groups for the costs of.participation. The
Federal Trade Commission's program, in effect since
enactment of the Magnusen Moss Warranty Act in 1975,
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funds public participation in FTC hearings. The

criteria under which funds will be provided are as

follows: (1) a unique viewpoint will be heard, which
otherwise would not be available; (2) ihe applicant

, --cannot-afford-to participate without financial assis-
tance; and (3).the group has a direct interust in the

hearings. AL proposal to institutionaliie comparable
procedures fOr all agencies is Bill S..270, introduced

in 1978 by Senators Kennedy and Mathias. Known as The

Public Participation in Federal Agency Proceedings Act,

the bill would

provide financial assistance to facilitate'
rarticipation by citizens who.can make im-
portant contributions to agency proceedings.

. ('T] he bill permits Federal Courts to
reimburse persons who bring successful law-
suits to challenge agency.decisions . . .

where a Court concludes that.the action
?indicates important public interests.53/

Several regulatory reform bills, as well as a revised

version of S. 270 are under consideration by the

96th Congress.

There have been a number of other attempts qo
develop more meaningful citizen participation. Me
Army Conga of Engineers has experimehted with inno-

liative public meetings and has undertaken an extensive
public involvement training for agency personnel. The

National Park Service has developed an' "Inform and In-

volve" program to increase citizen involvement in agency

proceedings. The Food aad Drug Administration is spon-
soring a law school program to teach students how td

influence effectively the policy process of the Food and

Drug Adminiseration. It is also working under inter- ',

-agency agreement with the Community-Services Adminis-

tration to gain access to Hispanic communities so that

training programs can be conducted there. The U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has made

Operation Common Sense a major priority. This project

is designed to convert the-legalese-ef-Government - _

regulations to comprehensible English.
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The U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop,-
ment.in 1978 established a National Neighborhood ,

Information Sharing Exchange to collect, organize, and
b'

----dissdkinate informatIon-on-neighborhood revitalization
organitations and resources. Users of the exchange will
be 'able to locate profiles of neighborhood organiza-
tions, annotated bibliographies, lists of technical
assistance experts, and a summary of Federal programs,.

More than,200 professionals from various Federal
agencies have formed the Interagency Council on Citi-
zen Participation. This'group sponsbred a conference
on citizen participation held in 1976, the proceedings
for which are avilable in the publication "At Square
One." The group also cosponsored the National Confer-
ence on Citizen,Participation -held in September 1978

sflee page 139).

Citizen Partici ation in Education,

In the area of education there are numerous
Federal and State mandates for citizen participatlon.
A study conducted by the Institute for Responsive
Education (IRE), Boston, Mass., reports seven states
with recent legislation mandating citizen participaion
in planning or evaluating school programs. For

example: required to develop a plan insuring "a
thorough and efficient education" for students, the
New Jersey legislature has mandated citizen involvement
in district and school goal-setting. .In California,
the 1973 Early Childhood Education program requires
parent involvement in the classroom program and in pro-
gram evaluation. In order to gain accreditation by
the Texas Education Agency, each school district must
involve the public in setting school district goals.
IRE reports, however, that in spite of commitments
sue4 as those shown above, "Participatory mechanisms
are seldom directly linked to bread-and-butter programs
of funding, assessment, or reporting."54/

Public participation is seldom mentioned beyond
the initial planning stages. Most mandates do not in-

clude funds for training. IRE emphasizes that
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in several laws and regulatione there are
specific references to the needs'and rights
of committees for information, training,
or assistance., °but only in rare exceptions

do the citizens groups believe that they are
,given adequate help, informaticn, or
training.55/,

Setting Goals for the Faure.

Over the past,12 years more than 50 State, local, .

and regional governments have launched programs to
establish future community goals. In projects

such as Alternatives for Washington, Hawaii 2000,

Goals for Georgia, and the like, thousands of citizens

have studied the problems and opportunities of their

communities, set goals for their desired future, and

prepared plans for reaching mutual objectives. The

programs have employed a variety of techniques in

setting goals and priorities--use of newspaper supple-

ments, television programs, research studieS, small

group discussion, etc.--to familiarize citizens with

the issues and allow them to record their choices:

A number orthe programshave ptoduced specific-legis-

lative proposals and resurted in citizen committees
which monitor progress toward reaching these goals.

According to the former director of one such pro-

gram, Brythe Godbold, success of goals programs depends

on several factors: (1) community leadership should

start and organize goal programs; (2) all citizens

should be urged to participate; (3) a systems approach

should be used, and it should not be designed to solve

a specific, short-term problem; (4) 'the program should

be long range, extending over at least several years;
(5) representatives of all major organizations in the

i_community should be involved in the process from the

beginning, TIO single group controlling the process;
and (6) a small but qualified staff is required, as
is adequate fundihg.56/
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Citizen-Education Programs,

The Federal-Government supports a number of pro-
grams which provide resources for citizen education.
Of these, only one, the smallest USOE-supported pro-
gram-,-Ellendpr fellowships of the Close-Up Foundation
--is specifically and exclusively'designed to provide
civic competencies. The Close-tp Foundation enables
students and teachers from all over the country to
undertake an intensive, 1-week experience in Washing-
ton, D.C., where the Federal Government is viewed
"close-up" through meetings with representatives from
the Congress, with lobbyists, journalists, and the
like. .State and coTmunity adaptations of Close-Up
have been initiated by a number of program participants
upon their return frot Washington.

Other federal citizen-education programs vary in
content according to the priorities of the sponsor.
For example, the Community Services Administration has
developed a small grants program which encourages
communityxactipn agencies to find new ways of effec-
tively involving the poor in community activities.
Evaluation, coalition-building, leadership development,
and communitywide planning are some of the eligible
activities.

The National "nstitute of Education (NIE) has
awarded contracts ill.' dissemination to practitioners
of research and promising practices related to citizen
education'issues. At Research for Better Schools
(RRS), Philadelphia, an NIE grant'is supporting a
Citizen Education component which works with State
planning groups and local school imprOvement teams -

in Innsylvania, Delaw.ire, and New Jersey, to create
prototypic citizen-education'programs, evaluate their
effectiveness, and disseminate the results for use by
other schools. Several field research projects are
being conducted as part of the project to determine
what schools and communities mean by "citizenship"
and to evaluate the processes through which the
schools and RBS improve citizen education.
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.The Natilkal Endowment for the HumanitieiV(NEH)
supports educational and public activities in the,

humanitiv, which includes law, history, ethics,
political theory, and other such'subjects concerned
with questiong of value. Cuil.iculum programs and

public dialogs which emphasize humanistic elements of

law,'global interdependence, public policy, and civic,
partiel.pation have all been funded'by the NEH.

0

,Science for Citizens, administered by the National
Science Fpundation, is designed to encourage citizens
and scientists to work together on science-related
public policy issues. _It presents a medel of collab-

oration designed to provide citizens with the technical

background they need, and to provide scientists with

a broader understanding of the social impact of

icience and technology. Program,activities include
citizens' forumg, conferences, and workshops, as well

as public-service science residencies which offer

grants that enable individual scientists to work'with

citizen groupst,

The Department of Justiee's.Law Enforcement
Assistance'Administration (LEAA) pk.ovides support for
educational programs designed4:o reduce juvenile de-

linquency and improve the justice system. Many proj-

ects in law-related education have been funded by the

LEAA and,'in particular, by tLe.Office of Juvenile
Justice,and Delinquency Prevention which has a mandate

for research, development, evaluation, training, and

dio3emination.

Within the U.S. Office of Education, the major
source of funds cor citizen education has been title

'IV-C of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Underethis mandate, as amended in 1978, citizen educa-

tion, like any other educational activity which is

likely to remediate a pressing educational problem,

can receive support depending'on the way in which a

State's title'IV-C priorities are determined. Title

IV-C offers a rare and flexible opportunity for

developIng comprehensive citizen-education programs,
includingfi.urriculum deveiopment and teacher training.
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In 1978, about 27 States were using Title IV-C funds
for citizen-education projects. Citizen-education
projects, however, account for only a very small per-
centage of these aVailable title IV-C funds. The
bulk of the projects are in math, reading, or improved
instructional techniques.

The National Diffusion Network provides a mecha-
nism whereby school districts can learn about exemplary
federally funded educational programs and receive
assistance to help adapt and install programs to suit
their own needs. In 1978, only 1 of the 210 approved
projects was in citizen education (see page 79).

The Adult Education Act has made possible the
development of a test of adult proficiency in govern-
ment and law (see page 43). Several States are now
using a portion of their Adult Education.Act funds_to
refine these competencies and develop citizenship pro-
grams.

Other U.S. Office of Education programs focus on
specific.topics related to public issues. Mandates for
environmental education, consumer education, women's
equity, international studies, university/community
services, and ethnic heritage studies each provide
some relevant activities. Detailson these and other
programs are contained in "An Analysis of the Role of
the U.S. Office of Education and Other Selected
Federal Agencies in Citizen Education," Ann Maust and
Lucy Knight, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978.

MULTISECTOR ACTIVITIES

The programs previously described have, for the
most part, involved one sector of society as sponsor
(e.g., school, media, workplace) and one aspect of
citizen education (e.g., economics, politics, parti-
cipation). While these activities provide a variety
and richness to citizen education, they tend to compete
with each other, and may result in repetitious effort.
An increesing number of groups are showing an interest
in collaborative activities on aspects of citizen
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education., Several examples follow.

The Alliance for Citizen Education.--This organi,,
zation evolved from the 1976'national conference on

citizenship education, held in Kansas City, Mo., and

sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education and the

, Chief State School Officers. The Alliance represents

a coalition of labor, church, youth, and neighborhood
organizations with an interest in this field. With
its headquarters in Philadelphia, the Alliance pub-

lishes a bulletin and has held several meetings where

representatives of different sectors come together to
learn about each other's activities and explore avenues
for collaboration. Regional meetings are being planned

for 1978-79 with support from the National Endow-

ment for the Humanities and other public and private

sources.

Citizen Parti_sip_.ation.--A National Conference on

Citizen Participation was held in September 1978,

organized by the Tufts University Lincoln-Filene
Center for Citizenship and Public Affairs. Sponsors

were Common Cause, the Interagency Council on Citizen

Participation, League of Women Voters Education Fund,
National Association of Neighborhoods, National League

of Cities, National Municipal League, United Way ,
of America, and the Urban League. Conference parti-
cipants included Government employees and other pro-
fessionals with responsibilities for citizen-participa-
tion programs, yepresentatives of civic and public

interest groups, scholars studying citizen participa-

tion, and others.

An analysis of the key issues and research in

this growing area of concern was produced for the

conference.57/ The Lincoln-Filene Center staff is
planning to publish the conference report, a magazine

on citizen participation, and an annual source book

on major legislation, programs, publications, and

research.

School-3ased Coilaboration.--Oome school-based
citizenship efforts have attempted to broaden
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xepresentation in their program planning. The
law-related education projects are frequently a com-
bined.effort of the bar, law enforcement and social
welfare representatives, civic leaders, and educators.
The Mid-America Center for Global Perspectives, loca-
ted at the Social Studies Development Center, Indiana
University, has worked with the media, business and
labor, and civic groups to identify the international
linkages which characteeize American communities
today. Among the Center's projects is its Indianapolis

, in the World, which provides information on trade,
travel, origins, employment patterns, and so forth,
characterizing the relationship of that city with
other parts of the world.58/

The National Commission on Resources for Youth,
Inc.--Located in New York City, the Commission is a
national information network on youtfl participation.
Established in 1967, the Commission is supported by
educators, business, social scientists, lawyers, and
judges. A national network of more than 150 Associates
includes teachers, community workers, scholars,
trainers, writers, and others with .concern for youth.
These individuals serve as field consultants, trainers,
evaluators, and writers. Government, private grants,
and corporate donations fund the work of the commission.

The Commission collects, catalogues, and evaluates
information about youth-participation programs. For
the more than 1,000 programs which the Commission has
validated as exemplary, case studies are developed
and distributed. The Commission has conducted demon-
stration programs and helps to develop new youth-parti-
cipation programs.

The Joint Council on Economic Educat.ion.--The
Council is a New York-based organization staffed by
professional educators and supported by business, labor,
agriculture, and industry. Established in 1949, the
Council encourages vconomic education at all levels.
It works through a network of 49 affiliated Suite
councils and serves as a clearinghouse for communica-
tion and dissemination. The State Councils ,orp,anize
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university-based Centers for Economic Education, which
provide one7half released. time for an economies pro-

,efessor Who.serves as Center director. The approxi-
:I mately 170 Centers assist, more than 400 school systems

throughout the country in improving their curriculum'
and staff development. In return for the technical
assistance provided for them, the cooperating schools
are asked to support a coordinator for economic, educa-

tion activities, and to work with a community board
representative of the local economic structure. Among

the functions of community advisory boards have been
identifying resource persons to work with the schools,
engendering colTkunity support for economic education,
and attempting to insure objectivity of the economic
education program.

The Education CoMmiEaion of the States (ECS).--The
ECS is a nonprofit organization funded in 1966 through
an interstate compact. Forty=six States, American
Samoa, Puerto Rico, and theNirgin IsAands are members
of the compact which brings together governors, State
legislators, citizens, and educators to work for the
improvement of education at all levels. In 1978, the

ECS reported the results of its National Assessment
of Educational Progress citizenship survey which
measured the political knowledge and attitudes of more
than 88,000 students. In addition, the ECS staff pre-
pared an issue paper on citizenship education which
calls for State,. Federal, and local leadership.59/

These and other similar programs serve to en-
courage those who believe that renewed erfOrts in
citizen education depend on discussion, exchange, and
collaboration among those who, possessing different
views and backgrounds, share a common concern about
citizenship in the United States.
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. CHAPTER 5

REAFFIRMrNG THE NEED

7-

7

The vitality of a democratic society rests upon
the informed, reflective commitment of its citizenry.
It-requires a knowledgeable public; one capable of
exerting influence in public. affairs.. The need for
civic competencies is everywhere apparent: individuals

enCounter daily the responsibilities of citizenship,
as public off4cials seeking to mediate conflicting
interests, as citizens anxious to improve a deteriora-
ting neighboihood, or as prospective voters attempting
to evaluate candidates and policies.

Education for thoughteul, active citizenship iS a
complex task engaging every sector of society. Citi-

zen education has long been a major goal of public
education, mandated by State statutes and taught in
every school in the Nation. Yet, as we have seen,
traditional conceptions of citizenship appear inadequate
for contemporary societal.conditions. Changing cir-

cumstances demand new approaches to citizen education.

Modes of socialization have been drastically
altered. Citizen roles are learned from a variety of
agents -- personal and impersonal -- many of them

emitting contradictory messages. Thus, while a teacher
provides instruction about national-heroes, a tele-
vision newscast reveals the corruption of leadership.
Educators must take into account these contradictions.

American citizenship was originally extended only
to landed, white males. Citizen education today must
meet the needs of all Americans, including those who
until very recently were excluded from the rights of
citizenship. Black Americans are . .

The only citizens in the history of this
country who had to endure death (literally)
simply to establish the constitutionar right
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to vote. . . . Even after the passage of
15th Amendment ln 1970, it stood 95 years
before the Voting Rights Act of 1965 moved
black suifrage perceptibly-forwardrlt.

Women utx.c not granted suffrage until 1920 and the
advocacy, of an equal rights amendment to the Constitu-
tion is evidence that many peopie feel women are still
denied some rights of citizenship. In addition, lan-
guage barriers have impeded a number of citizens from
exercising the most basic forms of political partici-

,pation.

Global interdependence has created a new dimension
to citizenship, recasting its traditional preoccupation
with the nation state. In addition, the growth of
government has expanded the boundaries of the "public"
domain, so that citizens seeking to interpret highly
technical information about the many issues that con-
stitute public affairs must rely heavily on specialists
and the media.

Confidence in major societal institutions and
leadership is in decline. Many Americans are turning
away from traditional forms of political participation
(e.g., partisan politics) and seeking other avenues of
expression and influence. A distrust of conventional
authoiity and a cynicism about leadership and the
"public interest" erode our ability to reach national
consensus. The result is a display of disparate values
or a search for community within small, narrowlydefined
groups. There is a new emphasis on privatism and spe-
cial interest, or "single issue," politics.

Plans'for citizen education today must take into
account these changing circumgtances and provide a
mechanism for reexamining the role of the citizen.
There is evidence that prevalent forms of citizen
education are inadequate. Less than half of the
Nation's adults are functionally competent citizens,
according to one national survey.2/ The results
of another indicate that over the past 7 years, our .

students have suffered significant declines in their
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n, political knoWledge and attitudes, decreases far
greater-than comparable studies of other content areas.

. These declines are demonstrated in areas of basic com-
petence such as the ability to explain What a democ-

racy is, the knowledge that Senators are elected,. and__
f,the equal application of civil liberties to all citi-
zens regardless of the popularity of their opinions.

In addition, some segments of the population score 0

consisteptly lower on citizenship assessMents than
others. These include inner-citY poor and minori-

ties.3/

The numerous and varied programs described in
chapters 3 and 4 provide evidence of a.growing interest
in citizen education. Such activities are not cenfined

to program development, but also/include a nUmber of
significant policy statements or actions at a State,

regional, or national level.

RECENT INITIATIVES

Numerous developments in citizen education have
occurred within the past 5 .years. Some of them are:

o Since 1973, about one-half of the States have
passed legislation related to citizen education.--

o About:one-third of the States enacting compe-
tency testing have included citizenship as a
component.

o In 1976, the Committee on Citizenship Education,

of the Chief State School Officers issued a bul-

letin on "Effective Citizenship Education: A

Basic Coal of Education in the United States."

Listing seven goals for citizenship education,
the Council provided a series of suggestions for
its improvement.4/ A national conference on
citizen education followed the position statement.

o The Danforth and Kettering Foundat4ons' 1977
study, "Education for Responsible Citizenship,"-
called for national leaderghip and made a number
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of riecommendations fer:imtoving citizen
education.5/

o The Education Commission of the States
has prepared an issue paper on the problems
and programs of citizen education. It calls
for comMitment, research, the development Of
conceptual models, an information netwdtk,
and training programs. The Commission is
also planning to reassess and integrate the
areas of citizenship and social studies
during the 1980-81 school year.

o The 1978 Federal mandates, authorizing
irograms in law-related education.and popula-
tion education.as well as a first-time appro-
priation for teaching citizens aboUtQther
cultures and nations (authorized in 1976),
are likely to increase the number of USOE-
administered programs that helpiprovide
citizens with knowledge and skills related to
public affairs and political participation.

o Bill H.R. 3443, introduced by Rep. ';arl
Perkins (D-Ky.) and Rep: Charles Bennett
(D-Fla.) in April 1979, proposes a State
grants program to promote citizenship educe- .

tion in elementary and secondary schools. A
similar bill is expected to be introduced in
the Senate by Senator Jennings Randolph
(D-W.Va.) during the 96th Congress.

o Project '87, under the joint sponsorship of
the American Historical Association and the
American Political Science Association, will
commemorate the Bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution. The project involves scholarly
research on the impact of the Constitution
on the United States and other countries, as
well as a series of public education programs.



o The Alliance for Citizen Education, Philadel-

phia, Pa., is encouraging regional meetings and
collaboration among the education activities
of labor unions, neighborhood, religious, and
youth groups.

o .A multistate consortium for citizen education

in Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania has
been established. A second one--involving
Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, and Rhode Island--is seeking funding

support.

o Two projects--one sponsored by Research for

Better School (Philadelphia, Pa.), and the
oxher directek, jointly by the Social Science
Education Consortium (Boulder, Colo.) and the
Mershon Center at Ohio State University--are
interpreting citizen-education research find-

ings for dissemination to practitioners. Both

projects are funded by the National Institute

of Education.

o The Agency for Instructional Television,

Bloomington, Ind., is planning a citizenship-
education project for 1983.

o The American Bar Association's Special Committe.

.on Youth Education for Citizenship is conducting

a 3-year project to promote elementary school
law-related education programs that integrate

law and the humanities. The Committee has also
been designated the role of coordinator for a
major developmental project involving six
organizations active in law-related education.
The National Endowment for the Humanities is

supporting the first project; the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
the second.

o A series of efforts to improve the quality of

citizen participation in government led to a
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National Conference on Citizen Participation
(fall 1978), co-sponsored by .governmental and
citizens' groups.6/ Followup activities are
now underway (see also page 139).

o President Carter, in 1978, directed his
Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs to

, strengthen citizen and consumer involvement in
Federal agency decisionmaking. The 96th
Congress is considering several proposals for
a more consistent and effective approach to
citizen participation in the Federal Government.

A NEED FOR COMMITMENT

These and other activities signify growing-in-
terest in this area, yet there is a danger that they
may have minimal impact. In the 1950's, a Citizenship
Education Project at Columbia University devised dozens
of ways for action-oriented problem solving in schools
and communities. Intensive teacher training was con-
ducted, but the project was abruptly abandoned for
lack of funds. Today, numbers of citizen-education
projects are inventing comparable techniques without
benefit of the experience and ideas the Columbia proj-
ect might have provided. In a time of growing scarcity,
we can ill afford to abandon ongoing efforts, yet we
can all too easily imagine a similar end for many pro-
mising initiatives of the 1970's.

The USOE Citizen Education Staff believes that it
1§I_LELe_natly_t_thsit_thue be national leadership in this
areql_polat_sustainedja_11_2gnuine commitment to major
improvement. Such leadership.should raise awareness of
issues and needQt_provide a way to in3.11s_cly_resources,
promote_pmmising_practices through pilot demonstration_
programs, and encoulageresource sharintand_problem
solving at the local, State and national levels. Joint
funding from public and private sources would help in-
sure a balance between national goals and diverse local
needs.7/ The purpose would be to facilitate communica-
tion among existing--but fragmented--activities, and 'to
encourage the redirection and mobilization of resources
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'to meet emerging needs.
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A number of States and school systems are reasses-
.sing-their educational goals, particularly in response

to demands for-greater accountability to the public.

A criticai part of such a review should be an examina-

tion of th r citizen-education mandate, including an

intensive study of the numerous components of citizen-

ship instruction and a review of how each relates to

overall goals. In the process, core,civic competencies

can be determined, duplications eliminated, and areas

requiring special attention can be designated. Parents

and other citizens should participate in this process,

and help link more effectively school and community

resources for citizen education.

It is important to acknowledge certain difficul-

ties which may deter the schools from such reassessment.

First, the fragmentation of values within our society

is reflected in the diversity of opinions concerning

the goals of citizen education. Citizen education is

difficult to define. Having been used to mean nearly

everything, "citizenship education" retains very little

meaning of its own:

Anything anybody wants to teach can be defended

as "good citizenship." James Bryant Conant once

insisted that literature should be taught be-

cause it promoted citizenship, the Modern

Language Association argues that in this age

of jet transport foreign languages are needed

for citizenship; scientists say that we need

citizens informed of the capabilities and

limitations of science. . . . As a practical

matter "citizenship" is a hopeless goal for

instruction.8/^

During the past decade, many reformers have increasingly

-chosen to concentrate on a single aspect of citizen-

ship, hoping to make that part, at least, concrete and

coherent. The results of that focus have produced some
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excellent developmental work, but a fragmented and
overloaded curriculum.9/

While citizen education is considered to be
amorphous by some, others view it as controversial.
Perceptions of citizenship, power, governance, and
social change are value-laden. Some citizens identify
citizenship with patriotism and the inculcation of
natirmal loyalty, while others believe that the issues
of power and resource distribution are at its core. A
range of perspectives lies in between. Each approach
implies a different educational emphaiis.

We believe that the issues of vagueness and con-
troversy must be faced directly. Serious attempts
should be made to develop practical definitions of
citizen education that impose order on this broad area
and that encompass a range of relevent objectives. In
the process, it will be necessary to transcend existing
curriculum labels and take a fresh look at the rajor

.components of citizenship. One such attempt appears
in chapter 1, table 2. Others are described in chapter.
3. Experiments should be encouraged which aim at a
reorganization of the curriculum designed to achieve
citizen-education goals at various competency levels.

As for the second matter, it is not possible for
the schools to be value-free. Curricular choices,
research methodologies, teaching techniques--all reflect
values. What we argue for here is the elevation of
such issues to the level of conscious reflection. Once
this has been accomplished, it should be possible to
represent in citizen-education programs a diversity of
views based on democratic principles, and to welcome
controversy in an atmosphere of open discussion.

A third constraint to the reform of citizen educa-
tion concerns matters of funding and control. Not long
ago many looked to the Federal Government as a major
agent of educational change, particularly for concerns
of national interest. There is indeed a clear national
interest in supporting the development of an educated
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citizenry that understands, participates in, and is

committed to our democratic system of government.

That interest is reflected in the historic concern of

the public schools with citizenship, and in Federal

initiatives related to citizen education.

Yet many persons fear the Federal Government's in-

volvement, particularly in an aspect of education which

concernsgovernment and politics. They point to the

intrinsic interest of the Government in maintaining the

status quo and are afraid that such interest might be

translated into control over educational content.

What agbncies or groups should provide the impetus

for improving citizen education? The USOE Citizen Edu-

cation Staff believe that, for both practical and

ideological reasons, citizen-education programs mt.st

rest on broad and diverse community support. They

should develop in response to local needs and priori-

ties in keeping with the national concerns of a demo-

cratic society. A variety of public and private

agencies should help facilitate any reform efforts,

lending resources for demonstration, research, evalua-

tion, dnd coordination not always available at a local

level. No one group should have control over a

citizen-education project, be it the Federal Government

or the State, business, labor, voluntary association,

or the media. Any outside assistance must be provided

with guarantees that respect intellectual integrity

and local autonomy.

The wisdom of our contitutional division of powers

is confirmed in educational practice. Assessments of

the process of educational reform confirm the vital

importance of local autonomy.10/ While sources of

outside funding serve to initiate projects that other-

wise might not have been started, reforms are unlikely

to take hold unless they serve local needs and priori-

ties, and receive support from teachers, parents, and

administrators throughout the reform process.
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In that spirit,the recommendations that follow r
represent an agenda Lo be cotisidered by multiple edu-
cational agencies. For the most part, they can be
incorperated within current activities andjunding
sources in both public and private agencies. What
they require is a commitment from educators and the
general public to probe the relevance of civic com-
petencies for all our lives and to analyze how the
many facets of our education work to teach. about .

citizenship.

NINE GOALS' .FOR LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES

We believe that commitments.to citizen education
.

should concentrate on nine major goals:

1. Reestablishing citizen education as a basic
goal of schooling.

2. Understanding the interaction between the
hidden and formal Curriculum.

3. Designing appropriate professional training
experiences.

4. Broadening the constituency served by
citizen education.

5. _Improving the quality of citizen particiNitlin.

6. Coordinating school and community resources.

7. Meeting, research needs.

8. Deveiopitg analytical viewing skills and ex-
panding media programing efforts.

9. Bridging the 'gap between citizens and
ftspecialists.

1. Reestablishin Citizen Education as a Basic Goal
of Schooling.
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Every school in the United States provides in-

struction about citizenship. As States and school

districts examine their mission they should reaffirm

citizen education as one of the basic goals of school

ing. Programs should be redesigned, where necessary,

to provide sequential, cohesive developmerw of civic

competencies. In the process, the values that under-

lie differing philosophies of citizenship should be

examined, tensions understood, and programs designed

that make meaningful democratic principles and have

the understanding and support of educators, parents,

and the community.11/ Any integration of the cltizen

education 'curriculum should involve the entire school,

not just the social studies, and should be directed

toward students in the elementary as well as.secondary

grades.

At present, there are no agreed upon criteria for
making curricular choices in citizen education. Yet

choices are made. One course replaces another as new

ideas or funding sources appear. "Innovations" are

dropped in order to return to "basics." Concepts are

taught repetitively and haphazardly. For example,

political participation may be discussed in political

science, consumerism, ecology, American history, world

affairs, and so forth. "Perspective taking" may be a

goal of multiculIural education, law-related education,

global studies, or moral reasoning.

In the words of a fifth-grade teacher who wrote

the White House to ask how her job might be made more

manageable: "We need a consolidation of citizenship

issues. Citizenship education is now too fragmented

for the schools to effectively handle it."12/ There

is evidence that a growing number of educators Share

her opinion.13/

Where revised State cicizenship mandates'and pro-

ficiency testing efforts are underway, educators, con-

cerned citizens, and legislators should be afforded

opportunities to examine citizen edbcation as a

whole--through workshops and other training opportuni-

ties. Where there is a commitment to redesign,
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foundation or Federal funds should help support model
planning and demonstration programs, or researcher/
practitioner'Collaboration in sequential program design.
Professional associations should bring together Theo-
reticians and developers in the various componentc4 of
citizen education (e.g., global, law-related, moral
reasoning) in order to probe areas of commonality and
difference. Funding sources such as the-USOE,14/ could
provide opportunities for prOject directors engaged
in various aspects of citizen education to meet to
consider mutual issues and needsr, and explore how their
projects fit within the overall citizenship goals of
schools. Collaborative inservice training programs
might be designed, for exnmple, to develop common
skills where appropriate cmd to provide assistance in
planning. Educational improvement of this kind re-
quires a number of approaches; many other actions could
be devised.

2. Understanding the Interaction Between the :7'dden
and Formal Curriculums

The "hidden" curriculum often contradicts the for-
mal one 2(e ewe students are taught the obligations of
citizenship, but are given no opportunities for assum-
ing personal responsibility). We need to develop a
greater awareness of this relationship. Research re-
sults point to the impact of classroom climate and
school governance style on attitudes about politics and
government. In general,

. . . an open climate of opinion expression in
which controversial issues are discussed and
in which students believe that they can in-
fluence the roles and working of the classroom
is conducive to shaping democratic political
attitudes. . . . More participant and less
authoritarian climaees are linked with more
positive political attitudes and behavior of
students.15/
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The sensitivity of this issue should not be

underestimated. For many people, a "return to basics"

implies a return to more formal discipline. Some

schools are intensely preoccupied with attempts to

.
maintain rudimentary order. Yet the encouragement of

judicious opinions, the consideration of many points

of view, and attempts to give students meaningful

responsibility in schools should not imply disorder or

permissiveness In fact, some studies show that stu-

dent satisfaction with,participation in school does not

depend on the absence of-rules, but is likely,to relate

instead to the responsibility given the studentt for .

helping make the rules.16/

Both administrators and teachers should understand

how these factors.operate and careful evaluation should

be conducted of model projects which seek convergence

between the formal and hidden curriculum.17/ Profes-

sional educational associations, teachers' centers,

schools of education, teacher corps sites, State and

local inservice projects are all contexts where discus-

sions of the hidden curriculum can be developed, and

general attention paid to the teaching of citizen educa-

tion.

3. DesigrAnD_Aulaulvie Professional Trainin, Ex-

periences

Teacilers and administrators in citizen education

are not likely to be exposed in their training to the

issues of citizenship, nor to have opportunities for

practical political experfence. They are likely to

study U.S. history, and take methods courses in college,

or--as inservice teachers--to be involved in a few

special workshops in component areas of citizen educa-

tion. There are indications also that some teachers

may feel ambivalent about their proper role in citizen

edudation. Teachers' training and their own experiences

may reflect conflicting values in this content area.

Teachers educated during the Vietnam era, for example,

often are not sure what to teach their students about

national patriotism.
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An understanding of the process of citizen develop:-
ment would help teachers become more aware of how and
when children learn political concepts. Philo Washburn,
in a 1977 article, quotes several educators' surprise
at the levels of children's political awareness and
interest. For example,

I was surprised at the early age at which
political socialization started. . . . I

never realized what an impact both parents
and schools have. . . . [a second grade
teacher]

Children seem to be more aware of the
political world than I expected. [an

assistant principal of a high schoo1118/

,Approptiate training for the teachers and administrators
of citizen-education programs needs to be designed
and implemented to provide them with an understanding
of the political socialization process, and to allow
them to explore their own political attitudes and
develop a dialog about these issues within the school,
with parents, and with other teachers. Those agencies
concerned with certification and accreditation proce-
dures should review their standards to determine the
adequacy of teacher preparation in this critical area.

4. Broadening tiV,a!9!=_IiS:11.2112_fiti.Z212
Education

Traditional associations of the term citizenship
education with indoctrination, exclusion, or assimila-
tion are still prevalent. Minorities, ethnic groups,
and women have yet to be satisfactorily represented in
civic-education texts. Although civic competencies are
developed in block clubs,neighborhoods, ethnic organi-
zations, or union halls, citizen education is still
considered to be "white and middle class."

6

Low-income students (and therefore many minority
group members) score consistently lower on citizenship
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assessments. Research, at the same time, indicates
that sch6Oling many be a relatively more important
influence in.shaping political attitudes and behavior
Or such students than it is for those from middle
class beckgrounds.19/ There,,is a need to expand the

kinds of program§ that would most effectively reach
these students and to incorporate in textbooks and
developmental programs accurate depictions of the.mul-
ticultural nature of politics, government, law, and
participation.

Educational equity is a major goal of Federal
agencies concerned with education. It would be appro-
priate fur them to undertake pilot programs especially.
designed to reach students not traditionally served
bY citizen.education. ' The educational activities of
civil rights organizations, urban or rural school
systems might also have a special interest in meeting
this need. Approacheg,that involved parentsalong
with their children,20/ that undertook action projects
in low-income communities, or that combined civic cow-
petencies with basic skills seem particularly promising.
In addition, professional associations and ocher key
agencies in citizen education should double their
efforts to inyolve groups that are inadequately rep-
resented and to broaden their goals so that they in-
elude civic competencies relevant to the needs of all

Americans.

5. Improvin the Quality of Citiz9.1124.ELLcimLiEn

We believe that educators should be in the fore-
front of the citizen participation movement, and should
contribute to the educational value of participatory
experiences. Federal, State, and local educational
agencies should serve as a model for others in develop-
ing mechanisms to facilitate citizen involvement in
agency proceedings, encouraging participation as a

meaningful part of decisionmaking, and providing train-
ing in civic competencies for both agency employees and
concrned citizens.21/



The school is central to community life and well-

being. Yet, all too often, participation in educa-

tional policy is of a negative nature, with taxpayers

disapproving school bonds and withdrawing local tax

dollars. One reason for such disapproval is a failure

to integrate citizen participation into the planning

process, and a reluctance to develop two-way communica-

" ,tion between educational agency staff and the public.

,All too often, citizen participation is perceived of

as a way to "sell" a program or policy to the public,

or as usurpation of.the prerogative of decisionmakers.

A, growing number of citizens are turning to such devices

as the initiative and referendum in an endeavor to

fcirce legislators and public officials io listen to

them.

' Over the past 10 years, we have acquired substan-

tial experience in citizen participation. We now know

a great deal about what does not work, and both citi-
zens' groups and public agencies are involved in

numerous experiments attempting to create more effec-
.

tive techniques. There has been a'proliferation of

mandated citizen participation in public programs (see

discussion in chapter 1), and there is burgeoning

intereSt in civic action at the grassroots level. Citizen

education in the 1980's should reflect this growing

acceptance of meaningful participation and incorporate it

within curriculum programs and decisionmaking policies.

6. Coordinatin School and Communit Resources

Citizen education tnvolves all age levels both in

and out of the formal school. Yet no systematic pro-

cedure identifies and disseminates information about

current activities. Better data could produce more

intelligent curriculum planning and more efficient use

of scarce resources.

A seriels of interlocking "networks" for citizen

education (national, State, regional, and local) could

provide a mechanism for taking inventory of resources

and fdalitating problemsolving.22/ The concept of net-

working referts to voluntary unbounded associations of
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people, held together by common interests' ahd the
potential for mutual support and help. In some formal-
ized networks, a coordinator or staff serves a
brokerage function by matching needs and resources, and.
providing opportunities for exchanging ideas, examining
mutual problems, developing strategies or guidelines,
or conducting collaborative activities. The network

all9ws members to benefit from a local definition of
ploblems and appropriate approaches, while developing
broader contacts and access.23/

Citizen-education networks would be welcomed, we
believe, by isolated educators and civic group leaders
who lack adequate resources. One result might be to
develop joint programs between grassroots citizen
groups and the schools. Some civic organizations are
experimenting with interesting training techniques;
many of them offer a way to make citizen education cop-
crete and immediate. Such collaboration holds unex-
plored potential for strengthening ties between parents
and children, community and school.

In proposing the development of citizen-education
networks, the USOE Citizen Education Staff believes
that such networks would be most effective if: (1) they
had sustained support for several years; (2) they en-
couraged direct contact among members; (3) they in-
volved a genuine exchange of diverse views; and (4)
they offered opportunities for holistic consideration
of citizen education. ptherwise, these networks could
evolve into single-issue advocacy groups, or contribute
to the fragmentation of the citizen-education curricu-
lum. An initial a'Ctivity might be a simple expansion
and dissemination of programs described in chapters 3
and 4, based on criteria designed by network staff and
*users.

Various kinds of organized networks already exist.
The HUD Clearinghouse, he HEW National Diffusion
Network, the National Commission on Resources,for,Youth,
the Teachers' Center Exchange of the Far West labortory
are seVeral examples. National associations, community
schools, libraries hnd clearinghouses, and ether civic
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centers are illustrative of existing organizations
that could host network staff at minimal cost.

7. . Meeting Research Needs

The revitalization of citizen education requires
research support in several areas. There is a need to
devote.scholarly attention to the major issues, of con-
temporary citizenship. The failure to consider citi-
zenship a worthy intellectual topic contributes to
'inadequate educational programs and to public confusion
over the goals of citizenship. Individuala and organi-
zhtions concerned with research on political socializa-
tion, adult learning, and the effects of education
should devote serious attention to issues of citizen
development. There is also a need to conduct applied
research that has relevance for educators, and to de-
vise adequate evaluation techniques. An overall assess-

ment of the needs of basic and applied research should
be conducted and projects mounted in areas of defi-
ciency.

A number of research issues have been raised
earlier in this report. For example:

o We need reliable longitudinal studies to
examine the relationship of early childhood
learning to adult political behavior.

o We lack necessary information concerning
the relationship between school participation
and later adult participation.

o We need naturalistic studies and interviews
to develop a better understanding of the con-
struction of the child's political world.

o We need to explore the relationships
between indirect and direct political learning
and political behavior, and between the social
and intellectual prerequisites of citizenship
and political activity.
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o We need to know more about media exposure,
and how this exposure influences our behavior
as citizens.

o -We need to devise more sophisticated measure-
ment devices that will enable us to gauge
appropriate knowledge, skills, attitudes, and
behaviors at various age levels.

obWe need to learn more about what consti4Okes
the-most appropriate civic/participatory
learning experiences for students at different
ages and apply this knowledge in sequential
curriculum design.

8. DevelpsAnaklical VieATABAkills and Fgaodku
Media Prquaming_Efforts

The media provide continuing instruction in citi-
zen education. Much of this is negative and sensa-
tional in nature. The Citizen Education Staff has
noticed a growing interest in the development of con-
structive media programing and urges its support.
Interactive systems, using a variety of formats which
combine media presentations with opportunities for
group discussiOn, show promise for citizen education.
In addition, with the overwilaping presence of the
electronic media for young children and the pervasive-
ness of the printed word Oiroughout life, one must have

the ability to analyze mass modia presentations. 'The

development ot critical viewing skills represents one
important step in dealing positively with existing
-television programs,

9. Bridging_the Ga Beiwcen Citizens and "S)ecialists"

A major issue in contemporary citizenship is the
often polarized relationship between citizens and
II specialists." Opportunities for citizens and experts
to develop a common vocabulary and to exchange views
and expertise is an important part of citizen education.
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If we can encourage such communication, we may be able
to develop more socially sensitive expertise, and at

the same time contribute to a better informed public.
Several projects described in this report attempt to
deal with this problem. An expansion of programs such
as Science for Citizens and public debate of techn4.cal

issues should be encouraged.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

A vigorous dialog about the purposes of citizen
education has been central to this USOE project. The

Citizen Education Staff urges its continuation and ex-
pension. The nine recommendations previous mentioned
could easily be expanded. It is the Staff's hope that

they will serve as a basis for further discussion of the

most critical needs in citizen education, lead to the ;

setting of priorities among those needs, and result in
the mobilization of concrete support and specific
strategies,for action.

In our current concern with minimal competencies
and basic skills we may lose sight of the goals of

qucational excellence. "Basic skills" are a bridge to

cktizen education, not a substitute for it. Reading and
other communications competencies, for example, are not
ends in themselves; they are means by which (1) we grow

personally, (2) interact with others, and (3) gain the

ability to exert influence ovet our environment. Citi-

zenship relates to each of these goals, most directly

to the third one.

Reform and consolidation of the citizen-education
curriculum is a major undertaking. It will not be

initiated merely to produce higher scores on achievement

tests. Citizen education is not designed to prepare us
to find well-paying jobs, or even to gain easy answers

to issues that concern us. Active, responsible.citizen-

ship involves us with each other, our communities, and

the future of our society. It requires commitment and

vision. It signals rededication to the creation ot a

more equitable and humane society for ourselves, our
children, and the strangers in our midst.
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APPENDIX A.--Workshopa and Publications prepared under
contract with the Citizen Education Staff,
U,a, Office of Education, 1977-78

Workshoot

October 1977.--The Role of the Media in Citizen Educa-
tion. Sponsored by the University of Michigan's
Department of Journalism, Center for Political Studies,
and Institute for Social Research; held at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor. F. Gerald Kline, Project

Director.

November 1977.--The Role.of Labor Unions in-Citizen

Education. Sponsored by the University and College
Labor Education Association; held at the George Meany

Labor Studies Center, Silvek Spring, Md. John R.

MacKenzie, Project Director.

November 1977.--The Role of Business in Citizen Educa-

tion. Sponsored by the Human Resources Network,
Philadelphia, Pa.; held in St. Louis, Mo., and New
York City. David C-H. Johnston, Project Director.

December 1977.--Neghborhoods orgallzations and citizen

education. Spqnsored by the U.S. Office of Education
in conjunction with the National Association of

Neighborhoods; held in Chicago, Ill.

Winter 1977-1978.--Involving citizens in defining

citizenship education, a series of meetings in Cam-

bridge, Mass. Nancy B. Wyner, Project Director.

February 1978.--Citizenship education community forum.

.Sponsored by the National Urban League; held under the

auspices of the Nashville Urban League, Nashville,

Tenn. Carol Gibson, Project Director.

Publications and Reports

"Citizen Participation: Building a Constituency for

Public Policy," Nea and Walter Toner, Jr. For sale by
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the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Stock number

017-080-01997-3.. $1.80,

"An Analysis of the Role of the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion and Other Selected Federal Agencies in Citizen
Education," Ann Maust and Lucy Knight. For sale by .tLe

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Prir.,:ing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Stock number 017-080-

01999-0.,*$2.
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stein. For sale by the Superindent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
Stock number 017-080-01998-1. $1.60
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Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Stock number 017-080-
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Stock number 017-080-01996-5. $2.30
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McCurley, Howard Mehlinger, John Patrick,Richard Remy,

and Judith Torhey. Availahle in microfiche from ERIC
Documentary Reproduction Service, P.O. 190, Arlington,

Va. 22210. ED 162924.

"Education and Citizenship: A Conference Report."

Jan Klinger Hamilton (ed.), Denver, Colo.: U.S. Office

of Education, 1977.
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Social Science Education Consortium, Inc., Boulder
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"titizenship Education Project'of the National Urban
League," by Ronald Searcy and Carol Gibson. 'Final
report prepared pursuant to OE contract P00780045.
New York: biLtional Urban League, Mrch 1978.

"The Cambridge.Study: Involving Citizens in Defining
Citizenship Education," by Nancy B. Wyner. Education

. Development Center, Newton, Mass., 1978.

"Assessment of Civic CoMpetencies," by Ruth S. Jones.
Final report prepared pursuant.to OE contract P00780496.

APPENDIX 8.--A Sampling of Organizations Concerned with
Citizen Education

ACORN
628 Baronne St.
New Orleans, La. 70113
Wade Rathke, Chief Organizer

Action for Children's Television
46 Austin St.
Newtonvillei:Mass. 02160
Peggy Charren, President

AFL-CIO
815 16th St., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Walter Davis, Director of Education

Agency for Instrtictional Television
1670 South Amphlett Blvd., Suite 306
San Mateo, Calif. 94402

Gordan Hughan, Associate Director
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Alliance for Citizen Education
401 North Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

Edward Schwartz, Director

American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education

Room 610, One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036
Frank Klassen, Director, Multicultural Education

Projects

American Political Science Association
1527 New.Hampshire Ave.,\NW.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Sheilah Mann, Educatton Director

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith

315 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016
Eleanoi Blumenberg,.National Education Director

Babcock and Wilcox
161 East 42d St.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Frank Ryan, Manager of Communications

Carnegie.-Mellon Education Center
Porter Hall 223
Carnegie-Mellon University
5000 Forbes Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
Edwin Fenton, Director

Center for Citizenship Education
1100 17th St., NW., Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
Mary Ann Kirk, Executive

Center for Information on AMerica
Washington, Conn. 06793

Townsgnd Scudder, President
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Center for the Study of Parent Involveme t
5240 Boyd Ave.
Oakland, Calif. 94618
David Saffron, Director

Center on Economics and Social Studies Education
George Peabody College for Teachers
Box 324
Nashville, Tenn. 37203
Ronald Galbraith, Director

Chamber of Commerce of the United States
1615 Ps Street, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20062
John Sullivan, Public Affairs Director

Children's Public4)olicy Network
P.O. Box 19085
Washington, D.C. 20006
Don Mathis, Coordinator

Citizenship Development Project
Mershon Center
199 West 10th Ave.
Ohio State University °
Columbus, Ohio 43201
Richard Remy, Director

Citizen Participation Curriculum Project
University of Wisconsin
225 North. Mills St.
Madison, Wis.. 53706
Fred Newmann, Director

City Building Educitional Program
235 South Westgate Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90049
Doreen Nelson,..Dixector

ClosenUp
Suite 316, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20007
Stephen Janger, President .
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Common Cause
2030 M Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20036

David Cohen, Director

Commuhity Board Program
149 Ninth St.
San Fraacisco, Calif. 94103
Raymohd Shonholts, Executive Director

Community Forums
American Association of COmmunity and Junior Colleges

Suite 410, One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036

Diane Eisenberg, Director -6

Constitutional Right's Eoundation

6310 San Vicente Blvd,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

Vivien Monroe, President

Continental Group
633 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
Holmes Brown, Director of Education and Community

Relations

Council of Chief State School Officers

1201 16th St., NW.
Washington, D.C.
William Pierce, Executive Director

4'LCourses by Newspaper
University of California, San Diego

--X-002, La Jolla, Calif. 92093

George A. Colburn, Project Director

The Danforth Foundation
222 South Central Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63105
Geraldine Bagby, Vice-President
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Danforth School and Classyclotrikmocracy Project
Boston University
232 Bay State Rd.
Boston, Mass. 02215
,Ralph Mosher, Director \

Education Development Center
55 Chapel St.
'Newton, Mass. 02160
Janet Whitla, Director, School and Society Programs

.t

Encampment for Citizendfiip, Inc.
2 West 64th St.
New York, N.Y. 10023
Robert Lubetsky, Director

,First Bank System, Inc.
1400 First National Bank 41dg.
P.O. Box 522
Minneapolis, Minn. 55480 ,

Roger Cook, Assistant Vice President

Ford Foundation
320 East 43d St.
New York, N.Y. 10017
Edward Meade, Program Officer

Foreign Policy Association
345 East 46th St.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Carter L. Burgess, Chairmib

Fund for the Improvement of Postse6ondary Education,
Education Division, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare

Room 3141, 400 Maryland Ave., SW.
Washington, D.C. 20202
Ernest Bartell, Director 4

'George Meany Center for Labor Studies
10000 New Hampshire Ave.
Silver Spring, Md. 20903
Fred Hoehler, Directoi
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Gloal Perspectives in Education; Inc. . e

218 Ea8i,18th St.
New York,,N.Y. 10003

6. 1Larry Condon, rresident

The Hazen Foundation
400 Prospect St.
New Haven, Conn., 06511
Anne L. Hoblitzelle, Assistant Director

Home and School Institute,'
Trinity College
Washington,°D.C. 20017
Dorothy Rich, Director

d

I/D/E/A
P.O. Box 446
Melbourne, Fla. 32901
B.4rank Brown, Director of Information and,Services

In Flight Humanities Project
Northern Illinoid University ,
DeKalb, Ill. 60115
David M. Grossman, Ditectur

' The Institute
628 Baronne St.
New Orleans, La. 70113
Ctiarles Koppelman, Executive Director

4 F

Institute for Political/Legal Education
207 Delsea Dr..
RFD #4, Box. 209
Sewell, N.J. 08080
Myron Judy, Administrator,

Institute for Responsive Education
704 Commonwealth Ave.:,,
Boston, Mass. 022151 ,

Don Davies, President
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.Institute for the Study of Civic Values
401 North Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108
,Edward Schwartz, Director

/ Institute on Pluralism and Group Identity
/ Illinois Consultation on EthnicitY in Education

Suite 1880, 55 'East Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, Ill. 60604 ft

David Roth, Midwest Director
*".

Interagency Council on Citizen Partidipation
Federal Cammunications Commission
1919 M Street, NW., Roam 258
Washington, D.C. 20554

Belle L. O'Brien, President

Joint Council on Economic Education
1212 Avenue oftpe Americas
New York, N.Y.i 110036
M. L. Frankel,.President

Charles F. Kettering Foundation and I/DIE/A ,

5335 Far Hills Ave.
Dayton, Ohio 45429
Samuel Sava, Director

Law'in Action National Office
393 North Euclid Ave., Room 25
St. Louis, Mo. 63108
Trudy Faust, Coordinator

Law in a Free Society
606 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 600
Santa Monica, Calif. 90401
Charles Quigley, Executive Director

League of Women Voters Education Fund
1730 M Street, NW. :

Washington, D.C. 20036
Martha Mills, Director
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Lilly Endowment, Inc.
2801 North Meridan St.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46208

Landrum Bolling, President

Lineoln-Filene Center for Citizenship and Public
Affairs

Tufts University
Medford, Mass. 02155
Francis Duehay, Director

Massachusetts Department of Education
Bureau of Student Services
31 St. James Street
Boston, Mass. 02116

Joan Schuman, Director

Mid America Center foi Glpbal Perspectives in

education
Social Studies Development Center
Indiana University
513 North Park Ave.
Bloomington, Ind. 47401

James. Becker, Director.

Midwest Academy
600 West Fullerton
Chicago, Ill. 60614

Heather Booth, Director

Midwest Community Council
Nine South Kedzie Ave., Suite 200
Chicago, 111. 60612
Nancy Jeffeison, Executive Director

Mott Foundation
500 Mott Foundation Building
Flint, Mich. 48502

,William S. White, President
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National Assessment of Educational Progress
'Education Commission of the States
1860 Lincoln St., Suite 300
Denver, Colo, 80295

Roy Forbes, Director,

National Association of Neighborhoods
1612 20th St:, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20009
Milton.Kotler, Executive Director .

National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs
4408 8th St., NE.
Washington, D.C. 20017

John Kromkowski, President

National Center for Voluntary Action
1214 16th St., NW.
Washington, D.C. 2006
Kerry Kenn Allen, Executive Director

National Coalition of ESEA Title I Parents
Suite 520, 1341 G Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Thomas Heatley, Executive Director

National Commission on Resources for Youth, Inc.

36 West 44th St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

Mary Kohler, Director

National Committee for Citizens in Education
.-Suite 410, Wilde Lake Village Green
Columbia, Md. 21044

Cayl arbarger, Senior Associate

National Congress of Neighborhood Women
11-29 Catherine St.
Brooklyn, N.Z. 11211

Christine Noschese, Executive Director
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National Congress of Parents and Teachers
700 North Rush Si
Chicago, Ill, 60611
Grace Baisinger, President

National Council for the Social Studies
3615 Wisconsin Ave., NW,
.Washington, D.C. 20016
Paul Purta, Executive Director

National Diffusion Network
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Office of Education
Room 3616, 7th and D. Sts., SW. ,

Washington, D.C. 20202

Lee Wickline, Director'

National Endowment for the Humanities
806 15th St., NW;
Washington, D.C. 20506
William Russell, Director
Elementary/Secondary Department

National Ethnic Studies Assembly
John Carroll UnivArsity
Cleveland, Ohio 44118
Michael Pap, Director and Chairman

National Institute of Education
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare'
Education Division

19th and M Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036
Patricia Graham, Director

National League of Cities
1620 I Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Alan Beals, Executive Director
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National School,Volunteer,Program
300 North Washington St. .

Alexandria, Va. 22314.

Jeanne Carney, Director

National SelfHelp Resource Center, Inc.,
2000 S Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C. -

Susan Davis, Executive Director

National Street Law Institute
605 0 Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Jason Newman, Director

National Urban League
Educa%.,o,. Division

500 East 62d St.
New York, N.Y. 10021
CaroI Gibson, Director of Education

New England Training Center for Community Organizers

19 Davis St.
Providence, R.I. 02908

Ellen Ryan,\Directer

Offite of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
633 Indiana Ave., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20531

John Rectori Administrator

Office of Neighborhoods, Voluntary Associations, and

Consumer protection
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban-Development
541 7th St., SW..
Washington, D.C. 20554

Geno Baroni, Assistant Secretary

Office of SCience and Society
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550
Alexander Morin, Director
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ORGANIZE, Inc.
814.Mission St.
San Francisco, Calif. :94103

:Mike Miller,,Director.

PIRG National Clearinghouse
1328 E Street, NW., Suite 1127
Washington, D.C. 20004

Robert Clopack, Director

Operation PUSH
930 East 50th St.
Chicago,'Ill. 60615

Jesse Jackson, National President

Prime Time School Television
120 South LaSalle St.
Chicago, Ill. 60603
William Singer, President

Project ACT ,

Minneapolis Schools and che University of Minnesota
1985 Buford Ave.
St. Paul, Minn, 55108
Diane Hedin, Director

Ralph Nader's Public Citizen,`Inc.

P.O. Box 19404
Washington, D.C. 20036

Susan Weber, Director

Research for Better Schools
444 North 3d St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19123

Barbara Presseisen, Director
.Citizen Education Component

01.#

Robert F. Kennedy Memorial
1035 30111 St., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20007

David Hackett, Executive Director

10-4
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Russell Sage Foundation
230 Park Ave'.'r

New York, N.Y. 10017
Herbert McCloskey, Program Director?

Citizenship

Social Science Education Consortium
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colo. ',8030.2
Irving Morrissett, .Director

Social Siudies tielié-!.opilient Center

--- Indiana University_
Bloomington, Ind. 474U1
Howard Mehlinger, Director

Special Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship
American Bar Association
1155 East 60th St.
Chicago, Ill. 60638
Norman Gross, Dftector

The Sun Company
100 Matsonford Rd.
Radnor,'Pa. 19087

Towmey, Public Affairs Consultant

Robert A. Taft Institute of Government
420 Lexington Ave.
New Iprk, N.Y. 10017
Mari1Fn Chelstrom,.President

UCLA Center for Economic Education
Department of Education
University of California
Los Angeles, Callf. 90024
Marilyn.Kourilsky, Director
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Union Leadership Academy
Department of Labor Studies
Pennsylvania Statelfaversity
MI Liberal Arts Tower
University Park, Pa. 16802

'Mark Arown, Executive Secretary

University and College Labor Education Association

University of Mainer'at Orono

Bureau of Labor Educatim
128 College Ave.
Orono, Maine 04473
John Hanson, President

University of the District of Columbia
Labor Studies Center
724 9th St., VW., #300
Washington, D.C. 20001

'John R. MacKenzie; Director .1

Urban Life Center
Georgia State University
University Plaza
Atlanta, Ga. 4 30303

Joseph Parko, Jr., Director of Urban Community

Services .

Volunteer Urban Consulting Group
300 East 42d St.
New York., N.Y. 10017

Brooke Mahoney, Director

World Future Sotiety
4916 St. Elmo Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20014

Edward Cornish, Director
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